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Complexities and diversity in archaeologies of Island Melanesia

James Flexner and Mathieu Leclerc

It has been over 20 years since Spriggs’ (1997) synthesis The Island Melanesians was published. In the ensuing two decades, a massive and accelerating amount of archaeological fieldwork, analysis, and publication has taken place in the region (see Kirch 2017:55–183 for a recently updated synthesis). There have since been a number of synthetic works highlighting the archaeology of specific archipelagos in Island Melanesia, including Vanuatu (Bedford 2006; Bedford and Spriggs 2014), the Solomon Islands (Walter and Sheppard 2017) and Fiji (Burley 2013; Clark and Anderson 2009). There have also been periodic volumes covering the archaeology of the Lapita Cultural Complex, which is a phenomenon primarily located in Island Melanesia, though also in the neighbouring Polynesian archipelagos of Tonga and to a lesser extent Samoa (e.g. Bedford et al. 2007; Sand and Bedford 2010; Sand et al. 2015). As more sites are discovered, the notion of what Lapita is, where it is located and how to interpret possibly related findings remains a matter of vibrant debate.

This book is not intended as a new synthesis of Melanesian archaeology in the true sense. Rather, the book features a series of case studies highlighting the great diversity of contemporary approaches to archaeologies of Island Melanesia from a thematic perspective. The field is transforming rapidly in response to a variety of forces both inside and outside the discipline of archaeology. One of the more significant developments in 21st-century Melanesian archaeology is the emergence of a sense of ‘salvage’ archaeology, in which large-scale fieldwork is carried out to document sites ahead of economic development projects (Richards et al. 2016; Sand et al. this volume). We imagine this kind of research will become increasingly prominent in coming years.

In introducing this collection of essays, we focus on two significant themes that are immediately apparent to anyone who has worked in Melanesia: the great diversity of environmental and cultural processes that have shaped, and continue to shape, human life in the region; and the complexity of Melanesian societies, which is itself a highly diverse phenomenon.

At the outset, we should offer a caveat similar to the one that Kirch (2017:4) gives in a much broader-ranging synthesis of Pacific archaeology. When we refer to Island Melanesia, we are referring to a geographic region comprising the islands in the contemporary nation-states of Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, Fiji and the French colony of New Caledonia. This grouping makes sense because of the history of research in the Pacific, but it certainly does not reflect the complex culture histories of Melanesian people. The boundary with neighbouring Polynesia is problematic considering the long history of interaction and connections between the regions. Dumont d’Urville’s tripartite division of the Pacific into Polynesia, Melanesia and Micronesia has remained influential in the ways that scholars understand the Pacific (Clark 2003).
and how the inhabitants construct their identities. Dumont d’Urville created divisions that are still used heuristically, but it is well understood that the boundaries are in some ways inappropriate, particularly for the racialised division of Melanesia.

Thus, while Melanesia can be used to distinguish an area of sea and islands, it does not bear any relationship to the histories of the people who live in those islands. This is in contrast to Polynesia, which has been argued to represent a ‘phyletic unit’ composed of cultures with a traceable shared ancestry (Kirch and Green 2001). Roger Green (1991) long ago noted that Melanesia might be better conceived of in terms of Near Oceania, those islands that were colonised initially during the Pleistocene, and Remote Oceania, those islands first settled by Lapita-age populations beginning around 3000 years ago. Further, Dumont d’Urville’s boundaries have always been permeable, and perhaps the clearest evidence for this is the presence of Polynesian Outliers, islands with Polynesian languages and cultural traits that are located within the geographic boundaries of Melanesia and Micronesia (Feinberg and Scaglion 2012).

Diversity in Island Melanesia

Melanesia is arguably the most linguistically diverse region of the world. From the Papuan languages of the New Guinea highlands and interiors of some high islands in the Solomon Islands (Reesink et al. 2009), to the immense number of Austronesian languages present in the small population of Vanuatu (Crowley 2000; François 2012), the level of diversity in the region is simply astonishing. This linguistic diversity is a reflection of the complex history of settlement in the region reaching back to the Pleistocene, though there is not necessarily a simple relationship between languages and populations (Posth et al. 2018).

Environmentally, Melanesia is also highly diverse. Island size varies from New Guinea, the world’s second-largest island with an interior massif featuring many peaks that reach over 4000 m in height, to tiny atolls a few kilometres in surface area and no more than a few metres high at their highest point. Often the biogeographic variability of Melanesian islands is represented within small groups of neighbours. For example, the south of Vanuatu features two older, dormant volcanic high islands, Erromango and Aneityum; a still-active volcanic island, Tanna; a nearby coral atoll, Aniwa; and a makatea-type island of raised limestone, Futuna (Flexner et al. 2018). Islands also vary in terms of the sizes and productivity of fringing coral reefs and mangrove swamps, both of which were an essential resource for islanders, particularly as a source of fish and shellfish (see Oertle and Szabó this volume). On larger islands, it might be several days’ walk from the interior to the sea. Islanders often adapted to this kind of ecological variability by developing complex exchange networks to redistribute surpluses and deficits not only of food but also other essentials such as oven stones, raw materials, finished tools and valuables (see Bayliss-Smith et al. this volume).

Cultural diversity, of course, goes hand in hand with this linguistic and biogeographical diversity. Histories of Melanesian islands are both variable, and often follow radically different trajectories from many Old World–focused archaeological models. For example, Papua New Guinea’s highlands produced one of the earliest inventions of agriculture in the world (Golson et al. 2017). The concept of the ‘Neolithic revolution’ expected to accompany such an invention does not apply readily to this case, however (Denham this volume). Melanesian ritual practices took on a variety of forms, some involving monumental stone constructions, some not (Bedford this volume). Melanesians had a remarkable diversity of ways of treating the dead and mediating

---
1 There are numerous examples of grassroots events associated with Melanesian culture, such as the Melanesian Arts and Cultural Festival, the Melanesian Regional Championships (Athletics), Wansol Melanesian Music Festival, etc.
relationships with ancestors (Valentin et al. 2011; Valentin and Sand this volume). Social organisation was likewise remarkably diverse, and it is here that we turn to the concept of complexity for understanding Melanesia.

**Melanesian complexities**

In what has now become a classic work in cultural anthropology, Sahlins (1963) defined a concept of 'big man' societies that he saw as typical of Melanesian social complexity, in contrast to the hereditary titles passed down through Polynesian chiefdoms. This work has been challenged on various fronts, including suggestions that the big man phenomenon was associated specifically with Papuan, as opposed to Austronesian-speaking groups (Scaglion 1996). More critically, the big man societies recorded ethnohistorically were often a reflection of the dramatic demographic and cultural shifts resulting from European colonialism (Sand et al. 2003; Spriggs 2008).

Much of the scholarship on social complexity in Oceania focuses on chiefs and chiefdoms (e.g. Earle and Spriggs 2015; Kirch 1984). Most contemporary Melanesian languages use some version of *jif* (chief) to describe individuals who hold positions of power and authority. However, the kinds of power, and how it is asserted, contested and defended, are highly variable. The evolution of chiefly systems in the Solomon Islands, for example, involved complex processes of niche construction and entanglement as people adapted to relationships of both exchange and warfare (Sheppard this volume; Thomas this volume).

Complex exchange systems evolved hand in hand with the chiefly systems, as Melanesian chiefs often relied on generosity to solidify their authority through gifts and feasting. Prestigious objects for use in exchange systems were produced through technologically sophisticated and meaning-laden processes (Gaffney this volume). Remains of feasts are found in a variety of scales and materials, from faunal remains to microscopic residues found on the inside of pots (Leclerc et al. this volume). In the period of European contacts, these systems further evolved to include settlers such as missionaries (Flexner 2016; Flexner et al. this volume).

**The structure of this book**

The themes of diversity and complexity permeate the chapters in this volume in a number of ways. The book is separated into three main thematic sections ('Landscapes and complexities'; 'Exchange and contacts'; 'Practices'), sandwiched between smaller contextual sections. The volume opens with a historical overview covering the history of archaeological research in Island Melanesia. The chapters in 'Landscapes and complexities' examine the ways that different processes shaped social complexity and landscape transformation. 'Exchange and contacts' focuses on systems of exchange and cross-cultural interactions. 'Practices' includes in-depth examinations of different forms of practice that were essential to Melanesian ways of life. Finally, we leave the last word to our colleague Edson Willie of the Vanuatu Cultural Centre, who offers the perspective of an indigenous Melanesian archaeologist.
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Historical perspective
Towards a history of Melanesian archaeological practices

Matthew Spriggs

To be ignorant of what occurred before you were born is to remain always a child. For what is the worth of human life, unless it is woven into the life of our ancestors by the study of history.

—Cicero, *Orator*, 120

There are obvious advantages to understanding the history of our discipline, as it is the intellectual baggage we all bring to the trowel's edge, whether we know it or not, and whether we have absorbed it consciously or unconsciously from our teachers and peers. This was brought home to me when reading the *Kulturkreis* archaeologist/ethnologist Robert Heine-Geldern's account of Austronesian migrations into the Pacific, written nearly 90 years ago (Heine-Geldern 1932). There seemed little difference to me, including the use of the word Austronesian, between his general outline of migration and interaction and what one can find today in a general work such as Peter Bellwood's latest survey (2017). There has been nearly a century of Pacific archaeology since Heine-Geldern wrote, with a particular acceleration in research over the last 50 years or so, and yet the basic narrative arguably remains the same. This can only be either because he precociously got the story right or, alternatively, because his schema was so influential in organising knowledge as archaeology developed in the region that we have never managed to question its basic direction.

We clearly need more of what David Clarke (1973) called in another archaeological context 'critical self-consciousness' to examine whether the bases of our explanations are in fact grounded in unthinking and outmoded ways of thought, perhaps colonialist, imperialist and/or racialised. As George Santayana (1905:284) put it in an oft-quoted but ironically otherwise depressingly racist passage: 'those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it'. Critical self-consciousness of our intellectual past, however, goes beyond just understanding the background to the master narratives of the discipline in the Pacific. We cannot understand the old excavation and survey reports that we all build on in our work without knowing what techniques and practices were available at the time to be deployed in constructing the details of prehistory that we take for granted today, and what sort of lag there was between the availability and the take-up of particular analytical techniques. This can give us an idea of how networked or isolated Pacific archaeology has been during its history with regards to global developments in the field. This in turn reflects back on our larger-scale grand narratives, by asking what building blocks were used to construct them; what tools and materials could be deployed at particular times in developing the Pacific archaeologist's theoretical superstructure?
This paper will not delve into the history of the wider theoretical frameworks that we use to organise our data, the subject being too vast to cover here, but it will illustrate the point made above about the availability of particular scientific practices and techniques. It will provide a few select case studies concerning when particular techniques were first available, when they were first deployed in Pacific archaeology more generally and when in the archaeology of the Melanesian region in particular. Certain kinds of evidence-based discussions were not possible until particular technical advances in practice in archaeological science were deployed; some questions simply could not be asked.

Radiocarbon dating is the obvious place to start the discussion, and then the lead is given by the three themes for the volume identified by the editors. I will draw illustrations from each of these in turn, before using this history to evaluate the networked or isolated status of archaeology in our region at particular times. The themes lend themselves to the examination of particular facets of our discipline. The first, ‘Landscapes and complexities’, requires an engagement with settlement patterns and landscape archaeology. The second, ‘Exchange and contacts’, relies on characterisation and provenance studies of such artefacts as stone adzes, pottery and obsidian flakes. I will use this as my primary ‘case study’ and cover the topic in most detail. The final theme, ‘Practices’, involves such topics as manufacturing sequences, environmental reconstruction and funerary (bio)archaeology. Has there been a slow unfolding of knowledge or were there particular, perhaps serendipitous, moments that have shaped the course of archaeological investigation?

The radiocarbon revolution

One such defining moment was surely the invention of radiocarbon dating by Willard Libby and colleagues in the late 1940s, becoming potentially available to archaeologists throughout the world around 1949–50. It was very quickly deployed by Pacific archaeologists, with Bishop Museum archaeologist Kenneth Emory getting the first date back from a Polynesian archaeological site in 1950, the Kuli’ou’ou rock shelter on O’ahu, Hawaii. It was published originally on 21 September 1951 in the second date list from Libby’s laboratory at the University of Chicago, along with two Australian archaeological samples collected by Edmund Gill from Victorian middens (Libby 1951). Melanesia was not far behind with Edward Winslow Gifford publishing multiple dates from two significant Fijian sites he had excavated in 1947 and judiciously kept the charcoal from (Gifford 1952, 1955, as anticipated in his earlier monograph [1951:203]), and then from his 1952 New Caledonia excavations, including at the site of Lapita (Crane 1956; Gifford and Shutler 1956:89–92). In this case we can see very little lag between the invention of the technique and its Pacific and Melanesian deployment.

---

1 It is also worth noting that the first radiocarbon laboratory in the Pacific region was established in 1951 and later became known as the Rafter Laboratory at Lower Hutt, New Zealand, named in honour of its founder, Athol Rafter. It is currently the world’s oldest continuously operating radiocarbon laboratory (www.gns.cri.nz/Home/Services/Laboratories–Facilities/Rafter–Radiocarbon–Laboratory/About–Us/The–History–of–Rafter). The second such laboratory was established at the Museum (later Institute) of Applied Science in Melbourne and opened officially in 1961 after a long set-up period beginning in 1954 and with advice from Athol Rafter, but it had continual equipment problems and closed in 1970 (Rae 2018). A dating facility was also established at the University of New South Wales in the early 1960s but only produced one date list before closing (Green et al. 1965). The third was that set up at The Australian National University in 1965 by Henry Polach, who had transferred from Rafter’s New Zealand Laboratory (Mulvaney 1993:22).
It must be recalled that prior to the development of radiocarbon dating, Pacific chronologies relied upon oral traditions and genealogical dating; there simply were no other methods beyond putative links of pottery styles in the Pacific to those in other parts of the world (invariably wrong in hindsight), or the superficial resemblance of particular artefact types to supposed 'Palaeolithic' tools and thus suggestive of a deep antiquity (Kirch 2017). An interesting history could be written, although this is not the place to present it, of the increasingly long vistas opened up by the development of a 'deep time' history that radiocarbon dating allowed in the very largely unglaciated Pacific; in Europe it was the geological record of past glaciations that had created a framework for a Pleistocene prehistory from the late 19th century onwards (Daniel 1975). In our part of the world the general belief, albeit with some notable early exceptions, was that prehistory had been, if not necessarily nasty and brutish, certainly short. We started with a thousand-year history in Hawaii; with the Fijian radiocarbon dates it became 2000 years for Melanesia, and in New Caledonia by 1956 it was approaching 3000 years (Gifford and Shuter 1956). The first dates from New Guinea in the 1960s pushed Pacific chronology back to over 10 000 years (Bulmer 1964a), reaching 26 000 BP (uncalibrated) by 1970 (White et al. 1970). The first Pleistocene date in Island Melanesia was obtained in 1981 by Jim Specht with a date from Misisil on New Britain in the Bismarck Archipelago (Specht et al. 1981, 1983). It was from 1993 that a reliable means of calibrating radiocarbon dates back into the Pleistocene was established (Stuiver and Reimer 1993), ultimately to allow extension back to the limits of the method in 2009 (Reimer et al. 2009).

The radiocarbon barrier at about 40 000 years (now extended by calibration a few thousand years earlier (Summerhayes et al. 2010)) was first breached in New Guinea by the discovery of waisted axes in stratigraphic position on the Huon Terraces in 1986 by Les Groube and his students, dated using thermoluminescence to 60 000–40 000 years (Groube et al. 1986); Uranium series dating later confirming the age of the marine terrace on which this deposit sits to be 61 000–52 000 years old (Chappell et al. 1994). For comparison, in Australia the barrier was breached only in 1990 at the site now known as Madjedbebe, initially using thermoluminescence but later the more developed optically stimulated luminescence (OSL), most recently on single sand grains (Clarkson et al. 2017; Roberts et al. 1990, 1993).

The results of the 1984–85 Lapita Homeland Project (Allen and Gosden 1991) pushed Island Melanesian occupation back towards 40 000 years on New Ireland in the Bismarcks, with later results providing potentially even older dates for New Britain using OSL (Torrence et al. 2004). A project developing directly out of the Lapita Homeland Project pushed the dates on Buka Island in the neighbouring Solomons back to 28 000 BP (uncalibrated) (Wickler and Spriggs 1988). And there the Pleistocene frontier in Melanesia has remained, with no dates earlier than c. 3000 BP from anywhere in Remote Oceania to date, despite concentrated efforts during the 1990s and early 2000s in Vanuatu to look for earlier settlement there (Bedford and Spriggs 2008). The Pleistocene frontier that we are confident of today between Near and Remote Oceania was thus only firmly established in the early years of the 21st century.

The point is that to evaluate statements made about the archaeology of the Pacific at any particular date, we need to know what chronological models and constraints those writing them were living under at the time. They simply did not know what we know now.

---

2 Fritz Sarasin went to New Caledonia in search of Palaeolithic ‘river drift man’ in 1911–12, without success (Sarasin 2009 [1929]). Alphonse Riesenfeld posed the question in the 1950s of whether there was a Pleistocene history in Melanesia (Riesenfeld 1952). Neither intervention had any significant influence on subsequent archaeological practice, however.

3 Recall that in Australia a terminal Pleistocene prehistory had only been securely established in 1962 (Mulvaney 2011:113).
Landscapes and complexities: Settlement patterns and landscape archaeology in the Pacific

Roger Green is generally credited with introducing a settlement pattern approach to the Pacific, derived from his Harvard background in the 1950s, where he was taught by Gordon Willey who was a major American pioneer in such studies (Willey 1953). Green’s Harvard classmate, Kwang-Chih Chang was later to write a standard text, Settlement Patterns in Archaeology (1972; see also Chang 1958). In a perceptive paper that deserves a wider audience Phillips and Campbell (2004) survey the field in New Zealand, but with further reference to the Pacific, providing a history which covers the range of approaches from the original settlement pattern approach to what is now called landscape archaeology. They refer to the claim of Parsons (1972:134) that the Pacific regional ‘school’ of settlement archaeology, led by Green, was the first anywhere outside the United States. But they also note some earlier applications of somewhat similar methods by scholars such as HD Skinner, and the British contribution via figures such as Cyril Fox (1923) and OGS Crawford (1953) that was part of the intellectual baggage brought to New Zealand by Golson in 1954 as ‘field archaeology’ (Golson 1957b; Golson and Green 1959; see also Golson 1986). They also recognise the novel developments of the approach by others in New Zealand, including Les Groube in particular (partially published in Groube 1965).

Green was also very influential in Hawaii, where he was based at the Bishop Museum from 1966 to 1970, helping to initiate large-scale settlement pattern surveys, particularly of the various dryland field systems at Lapakahi on Hawai‘i Island, and irrigated and dryland systems at Makaha in O‘ahu and at Halawa Valley on Moloka‘i (Kirch 1985:18–19).

Aerial photography has long been a staple technique of Pacific geographers. Its first explicitly archaeological applications were called for by Blake-Palmer (1947) in New Zealand, citing the pioneering work in Britain by OGS Crawford (1928) and others. Blake-Palmer called for an archaeologist to be attached to the New Zealand Survey Department so that the many Maori sites visible on aerial photographs could be placed on maps. Golson (1957b) also noted the value of aerial photography in surveys. Its first sustained use in Melanesia in examining prehistoric settlement patterns was by the geographer John Parry in Fiji. Covering particularly deltaic and swampy areas he was able to identify fortified settlements and also agricultural features. This research was published in a series of papers between 1977 and 1997 (see Parry 1977, 1997 for examples and references). Similar work was carried out in New Caledonia on the irrigated taro terraces and other agricultural systems there (Roux 1990, reporting on early 1980s work).

Landscapes (and seascapes) have also been foci in Melanesia more recently, seen by Phillips and Campbell as deriving mainly from British post-processual approaches: they note particularly Ballard (1994) and Gosden and Pavlides (1994). Such an influence was clearly there but they miss the strong influence from human and cultural geography associated with scholars such as Brookfield and Hart (1971) and Bonnemaison (1974, 1979). The former influenced several generations of New Guinea archaeologists at The Australian National University (ANU) and elsewhere, and the latter was a particular influence on those working in Vanuatu (for instance Spriggs 1985, 1987 [orig. 1981]).

Most recently, the deployment of aerial laser scanning or LiDAR (light detection and ranging) imagery in the Pacific and elsewhere, literally ‘seeing’ beneath the trees to pick out even subtle human alterations in the landscape, has opened up interpretive vistas almost impossible to imagine even a few years ago. The technology particularly took off in the remote sensing literature at the very end of the 20th century and archaeological applications began to appear in the first decade of the current one (Barnes 2003; Bewley 2003; Bewley et al. 2005; Devereux et al. 2005). Spectacular results have come particularly from tropical regions (Chase et al. 2012...
for Mesoamerica, and Evans et al. 2014 for the Angkor Wat complex in Cambodia). First use in Pacific archaeology appears to have been in Hawaii in 2011 (Ladefoged et al. 2011; McCoy et al. 2011), American Samoa in 2015 (Quintus et al. 2015) and Tonga in 2016 (Freeland et al. 2016). Entire cultural landscapes are being revealed, previously ‘lost’ under heavy vegetation or otherwise scarcely visible to the naked eye in cleared cattle paddocks—such as recently investigated on the island of Efate in central Vanuatu (Bedford et al. 2018). The latter research revealed the unsuspected extent of dryland intensified agricultural systems and a hitherto undescribed site type of large circular earthworks whose function is at present unknown.

Previous achievements in settlement pattern and landscape archaeology in the Pacific have been rather overshadowed by the LiDAR revolution. The earlier shift in attention, however, from single sites to sites within a natural and cultural landscape, and to the investigation of settlement hierarchies and other features of settlement patterns, were what created the frameworks for understanding newly deployed techniques. The open landscapes of parts of Fiji which allowed Parry to use extensive aerial photographic coverage in many ways prefigured current LiDAR developments. Without such wide-scale coverage of settlements within their cultural and agricultural landscapes, issues of prehistoric demography and agricultural intensification could not be seriously addressed. Already the Efate and Vanuatu LiDAR data can be used to suggest much higher population densities at European contact than previously demonstrable (Bedford et al. 2018). The tragedy of catastrophic population declines due to introduced Western diseases is thus more starkly brought into focus.

Exchange and contacts: The history of characterisation and provenance studies

Characterisation is the act of discriminating between artefacts derived from different sources, whereas provenance hazards at least a guess as to where the sources might be. A precocious chemical analysis of jade artefacts was published in 1865 in Paris by Damour, from an explicitly archaeological science perspective (Damour 1865). It seems to have been very largely overlooked by historians of archaeology—the only archaeological reference in English to this work I can find is in W Campbell Smith’s work on ‘Jade axes from sites in the British Isles’ (Smith 1963:151–152). Damour’s work is particularly notable as the chemical analyses included a nephrite axe from New Zealand, and the study included further axes claimed to be from the Marquesas, as well as an obsidian artefact from Easter Island.4

Thin sections of pottery from Peru, and from Santorini in the Greek Mediterranean, of Greek and of Mexican obsidian were being undertaken in the 1880s and 1890s (references from Cann et al. 1969; Matson 1969). Petrology was to become a staple of provenance studies of British Neolithic axes from the 1930s onwards (Grimes 1979), and of North American pottery from at least the 1930s (Keiller et al. 1941; Kidder and Shepard 1936).

In the late 1940s Gifford had tried to secure the services of Anna O Shepard (unsuccessfully) to thin section pottery from his Fijian excavations.5 He got some interest from his geologist colleague Howel Williams, but the work was completed by GH Curtis, also of University of California, Berkeley, who later would conduct the petrological analysis of Gifford’s New Caledonian pottery as well (in Gifford 1951; Gifford and Shutler 1956). Reba W Benedict,

---

4 Some of Damour’s work was known to GHF Ulrich, the first Professor of Geology at Otago University, New Zealand, but the reference he cites in a table provided to his colleague FB Chapman is to Damour’s analysis of a Chinese jade object (Chapman 1891: 539).

5 Information from letters archived in the Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley.
a geology student supervised by Curtis, carried out petrological analysis of Yapese pottery from Gifford's last expedition of 1956. The Yap monograph was published posthumously in 1959 (Gifford and Gifford 1959), and perhaps because of this Benedict's work rates only the merest mention (Gifford and Gifford 1959:184–185).

The early Melanesian characterisation work was later to inspire geologist Bill Dickinson in starting his 40-plus-year association with Pacific archaeological pottery analysis (summarised in Dickinson 2006). Dickinson recounted how he was engaged in geological research in Fiji in 1965, while his graduate anthropologist wife Peggy decided to study a modern pottery-making community there (Dickinson and Sykes 1965). He was introduced to Helen and Lawrence Birks, then digging at the Sigatoka Dune site, who were trying to find a way to establish if the Lapita pottery discovered there was local or exotic. They naturally asked if there were applicable geological techniques for doing so. Knowing from his wife's study that local potters added mineral temper to the clay constituents of the pottery they were making, Dickinson concluded that petrological analysis was the answer to their question. He was later able to establish a local source for the pottery (Dickinson 1971).

Richard Shutler Jr, the graduate student who had accompanied Gifford to New Caledonia in 1952, was serendipitously visiting the Bishop Museum in Honolulu when Dickinson dropped in on his way home from Fiji. Dickinson later reported that upon meeting him and hearing of his expertise, Shutler exclaimed 'where have you been all my life?' They immediately embarked upon a collaborative project on Pacific pottery characterisation through thin section analysis that continued until Shutler's death in 2007.6

The initial summary publication of Dickinson's ceramic studies was in Yawata and Sinoto's edited volume from the 11th Pacific Science Congress held in Japan in 1966 (Dickinson and Shutler 1968), soon followed by his published specialist report in Green and Davidson's first volume on The Archaeology of Western Samoa (Dickinson 1969:271–273).7 This was some years after Curtis' pioneering work on the petrology of New Caledonian pottery, suggesting a significant time lag. But it must be noted that apart from PhD theses, there had been no monographic treatments of the archaeology of Pacific pottery-using areas in that interval, apart from Gifford's own already-mentioned 1959 monograph, Alex Spoehr's work on Marianas Prehistory (1957) and Douglas Osborne's The Archaeology of the Palau Islands (1966). Spoehr did not include any petrological analysis, while Osborne had thin sections of pottery made and analysed by Dale Kramer of the University of Washington Geology Department, but made very little of them in the absence of detailed knowledge of regional geology. In this, Dickinson had the clear advantage and from the start was able to establish distinct temper regions within the broader Pacific (Dickinson and Shutler 1968).

As Gifford's Fiji monograph (1951), containing Curtis' petrological report, was the first to report substantive excavations in any area of the Pacific where pottery was in use, it can hardly be said of that that it represented a significant time lag after common use in the United States and elsewhere of petrographic analysis of ceramics.

Others, independently however, had also embarked upon petrographic analysis of Pacific ceramics in the 1960s, notably the pioneer archaeological scientist Con Key in Jack Golson's unit within the Anthropology and Sociology Department at ANU in Canberra. Hired for a five-year

---

6 The sources for the history of Bill Dickinson's involvement in pottery studies in the Pacific are from personal communications over a long period of time, particularly over dinner in San Francisco in April 2015, just a few months before his death on fieldwork in Tonga in July of that year, backed up by the account in the Preface to Dickinson's summary monograph (2006:vii).

7 Burley and Weisler (2016:83) note that the first of Dickinson's generally unpublished specialist reports, numbering 322 at his death, was dated 1966 and 'characterizes the temper of a Lapita sherd from Efate, Vanuatu'. His first published Fiji summary report is dated as submitted in 1968 (Dickinson 1971).
fellowship in 1965, having been trained in geology in Holland and South Africa, Key initiated a number of innovative characterisation studies of both pottery and obsidian in his position as Research Fellow in Environmental Archaeology. The lack of a job after his fellowship finished meant he was lost to archaeology, going to work for the Western Australia Department of Main Roads; he died soon afterwards (Jack Golson, pers. comm. November 2017).

Key’s petrological reports were at first appended to various PhD theses coming out of what became in May 1969 the Department of Prehistory in the Research School of Pacific Studies at ANU, led by Jack Golson. These started with a 1966 report for Jens Poulsen who was working on Tongan Lapita sites (later published in Poulsen 1987) and was followed by a 1967 report for J Peter White who was researching in the Eastern Highlands of Papua New Guinea (PNG, published in White 1972). Key carried out independent studies of ethnographic and some prehistoric pottery in the Massim area of PNG, establishing there had been exchange between the Collingwood Bay area and the Trobriands (Key 1968a). His other major work was on the sourcing of New Guinea obsidians using spectrographic analysis of trace elements (Key 1968b, 1969), showing that obsidian from the Lapita sites on Watom Island could be sourced to the Talasea area of West New Britain some 270 km away. This was the first archaeologically oriented study of Melanesian obsidians; they did not feature at all in Cann et al.’s (1969) world survey.

Spectrographic methods had first been developed near the beginning of the 19th century, but optical spectroscopy had been first applied to archaeological materials such as metals and faience beads in the 1950s (Britton and Richards 1969). The first publication on trace elements detected using optical spectroscopy for characterising obsidians was in 1964, starting a major study of Anatolian and other obsidian exchange in the Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East (Cann and Renfrew 1964). Roger Green and colleagues in New Zealand were quick on the uptake (Green et al. 1967), with Key’s work being a further development of the technique.

Green had initially become interested in obsidian for its potential as a tool for dating, and as a visiting Fulbright Scholar had issued an appeal in the December 1958 issue of the New Zealand Archaeological Association Newsletter for samples (Scarlett 1958:3). He had read of the use of refractive index as a means of characterising obsidian (Boyer and Robinson 1955) and heard of the development of hydration dating from American researchers, who were later to publish their results (Clark 1961; Friedman et al. 1960). Working with Auckland geologist RN Brothers (an early collaborator of Jack Golson in Auckland in the mid-1950s), Green used general appearance and refractive index measurements in an attempt to characterise sources in New Zealand, as had earlier been applied with some success in the Southwest of the United States and in Japan (Green 1962).8 Working also with Wal Ambrose at Auckland, Green was quick to publish the first New Zealand obsidian hydration results (Ambrose and Green 1962). There was clearly no time lag in that particular application from its successful development and publication to a Pacific application. In 1964 Green published a further report on New Zealand obsidian sources and the dating of their use (Green 1964), and Green and colleagues’ 1967 sourcing paper using emission spectroscopy was again, as we have seen, published within three years of the earliest published work anywhere on obsidian sourcing using this technique (Green et al. 1967). Ambrose and Green teamed up again in 1972, using emission spectrography in the first paper to establish inter-archipelago movement of materials during the Lapita period, in this case obsidians from Talasea being transported some 2000 km to the outer eastern islands of the

8 And also in New Zealand: the earliest specifically petrological interest in archaeological obsidians in the Pacific seems to be that of Prof. DS Coombs of Otago University (see also footnote 11, below). Golson (1957a:285) refers to him reporting on a unique obsidian piece from Pounawea, South Island, New Zealand, that it had a refractive index and chemical constituents different from Mayor Island obsidian. This predates Green’s New Zealand involvement in the subject.
Solomons (Ambrose and Green 1972). Before this date it was scarcely possible to discuss Lapita exchange, although Key’s work had shown the way; subsequently it has become a major topic of Lapita studies.

Ambrose had relocated to ANU in 1963, lured by Jack Golson’s earlier move there from Auckland in 1961, and as a research officer had been a colleague of Key’s. Ambrose’s obsidian interests continued, and he soon became the major archaeological specialist on obsidian characterisation in the Pacific. Summerhayes et al. (1998, updated in Summerhayes 2009) provide a useful history of the successive techniques used to refine the sourcing of Pacific, mainly Melanesian, obsidians: X-ray fluorescence (XRF) was applied in 1974, neutron activation analysis (NAA) in 1976, but was quickly succeeded by proton-induced gamma emission analysis (PIGME) that same year (a technique developed only in 1972), to be combined with proton-induced X-ray emission analysis (PIXE) by 1979 as PIXE-PIGME, and finally with laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) taking over as the technique of choice around 2008.

Other techniques have been used intermittently as well since the 1990s (Summerhayes 2009:110), most significantly portable XRF (pXRF). This technique allows the researcher to come to where the samples are, rather than the other way around, is non-destructive, relatively inexpensive and requires little specialised training to use, in contrast to many of the other available techniques. The aim of all this technique shifting has been to allow rapid characterisation of multiple samples and an ever more refined differentiation of subsamples within general source areas, while also being mindful of cost, of what equipment was available in any particular institution and of being able to gain the interest of those who were in charge of the equipment. Ambrose’s name appears as one of the authors on papers on almost every new development in the field to the present.

Petrography of ceramics has been mentioned as having been a long-standing technique in Pacific archaeology, and thin section analysis of Pacific stone resources similarly did not lag far behind its use elsewhere. Histories of the use of petrology in the United Kingdom such as that by Grimes (1979) usually begin with reference to HH Thomas’ (1923) study of the source of the Stonehenge bluestones, identified as coming from the Preseli Mountains of Wales. Thomas was the petrographer of the United Kingdom Geological Survey from 1911 to his untimely death in 1935 (Harker 1935). His earliest involvement with the sourcing of axes was reported in a paper on the Graig Lwyd axe quarry in 1919 (Warren 1919, 1921) and he continued to advise on axe petrology until his death (Keiller et al. 1941). His immediate successor as Geological Survey petrographer was James Phemister who also gets an honourable mention for his petrographic work on British stone axes in the ‘First Report of the South-Western Group of Museums and Art Galleries on the Petrological Identification of Stone Axes’, covering the period 1936 to 1941 (Keiller et al. 1941, and references therein).

In a discussion of seemingly exotic basaltic stone adzes found on the coast of New South Wales, Australia, and on Norfolk Island, WW Thorpe (1929), the ethnologist at the Australian Museum in Sydney, sought out the petrologist T Hodge Smith to examine thin sections of the specimens and a comparator from Great Barrier Island in New Zealand. Smith was unable to suggest a clear source for these adzes, noting only that ‘similar basalts are very widely distributed in the Pacific regions’ (quoted in Thorpe 1929:126).

In an 1891 paper, ‘On the working of greenstone or nephrite by the Maoris’, that does not otherwise include any scientific analysis of nephrite artefacts, there is appended a table provided by the Foundation Geology Professor at Otago University, GHF Ulrich (Chapman 1891:539), already referred to (see footnote 4). In addition to Damour’s analysis of a Chinese jade, the table also included chemical analyses of New Zealand nephrites by Scheerer and Melchior and Meyer, but no sources are given.
However, the earliest published petrology on New Zealand nephrite artefacts aimed at understanding provenance was published in 1935, based on an oral presentation of 1932 (Turner 1935). Turner, a geologist at Otago University appointed in 1926, was inspired to undertake the study of 120 artefacts by ethnologist HD Skinner. Skinner maintained strong academic links with British archaeologists and would have heard of the work of Thomas in this field. At the time of publication of Turner’s research, it was in fact the largest-scale study of its kind; the major United Kingdom study of Neolithic axe sourcing mentioned earlier did not get underway until the following year (Keiller et al. 1941). Turner’s paper was not, however, as far as I can see, referenced in the United Kingdom for another 30 years (Clark 1965).

New Guinea petrographic analyses followed soon after in 1936 when Moyne and Haddon published a summary of thin section analyses of Mount Hagen and Aiome stone axes conducted by Phemister (Moyne and Haddon 1936:272). There had been earlier petrological interest in New Guinea adzes and axes, not least by Dr John E Marr and Mr WG Fearnsides of Cambridge University, who examined the products of the Suloga Quarry on Woodlark Island in the Massim and adzes from Collingwood Bay on the mainland for Seligmann around 1906 (Seligmann and Joyce 1907:331; Seligmann and Strong 1906:353–354; cf. Seligmann 1910:517). It is not clear, however, that Marr’s examination extended beyond hand specimens. Similarly, Malinowski (1934:190) credits Dr EW Skeats, Professor of Geology at Melbourne University, for petrological examination of eastern New Guinea stone artefacts, but again gives no details of the actual analyses conducted.

Petrological thin section analysis seems to have been applied systematically only from the 1960s in the Pacific, in Melanesia at least as early as in the rest of the region. When Golson moved from Auckland to ANU in 1961, an early priority of his was the establishment of a petrological laboratory there for the analysis of stone and pottery artefacts (Golson 1962). Brookfield and Brown (1963:65) reported thin section analysis of five PNG Highlands adzes by WR Morgan of the Bureau of Mineral Resources in Canberra and by GA Joplin of ANU. The anni mirabilis for the technique seems to have been 1966: Chappell and Strathern (1966) on PNG Highlands material, Verhofstad (1966) on West Papuan Highlands adzes, and a 1966 report for Jens Poulsen’s Tongan thesis on stone adzes from Tongatapu by AJR White of the Geology Department of ANU (published in Poulsen 1987).

Thin section analysis has not proved very popular in the study of Pacific adzes as it requires a slice or plug to be cut out of the adze (see Adam (1953:414 fn.) in relation to PNG Highlands specimens, for instance). Other minimal or non-destructive techniques were adopted later, most

9 Turner had earlier conducted a petrological analysis of a piece of greenstone, possibly an axe fragment, from Aitutaki in the Cook Islands. He sourced it to Milford Sound in New Zealand, noting that he had recently completed the paper which was eventually published in 1935 (quote by Skinner 1953:225–226). For a short history of the Otago Geology Department see www.otago.ac.nz/ geology/about/history.html.

10 Parker and Sheppard (1997) give primacy at Auckland University to Eleanor Crosby’s (1963) alleged thin section analysis of New Zealand basalt artefacts, although this is a misattribution (Eleanor Crosby pers. comm. January 2019). They list the many contributions—not least John Chappell’s—to adze geochemistry emanating from Auckland University, perhaps inspired at least in part by Roger Green’s undergraduate background in geology. Chappell’s original New Guinea petrological report, however, also dates to 1963, as reported by Susan Bulmer (1964b). Otago University can claim the earliest Pacific interest, as noted above. Turner’s interest there was continued by his successor at Otago from 1947, Prof. DS Coombs of the Geology Department who used the ‘X-ray powder method’ on a small fragment of an argillite adze from Taranaki to source it tentatively to the Nelson district (Skinner 1953). Coombs gave a paper at the New Zealand Archaeological Association’s 1957 second conference, on ‘The use of petrology in delimiting the sources of the stone materials of the Moa hunters’, based on thin section analysis of flakes from Leslie Lockerbie’s excavation at Pounawera (summarised in Golson 1957a:271, 284–285; see also Lockerbie 1959). While Gifford thanks Prof. Howel Williams of University of California, Berkeley, for mineralogical identification of adzes and other stone from Fiji, New Caledonia and Yap, his analysis does not appear to have extended beyond examination of hand specimens (Gifford 1951:221; Gifford and Shutler 1956:68; Gifford and Gifford 1959:193–194). Firth (1959:153) reports on thin section characterisation of Tikopian (Solomon Islands) stone adzes carried out by Dr W Campbell Smith of the Department of Mineralogy, British Museum (Natural History), but with no comparative work undertaken to provenance them.
recently pXRF because of its portability. The range of chemical characterisation techniques available has been deployed much more systematically in Polynesia than in Melanesia (see papers in Weisler 1997). It is fair to say that outside mainland New Guinea there has been much less interest in adze sourcing in Melanesia compared to the rest of the Pacific, despite the promising start in the mid-1960s and continued attention from Roger Green and his associates on the South-East Solomons Culture History Project (Green 1978; Kirch and Yen 1982:232–237; Leach and Davidson 2008; Moore 1978; Sheppard 1996) and in Fiji (Best 1989 [orig. 1984]). The aforementioned research on Polynesian Outliers and some other sites by Green and his associates turned up adzes of Samoan origin in later prehistoric contexts; apart from language these remain the only certain link between the Outliers and their presumed easterly Polynesian cultural source.

The deployment of these techniques for the characterisation and provenance of pottery and stone artefacts has largely created the study of prehistoric exchange. Until their deployment, all that could be done at best was recognition that certain materials were exotic to the place in which they were found, and an appeal in places such as the Pacific to ethnohistorically documented exchange systems as illustrating the kinds of social relations possibly entailed by the archaeological evidence.

**Practices and productivities: Manufacture, palaeoenvironments and the archaeology of death**

**Manufacture**

The chances to observe the making of stone artefacts, as opposed to sourcing where they may have come from, were taken up to some extent in Melanesia; almost solely, however, in New Guinea. The major opportunity was afforded by the fact that the relatively isolated Highlands region was not penetrated by Europeans until the 1930s, when only a few worn steel axes had reached there through traditional exchange routes with lowlands societies who had had access to metal since the previous century. Thus, Seligmann complained upon his visit to the Suloga Adze quarry on Woodlark Island in 1904 that the quarry had been abandoned for a generation and the adze makers had died out through introduced diseases (Seligmann and Strong 1906:350).

Missionaries and anthropologists were quick to get into the Highlands but generally were not much interested in technology and artefact production, although traditional exchange, including of stone adzes/axes, did gain their early attention. An exception was LG Vial (1940) who visited two stone quarries in 1938 and 1939 and provided a description and photographs of how they were worked. Clark (1965:19) complains of the general lack of attention by early visitors to the Highlands, and Chappell, who visited many of the adze quarries between 1963 and 1965, encountered only one man whom he considered a skilled maker of stone tools (Chappell and Strathern 1966:103, 105). John Burton, however, was able to conduct a detailed study of adze manufacture from the memory of men in the early 1980s who had been among the last generation to have seen the quarries in operation (Burton 1987). Stone adze/axe procurement and manufacture using traditional practices continued much longer in the Highlands of West Papua, and the Pétrequins were able to take movie film of axe makers and record in detail their techniques at various remote locations in the 1980s (Pétrequin and Pétrequin 1993).

For flaked stone the situation was somewhat better in the PNG Highlands and J Peter White was able to produce a detailed record of production techniques in the 1960s (1967, 1968; White et al. 1977), as was Maurice Godelier (Godelier with Garanger 1973). Traditional pottery making throughout Melanesia lasted much longer than stone artefact production; indeed in some areas it remains vibrant today and has been subject to many studies (for PNG see
particularly May and Tuckson 1982). It died out early, however, in New Caledonia at the turn of the 20th century but was recorded in place by various savants (as summarised by Sarasin 2009 [orig. 1929]:116–119). Ways of working shell for tools and ornaments have also received sustained levels of attention over the years.

Understanding prehistoric technologies allows one to examine questions of craft specialisation and potential levels of production, and assess whether particular craft skills were easily acquired or would have required long apprenticeships.

**Palaeoenvironments and human impacts**

Ideas of environmental change and human impacts upon landscape during human occupation of the Pacific Islands were strongly taken up by scholars working in Melanesia, as elsewhere in the Pacific. The general influence came from what would now be called historical ecology, and Kirch (1997) has summarised its development, particularly from an American perspective. In Australia it was more the demonstration of human impacts on the environment by palynologists working in New Guinea from the beginning of the 1970s and the work of geomorphologists such as Philip Hughes (for instance Hughes et al. 1979) that were particularly influential. The papers in Kirch and Hunt (1997) that relate to Melanesia show these more immediate influences, rather than those that inform most of the Polynesian studies in that volume.

The Pacific featured very early in discussion of ‘megafaunal’ extinctions, with the first New Zealand reports of bones of extinct giant birds later to be known as ‘moa’ published in 1838, and the first palaeontological description of the bones in 1839 by the brilliant anatomist Richard Owen. Moa-hunting sites were described from 1843 onwards (see Anderson 1989 for references). The extent of bird extinctions from the rest of Polynesia, although none of the species was as large as the largest moas, only became fully apparent from the 1980s onwards (Steadman 2006).

New Guinea’s megafauna were first described as potentially associated with human occupation in the 1970s at the site of Nombe (Mountain 1979; White and O’Connell 1982:91). Flannery’s (1995) contention that the Pleistocene megafauna of New Guinea were ‘almost entirely unknown’ (1995:48) until his own publications from 1983 onwards is not completely accurate. He in fact provides references to significant earlier research, although he seems to have missed an archaeologically related study by Plane (1972). That there was a major advance in knowledge of the New Guinea megafauna in the 1980s is certainly true, however, not least through Flannery’s own studies of the Nombe fauna and that from other locations (summarised in Flannery 1995:48–54).

New Caledonia’s extinct birds and reptiles were first reported in detail during the decade of the 1980s by Balouet and his colleagues, initially from fossil sites yielding remains of large birds, land crocodiles and tortoises. Remains from archaeological as opposed to fossil sites were first reported by Balouet and Olson at the end of the decade (1989). Solomon Islands’ large extinct rats were reported from Pleistocene through mid-Holocene occupation deposits from Buka soon afterwards (Flannery and Wickler 1990), while Vanuatu’s extinct land crocodiles, tortoises and birds had to wait until the 21st century before they were reported from archaeological sites there (Mead et al. 2002; White et al. 2010; Worthy et al. 2015). Steadman (2006:111–159) presents a comprehensive overview of human-induced avian extinctions in Melanesia known to that time.

From the above it can be seen that with the notable exception of New Zealand, where the ubiquitous bones of various moa species were hard to ignore, it would have been impossible to discuss the major human role in Pacific vertebrate extinctions until after 1980; before then there were precious few palaeontological and archaeozoological data on which to hang a story. A whole bestiary of fauna has since been revealed, evidence of some of the ‘pull’ factors that may
have encouraged early exploration and settlement. Sadly, it also documents the major human-induced impacts on a ‘naïve’ fauna, that in some cases would have included ‘keystone’ species vital to the environmental balance on islands (Kirch 2017:229–231). Once that fragile balance was upset, environmental degradation was inevitable on small, and often otherwise depauperate island groups.

The archaeology of death

Funerary archaeology in the Pacific has a long history, with some major early excavations in Hawaii and New Zealand (Kirch 2017). In Melanesia it has been most spectacularly investigated at the Roi Mata burial site on Eretoka or Hat Island off the coast of Efate, now part of the World Heritage Site of Chief Roi Mata’s Domain. Garanger’s excavation of a mass chiefly grave there, linked to oral traditions, was published in 1972, along with other graves associated with detailed traditions also excavated by him on Tongoa Island in the same period (Garanger 1972). Central Vanuatu is also the location of the largest Lapita-phase cemetery recorded, at Teouma on Efate itself, excavated between 2004 and 2010 (Bedford et al. 2006, 2010). It was at this site that the innovative French forensic approach, infelicitously labelled anthropologie de terrain was first applied in the Pacific (Valentin et al. 2010a). Until the excavation of Teouma, this major strand of Lapita archaeology was virtually unknown, hindering discussion of important questions about Lapita ritual and of comparison with the comparatively rich Island South-East Asian funerary record from sites like Niah, and various Taiwanese Neolithic sites (Bellwood 2017).

The SAC site on Watom, off the coast of New Britain (Petchey et al. 2016 and references therein), and the Sigatoka Dune Site on Viti Levu in Fiji (Marshall et al. 2000) are the only other major Lapita and immediately post-Lapita open funerary sites in Melanesia where information on funerary practice has been published from more than a handful of burials. At the Watom site, as at Teouma, a range of isotopic and skeletal pathology studies have also been carried out (see Petchey et al. 2016 for the most recent summary of work there). Also of note is a large series of second millennium CE burials investigated on the Polynesian Outlier island of Taumako in the Solomons (Leach and Davidson 2008:133–253; see also Buckley 2001; Kinaston and Buckley 2017). Apart from this, there is a long history of Melanesian funerary studies of cave burials, some placed inside pottery vessels, going back to the early decades of the 20th century in the archaeological literature (see for instance Austen 1939; Lyons 1922; Seligmann 1910:731).

Before the recent discovery and scientific analysis of Lapita and later cemetery data in Melanesia, there were whole areas of ritual and symbolic life, and of the health and genetic affinities of early Pacific populations that were inaccessible to archaeologists. For example, we can now examine the human health ‘costs’ of colonisation of previously uninhabited island groups (Buckley et al. 2008, 2014; Foster et al. 2018), aspects of Lapita diet breadth (Kinaston et al. 2014; Valentin et al. 2010b) and changes in both through time (Valentin et al. 2014).

Concluding discussion

As can be seen from the examples given above, scientific applications and practices developed in America and Europe have generally been very quickly taken up in the Pacific, including in Melanesia. No significant lags can be identified between their development and general use in the metropoles and in our region. This can be explained by the fact that there was never an isolated development of archaeological practice in the Pacific. It was a European and American transplant, at first of interest to museum and, to a lesser extent, university scholars. All of these had access in their institutions or through international networks to a range of expertise beyond
their own disciplines, initially calling upon geologists and biologists and later upon chemists and nuclear physicists. The widespread exchange of publications between museums and learned societies worldwide played a not insignificant role in such rapid dissemination.

Pacific archaeologists were among the first to recognise the immense promise of radiocarbon dating, and a radiocarbon dating laboratory was established in New Zealand within a couple of years of the availability of this revolutionary technique to archaeologists anywhere in the world. Characterisation and provenance studies of Pacific stone axes/adzes using thin section petrology were in use within a decade or so of their regular deployment in the United Kingdom, and other techniques of sourcing pottery and stone were also rapidly taken up in the region. This is particularly true of developments in obsidian characterisation, where deployment in New Zealand was almost simultaneous with the announcement of the first results in Anatolia and the Eastern Mediterranean.

Broader-scale practices such as the development of settlement pattern studies and landscape archaeology, backed by the use of aerial photographic analysis, were also deployed in a timely manner in the Pacific and Melanesia. Developments in both British and American traditions in these areas were quickly disseminated, as were the somewhat separate but complementary approaches used in palaeoenvironmental reconstruction and a consciousness of the role of human impacts in shaping Pacific environments. The latest developments in funerary archaeology as well, particularly the forensic techniques of anthropologie de terrain, have also been eagerly adopted in Melanesia. LiDAR surveys, which will further revolutionise our knowledge of settlement patterns in the region, are also now starting to become widely available.

Entire topics of study that are now considered central to archaeological practice could barely be considered before the development of some of the techniques listed above. Before radiocarbon dating in the 1950s there was no chronological framework available in the Pacific for periods before European contact apart from genealogically-linked oral traditions. These could only be used to go back a few hundred years in most cases. The archaeological study of exchange systems could not go beyond the ethnohistorical record and ethnographic analogy until artefact petrology and later characterisation techniques could be brought to bear on the problem. The impoverished biogeography of the Pacific at European contact was not recognised, beyond the question of the New Zealand moas, until palaeontological and archaeozoological research from the 1980s onwards revealed the past diversity of species, and the terrible effects that human settlement of the Pacific Islands had upon them.

The characterisation of phases or stages of Pacific archaeology often privileges developments in theory, the professionalisation of archaeology in the post–World War II period or the deployment of ‘scientific’ excavation techniques to key sites. These are all important markers for the history of the discipline in the Pacific that we attempt to understand. Knowing about the availability and procurement of particular archaeological science practices and techniques provides the possibility of other ways of organising disciplinary history that allow us to understand what it was possible to know at any particular moment about the region’s past.
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2. Towards a history of Melanesian archaeological practices


Landscapes and complexities
The wet and the dry in Island Melanesia

Before European contact and its various effects, the cultivation of taro (*Colocasia esculenta*) was widespread in Island Melanesia. Taro was grown alongside yams, bananas and vegetables in dryland swiddens, and also in irrigated or wetland sites (Rivers 1926:264). Matthew Spriggs (1990:175) divided the ecological contexts for wetland cultivation into (1) swampland cultivation, where water tables were lowered by digging drainage ditches, which enabled taro to be cultivated in ‘island beds’; (2) pit cultivation to tap ground water, a practice developed mainly on coral islands and atolls; and (3) true irrigation in which water was diverted to fields by canals or pipes, being delivered to the crop by simple flooding, in furrows, within pondfields or by flowing around island beds.

It was true irrigation that was often noted by early European visitors like de Queirós in Santo, Vanuatu (Purchas [1625] 1906:221–225; Spriggs 2012; Yen 1976). Although irrigation and water control was extensive on Santo, Rivers (1926:265–266) noted that these practices were not universal in the islands, being sometimes absent even where streams or springs were abundant. Today in Vanuatu, dryland cultivation in swiddens is much more widespread than wetland management (Kirch 1994; Weightman 1989:88), and everywhere disease problems have resulted in a massive decline in taro and its replacement in the diet by sweet potato, cassava and purchased grain foods (Bourke 2012).

Irrigated taro in Solomon Islands

Rivers (1926:269, 283) noted that irrigated taro in Solomon Islands was ‘extensive’ on Kolobangara but altogether absent from other islands; for example Santa Isabel and Guadalcanal. This patchy distribution in the post-contact period has been confirmed by later scholars, although parts of north Guadalcanal were a different landscape when Mendaña visited in 1568 (Amherst and Thompson 1901:306; Roe 1993, 2000).
Figure 3.1. Localities in the western Solomons where terraced irrigated taro (ruta) has been reported and surveyed.


Cultivation using irrigated terraces was a practice most fully developed in the New Georgia group and Kolobangara, but may have been present on other islands (Bayliss-Smith and Hviding 2012, 2014, 2015; Bayliss-Smith et al. 2003; Hviding and Bayliss-Smith 2000; M Tedder with Barrus 1976). The map showing known sites with terraced irrigated taro (ruta) is based on published records and no doubt could be extended through oral testimony or fieldwork (Figure 3.1).

In the 1960s abandoned systems of taro terracing were reported in the western Solomons, especially Kolobangara and the New Georgia group (Miller 1979). In the interiors of these large forested islands, reports described a relict landscape of terraced pondfields, stone-backed terraces and irrigation channels (Chikamori 1966). It appeared that valley cultivation had been linked to settlements on nearby ridgetops and to sacred sites with megaliths or standing stones (J Tedder 1968). In some places logging, mineral prospecting and field surveys began to reveal widespread evidence for a substantial bush population (Page 1964).

Margaret Tedder in 1974 and Susan Barrus in 1975 carried out surveys of the Mase Crater in north New Georgia, combining their maps and observations in a joint publication (M Tedder with Barrus 1976). As well as taro grown mostly in irrigated terraces, their informants mentioned several other sources of plant food including nuts from Canarium groves, wild bananas, wild yams, and cultivated bananas and sugar cane from swiddens. Already it was too late to recover much oral history, as the old men had been small boys when the last of the Mase ruta had been abandoned in 1917 after the surviving population all moved down to coastal villages such as Paradise, Mase and Njela (Jela).
The fieldwork of Tedder and Barrus focused on the upper basin of the Mase river, in the area they called ‘Old Kusaghe’. They surveyed in detail two complete *ruta* systems and mapped the total extent of *ruta* in the Mase Crater. They recorded 15 settlement sites marked by house platforms and standing stones, and connected by graded ‘roads’ 2–5 m wide. They also discovered rock art and sacred sites containing skull shrines, shell valuables (*poata*) and, on occasion, evidence for 19th-century trade goods such as clay pipes, a musket and blue-figured glazed pottery. Ceremonial feasting with taro puddings was suggested by the discovery at Kokorapa of a large, upturned, canoe-shaped food bowl (*horete*) in a rotten state, within a rock shelter that also contained skulls, shell valuables and some trade goods. The food bowl was said by informants to have been ‘used to bring taro and ngali nut pudding … as an offering to the spirits’ (M Tedder with Barrus 1976:83).

Tedder and Barrus estimated that the total area in Mase Crater with *ruta* terracing was 100 hectares, requiring work inputs from a substantial population. From her work in the archives of the British Solomon Islands Government, Tedder knew that the whole region experienced severe depopulation in the decades before and after 1900. Pioneer missionary Rev. JF Goldie told the Phillips Land Commission in 1923 that after migrating to the coast in 1917, the surviving population of Kusaghe District numbered only 300 people. Goldie estimated that in the past each inland village had 40–50 inhabitants, which suggested to Tedder a former bush population of about 600–750 people (M Tedder with Barrus 1976:47).

Our maps now show at least 19 sites of villages in the Mase Crater. Of course, the population of each could have been larger than ‘40–50 people’ if numbers in the 19th century were already being affected by depopulation. Tedder calculated the total area of the Mase basin was 24 km² and she estimated that about one third was potentially arable land. Using multipliers for the carrying capacity of taro swiddens derived from Barrau (1958) and Brookfield with Hart (1971), she estimated that taro cultivation on this land could have supported at least 1000 people (M Tedder with Barrus 1976:48).

Using vegetation maps based on 1960s aerial photography, these estimates could be tested further (Bayliss-Smith et al. 2003). In the Kusaghe area the various ‘disturbance forests’ that had been mapped totalled 10.2 km² in area. With an assumed economy of swiddening and using conservative assumptions for yield and fallow length, this land could have supported a population of 1100. The calculated number rises to 2400 people if one assumes 10 per cent of the disturbance forests were once under wet taro, cultivated more intensively than swiddens and without fallow periods. A population of 2400 implies an overall density of 7.5 persons per km², a density comparable to populations in inland areas of south Bougainville and north Malaita in the mid-20th century (Bayliss-Smith et al. 2003:350).

**Ruta in the Eongo Valley**

We now turn to field evidence for the layout and functioning of one particular *ruta* system along the Eongo River, north New Georgia, based on our joint fieldwork in 2016. The whole Eongo Valley has been logged in recent years by Pacific Everest Company and some *ruta* have been damaged or destroyed, but enough evidence survives to show that taro terraces once extended from the Eongo’s headwaters to its confluence with the Mase. We hope that our excavations from two *ruta* sites in the upper Eongo and another site in the Mase Crater will provide inferences about the building of *ruta* walls, the control of water and connections to nearby habitation sites. Here we focus on the physical evidence that survives at Eongo Ruta 1 and 2 (altitude 450 m), with two radiocarbon dates that provide insights about when this landscape of intensification was first initiated.
We have analysed the stratigraphy of seven 1x1 m squares that we excavated at these two sites, plus the evidence from adjacent river banks and cores taken in *ruta* pondfields. These all provide evidence for forest clearance in the Eongo catchment with peaks on at least two separate occasions. A side effect of clearance was the deposition of alluvial gravel, sand, silt and charcoal on the river terrace. The sediments were spread by overbank flooding and resulted from accelerated erosion in the Eongo headwaters. At a later stage, *ruta* walls were constructed on both sites, some of which are visible today, and the flow of water between adjacent pondfields was regulated (Figure 3.2).

It may be possible to match the history of Eongo forest disturbance to the chronology of climate change, in particular the lower rainfall experienced during the Little Ice Age, a period which began around 1300 CE and peaked in the 18th century. Since that time the western Solomons has experienced higher and less seasonal rainfalls, as shown by ongoing work on lake cores from Rendova (Prebble ms.). In the current rainfall regime it is difficult to imagine forest clearing and burning being possible in the New Georgia bush except sometimes during El Niño episodes.
3. Saltwater and bush in New Georgia, Solomon Islands

A cross-section through Eongo Ruta 2 shows stone-built terrace walls up to 1.1 m high separating adjacent pondfields (Figure 3.3). Overflow channels or sluices were constructed in some walls to control the flow of water between adjacent pondfields. When drawn in cross-section, one well-preserved example shows the care that was taken to prevent surplus water from flowing over the wall thereby eroding or undermining it (Figure 3.4). Whereas the main terrace walls mostly rise at an angle of 75–80 degrees from the horizontal, at the overspill or sluice the wall rises more gently at 52 degrees. At its base the overflowing water was channelled on to flat stones in order to further reduce its erosive potential.

The four squares excavated in Eongo Ruta 2 all revealed a linear feature running parallel to the ruta walls that are visible above ground today. We interpret this linear feature as the remains of a former wall now buried 0.4 m beneath the silty clay soils of the ruta pondfield and dating from an earlier phase of ruta construction. After it was abandoned most of the stones of the earlier wall were re-used elsewhere, but some foundation stones were left in place. Stones from this earlier terrace wall were probably used in the construction of a new and higher wall 2 m further downslope, thus extending the area of the pondfield (Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.3. Cross-section through five pondfields in Eongo Ruta 2, from point Y to point Z in Figure 3.2. The vertical scale is exaggerated five times. Excavation in Square 4 revealed part of the buried linear feature shown in Figure 3.5. Source: Tim Bayliss-Smith, field mapping.

Figure 3.4. Cross-sections through the ruta terrace walls at points W and X of Eongo Ruta 2 (see Figure 3.2). The wall at X, like most ruta walls, is almost vertical (75–80 degrees), whereas at the overflow (section W) the gradient of the sluice is 52 degrees from the horizontal. Its design minimises the erosive impact of the water overflowing from pondfield E to pondfield D, with a fall of 0.75 m from one level to the next. Source: Tim Bayliss-Smith, field mapping.
Radiocarbon dates on charcoal recovered from below this ‘proto-ruta’ feature, and from lower soil levels below the major phase of colluvial input, help us to constrain the chronology of these events (Figure 3.6). Fragments of charred Canarium nut came from bulk sieved samples excavated from Spit 6 (50–60 cm) and Spit 8 (70–80 cm) from the west wall of Square 4. As the section drawing shows, these samples effectively bracket the construction of the abandoned wall of the proto-ruta. The AMS (accelerated mass spectrometry) date on Spit 8 is 693 +/- 26 years (1267–1385 cal CE), and from Spit 6 is 638 +/- 24 years (1286–1394 cal CE).

Figure 3.5. Detail of the map of Eongo Ruta 2 showing a buried linear feature that we interpret as the foundations of a ‘proto-ruta’ wall.

Radiocarbon dating of the charcoal-rich horizon that underlies this feature enables us to date its initial construction to the 14th century CE (see Figure 3.6).

Source: Stephen Manebosa, field mapping.
Figure 3.6. West-face stratigraphic diagram of the Eongo Ruta 2 Squares 4 and 5, showing two similar AMS dates based on charred *Canarium* nut from bulk sieved samples taken from Spit 6 (50–60 cm) and Spit 8 (70–80 cm).

S-ANU# 55010 provides a date for Spit 8 and S-ANU# 55011 for Spit 6. These two dates indicate the construction of the proto-ruta was in the 14th century CE.

Source: Matthew Prebble, field survey, with details added of the two AMS dates.

If we generalise to Eongo Ruta 2 as a whole, this terraced agricultural system was probably constructed in the 14th century CE. If so, then it pre-dates several coastal sites associated with the expansion of the Roviana chiefdoms in south-west New Georgia (Aswani and Sheppard 2003). Eongo Ruta 2 appears instead to be contemporary with the large earth platforms faced with basalt slabs that are found on the Bao ridge inland from Roviana. These platforms belong to the so-called Bao Period of 1200–1550 CE and are described today as shrines used in rituals of land clearance and fertility, being associated with speakers of the now extinct Kazukuru language (Thomas 2009:123; Walter and Sheppard 2006). The earliest of the ones excavated is Site 145 on the Bao ridge, 4 km inland from the lagoon and about 160 m above sea level. All these sites are situated some distance from the presumed habitation and gardening zones (Walter and Sheppard 2017:142). Apart from the Bao shrines, prior to our fieldwork in the Kusaghe region of north New Georgia no inland sites had been excavated or dated.

We have no information yet about the date of abandonment of the Eongo River *ruta* system, but it may be significant that we found still growing by the riverside nearby several plants of feral taro (*Colocasia esculenta*). On the site itself there were two *zipolo* plants (*Cordyline fruticosa*), still planted today in gardens for their spiritual qualities. These plants must be survivors from the last time this site was cultivated, possibly in the late 19th or early 20th century.
The ethnography of *ruta* on Kolobangara

The first written account of *ruta* in cultivation comes not from New Georgia but from the neighbouring island of Kolobangara, where a young English anthropologist Arthur Hocart spent two weeks in December 1908 based at Ghatere. With his Ghatere guides Hocart walked inland to Aghara to see taro cultivation in walled pondfields called *lologha*, a word translated by Hocart as ‘Roviana: *ruta*’. Transcribed by Ian Scales (2003:262, 334), his field notes read as follows:

*Ruta*. In Aghara beside river that has no name. *Ruta* consists of a series of terraces about 5 by 10 m or thereabouts; each terrace about 50 cm above the other: all dammed with stones through which water trickles. Taro planted in rich mud with about 1 cm of water upon it. One lot belongs to Pizhaka, another to Tandi.

This appears to be the first and only eye-witness account of *ruta* in cultivation. Hocart’s precise descriptions of the width of pondfields, height of walls and depth of water (‘about 1 cm’) are important details. It would appear that water management required the damming of inlets and outlets and was designed to flood the taro field with just enough water to fertilise the crop and discourage weed growth.

Hocart questioned his guides about the inheritance and ownership of taro pondfields (Scales 2003:262, 334). He was told that each *ruta* was the property of an individual, and once built it became a permanent feature: ‘a *lologha* [ruta] does not and is never changed’. The taro grown there was replanted immediately after harvest (‘the same day’), having taken 13 months to reach maturity (Scales 2003:310). Hocart makes frequent mention of persons from an older generation as being the earlier owners or builders of individual pondfields, and Scales comments that this genealogy ‘suggests continuous use of the fields since at least the 1880s’ (Scales 2003:262). Some Kolobangara *ruta* were probably constructed much earlier than the 1880s. In 1971 Kirch, Rosendahl and Yen surveyed archaeological sites in the Ndugore valley in south-east Kolobangara and obtained charcoal from behind the terrace wall of a *ruta* built on a tributary stream (Yen 1976:69). The sample was taken from 40 cm below the soil surface and gave a calibrated date in the range 1630–1820 CE (Yen 2009:173).

In the 1970s all the inland *ruta* pondfields on Kolobangara were lying abandoned, but all were still claimed in ownership by individuals living in the coastal villages (Yen 1976:70). Today logging has extended across most of the island, and probably most of the archaeological evidence for *ruta* on Kolobangara has now been damaged or destroyed.

Oral history of *ruta* in Marovo, New Georgia

In New Georgia there has also been extensive logging, but in the Mase Crater and elsewhere there is still much field evidence that survives. As on Kolobangara, in New Georgia some knowledge of *ruta* has been maintained by people now living in coastal villages, although many have never seen the inland sites. Even so, the vocabulary used in New Georgia languages shows that ‘taro gardens are different from all other gardens’, as the Marovo people explain it (Hviding and Bayliss-Smith 2000:120–122). Terms used for the cultivation of sweet potato (since the late 19th century) and cassava (since the 20th century) were taken from the existing vocabulary for yam cultivation, whereas the distinct vocabulary for taro cultivation, conferring a special status on this crop, was retained.

This distinctive taro vocabulary still remains active, especially among the few people trying to retain or revive *ruta* cultivation. For example, in Vahole in the 1990s some old couples maintained small relict *ruta* along tributaries of the Piongo Lavata River (Hviding and Bayliss-Smith...
These were merely shallow pools along streams where the water flow was regulated by means of a few logs. The attachment of these people to their *ruta* was not primarily materialistic, having also an emotional dimension. Taro cultivation was seen as an aspect of a ‘good life’, the flourishing pondfield and its environs representing a symbolic interconnection between land, water, useful trees and esteemed plant life, all under careful human cultivation to provide the most prized of all root crops. *Ruta* embodies the practical, the magical and the aesthetic, and thus constitutes the essence of what *mana* was, and is, supposed to be all about (Bayliss-Smith and Hviding 2012:238).

In the 1990s some of the former practices for making and cultivating *ruta* could be reconstructed from interviews with old people, for example those from the Bareke Bush in Marovo whom we consulted. According to their testimony, taro was planted in pondfields into which water was led from small streams, the planted beds being surrounded by wooden fences or stone walls to retain the water. The channels thus created were sloping and compartmentalised in order to manipulate the water flow. Generally the *ruta* that were remembered were quite elaborate constructions with relatively large field spaces devoted to taro plants in three different growth stages, but *ruta* also existed in the form of smaller fields in places naturally amenable to irrigation. These taro beds needed little modification beyond simple logs for regulating the water flow from the shallow pools found in small tributary rivers and streams. On the Piongo Lavata River the terrace and channel walls were mainly built with stones, but timbers resistant to waterlogging and decay were also needed for *ruta* construction (Bayliss-Smith and Hviding 2012:238; Hviding and Bayliss-Smith 2000:90).

**Oral histories from Kusaghe, New Georgia**

Further information about the former bush diet is available for Kusaghe from Margaret Tedder’s interviews in 1974 with the people of Paradise Village. They said that before they moved to the coast, taro and yams were supplemented with meat from feral and domestic pigs, freshwater shellfish, fruits and nuts, especially *Canarium* spp. Each village or group of hamlets had as its focus a sacred site on a hilltop or ridge where chiefs were buried, with the taro gardens situated in the valleys below. It was said that each family had more than one house and moved up and down the Mase Valley working different gardens (M Tedder with Barrus 1976:48).

Oral histories collected by Hviding suggest that the bush people in Old Kusaghe had exchange and marriage relations with Kazukuru and the coastal people of Roviana to the south, and with the neighbouring bush dwellers of Kalikolo to the east. The Mase Crater provided the Kusaghe with a circumscribed space, but they were not an isolated society. Histories of intermarriage and the existence of several closely related bush languages along the northern slopes of New Georgia indicate a rather homogeneous, inland, taro-cultivating society of wide extent, with solidarity maintained through kinship, exchange and feasts (Bayliss-Smith et al. 2003:350).

The actual techniques of *ruta* cultivation were described in 1968 by Silas Eto (1968a, 1968b) in two interviews with James Tedder, the District Commissioner. Silas Eto was the ‘Holy Mama’ or spiritual leader of the Christian Fellowship Church. He was born in 1902 in Hoava, north-west Marovo, but he moved in 1912 to Kolobaghera in eastern Kusaghe before being sent to Goldie College at Kokeqolo and later becoming a Methodist catechist (Aseri Yalangono, interview, Honiara, 26 October 2016).

As a boy Silas Eto would have seen the various operations needed to maintain the family’s irrigated taro gardens (*ruta*). His father Leti, a prominent chief, owned two *ruta* systems made along streams (*ruta bukaha*), each having 11 plots. Clearly *ruta* was a form of cultivation still in
operation in both of his childhood homes, and the information he gave to Tedder is essentially an eye-witness account. The second interview goes beyond horticultural matters to place *ruta* into a wider social and cultural context (Eto 1968b).

Silas Eto stated that wet gardens could be divided into two kinds, *ruta gineli* (terraced fields irrigated from streams) and *ruta bukaha* (irrigation of flat land on valley floors). A *ruta bukaha* could be planted and left for a few months 'as they don't need to be looked after', but *ruta gineli* needed constant maintenance and were therefore always made close to the villages where people lived. A *ruta gineli* was constructed by digging up the soil to make it soft and by heaping stones into lines forming walled terraces. In this way many separate plots (pondfields) were made for planting. People then dug a trench from a big stream to allow each plot to be irrigated. The plots were very easy to plant, 'just push young shoots down into the mud with your hand or a stick'. When the taro needed water the bottom gate would be closed and the top gate opened to allow water in from the stream, enabling one plot after another to be irrigated, 'filled with water, but not deep'. After three or four days the bottom gate would be opened, every interconnected plot would drain, and then new water would be let in. The *ruta gineli* was checked morning and evening and if a flood was coming the top gate could be closed. This regime of water management continued until it was time to harvest the taro (Eto 1968b).

In contrast the *ruta bukaha* that Silas Eto described were on flat land (*hapanggala*, swampy). Some were constructed close to the villages but often they were made 'very far distant in the bush'. After planting, a *ruta bukaha* was sometimes left for 3 to 6 months before being revisited. It could be left untended as the water entered it continually and directly from the flowing stream, not along man-made trenches. A new site would be first cleared of trees, then cleaned up, and then divided by constructing walls: 'each stone boundary was like a path and people could walk on them. On the tops of the stone boundaries people planted betel nut and bananas'. This type of *ruta* could be filled with water by blocking the lower gate. Later, after harvesting and weeding, it could be cleared of debris by making the stream flow right through the pondfields. After that the top dam was shut again and the *ruta* could be replanted with taro (Eto 1968a).

The rationale for terraced irrigated taro

The ‘wet’ form of cultivation, described by Bareke informants in the 1990s and by Silas Eto in the 1968 interviews, was a technique for taro cultivation that has unknown origins. Our finding that the building of terrace walls in Eongo Ruta 2 took place in the late 13th or 14th century CE suggests a phase of intensification of taro production, but this particular *ruta* wall may not date the initiation of terracing in the Eongo Valley.

In recent papers Bayliss-Smith and Hviding have tried to explain the origins of *ruta* within the broader context of exchange, food storage and agricultural intensification in Island Melanesia. They have argued that inland (‘bush’) populations developed *ruta* cultivation as a result of their contacts with coastal (‘saltwater’) populations engaged in predatory inter-island warfare and headhunting. By the late 19th century the relationship had become unequal, especially after coastal groups monopolised access to European trade goods. Arguably these interactions originally took place through a more balanced exchange system in which fish and shell valuables moved inland in exchange for taro, nuts and meat derived from *ruta* terraces, groves of *Canarium* trees and hunting respectively. There was also seasonal tribute whereby inland people provided taro for large feasts on the coast.
Despite its potential for escalation because of *ruta*'s capacity to store and accumulate food energy, the outcome of saltwater/bush exchange was not the growth of population nor the emergence of more centralised polities (Bayliss-Smith and Hviding 2015). *Ruta* could have been an engine for regional expansion, but instead this system remained a localised and perhaps fragile form of intensification.

While the evidence does not suggest an inexorable process of growth and political expansion, it may be possible to match the onset and intensification of inland *ruta* to changes in the wider political economy, as reconstructed from archaeological evidence. After c. 1600 CE there were changes in the sacred sites of Nusa Roviana, which became the paramount chiefdom of Roviana Lagoon. The chiefdom of Tusu Marovo in Marovo lagoon probably emerged at this time too. In both cases it is thought that the dramatic expansion of chiefdoms only took place after regular European contact in the 19th century (Thomas et al. 2001). As late as 1900 Kazukuru, the language of the bush people who lived inland of Roviana Lagoon, was still being spoken. It only died out after the last Kazukuru communities moved to the coast, abandoning their inland taro swiddens and *ruta* (Sheppard et al. 2004:130).

Bayliss-Smith and Hviding (2012) identified various constraints in the western Solomons on the expansion of bush/saltwater exchange based on surplus production from *ruta*. Elsewhere in the Pacific these interactions between transformed ecology, surplus production and intensified exchange escalated towards the formation of regional chiefdoms and radically transformed landscapes, as in Fiji and Polynesian high islands, but in New Georgia the evidence suggests that an expansion of *ruta*-based polities was somewhat limited.

According to this argument, three main factors acted in combination to limit growth. Taken together, they can explain the paradox of large islands (for example the New Georgia group) and high potential for expanded production of surplus taro but no evidence for sustained political expansion and centralisation. The three limiting factors are: (1) a diverse cultural geography derived from the mosaic of Non-Austronesian and intrusive post-Lapita peoples and cultures; (2) perpetually unstable politics within a social landscape of persistent inter- and intra-island warfare; and (3) epidemiological constraints, particularly endemic malaria, which made problematic the growth and mobility of population. Acting in combination, we believe these constraining factors encouraged the coexistence of diverse Non-Austronesian and Austronesian languages and cultures, and discouraged the political expansion of any particular group (Bayliss-Smith and Hviding 2012, 2014, 2015).

**Inland Kusaghe before its collapse**

Our field evidence from the Eongo River and Mase Crater shows the scale of investment into intensive wet taro production made by bush people, before their society and economy were undermined by the events of the 19th century. The end result was population decline and the eclipse of the inland production system, probably because both its demographic and its sociopolitical rationale had been destroyed by new diseases, new tools and weapons, and new concepts of value. Complete collapse of the bush people's society was signalled by the move to the coast of the few survivors, and their construction of new villages (Paradise, Mase, Njela and others) based on copra as a cash crop and Christianity as a new religion. By 1950, despite being a large and fertile island, New Georgia was mainly covered in rainforest with a sparse population living in small coastal villages. They sometimes visited the extensive forests and mountains of the island’s interior for valuable resources like *Canarium* nuts, wild pigs or timber for canoes, but to the outside world the unknown bush appeared to be largely empty.
The evidence from Kusaghe suggests that the landscape of the New Georgia bush was very different in the early or mid-19th century. We get some glimpses of coastal communities from traders’ accounts of 1844 and 1851 (Bradley 1860:22; Shineberg 1971:305). It seems there were frequent contacts between New Georgians and European whaling and trading ships exchanging turtle shell or food for tomahawks, but these brief encounters are seldom documented. Coastal people obtained from these exchanges the various commodities that Jared Diamond (1997) famously summarised as ‘guns, germs and steel’, whereas the bush people received these things later, second-hand, or not at all. In Bougainville, for example, Carl Ribbe (1903:96) commented that although the merchandise exchanged by the traders went far into the mountains, moving from tribe to tribe, the transactions became more costly. As a result, bushmen in the interior had to pay the equivalent of 300–400 coconuts for a hatchet that was priced at only 100 coconuts on the coast.

Accompanying this process of marginalisation, by the mid-19th century hostility seems to have become the dominant pattern in bush/saltwater relations. The period after 1850 saw a steady decline in the status of bush communities in the western Solomons. At the same time as their cultures and economies had been marginalised, their populations were being destroyed by disease and warfare. Reflecting their marginal position in the new political economy of colonial contact, Europeans began to describe the cultures of bush people in unfavourable terms, and even denigrated their supposed racial characteristics.

**Case study: The Bareke Bush, Vangunu Island**

By the 1880s the ‘primitive’ character of bush populations in Solomon Islands had become the dominant narrative. The visiting English naturalist Charles Woodford, for example, was at Lilohina Island in Marovo Lagoon in October 1886, where he found himself among the saltwater people living adjacent to the inland settlements of Voge and Vavae on the Bareke side of Vangunu Island. In his diary he combines local information with his own observations and conjectures:

> There are abreast of this place [Lilohina Island] several bush villages on the tops of the range while the existence of others is shown by wreaths of smoke. I am told they are a different race and speak another language to the coastal natives, they are probably earlier inhabitants of the island driven inland by the later arriving coast tribes. They and the coast natives hold little communication and the former rarely come down to the coast. Occasionally the coast people capture a head or two from the bushmen. (Woodford 1886)

Only one foreigner, Lieutenant Somerville of the Royal Navy survey ship HMS *Penguin*, saw life in the New Georgia bush first-hand and recorded his observations. In 1893 Somerville led a surveying party inland on Vangunu, but by travelling with coastal guides along ridgetop paths he was unable to observe the presence of *ruta* cultivation in the valley floors. In his report to Commander AJ Balfour he stated it was perfectly safe (‘for men of war folk at least’) to travel into the New Georgia interior ‘provided that sufficient warning be given so as not to alarm the bush natives by a sudden appearance in their villages’ (Somerville 1893).

Somerville sought to extend his general conclusion to other bush populations in New Georgia, suggesting that:

> This small expedition into the bush thus points out that (1) Most of the people of this district live away from the sea coast. (2) That, however, they are probably in the habit of visiting the coast for trade, etc. (Somerville 1893:9)

Oral histories collected by Hviding confirm that there were formerly significant numbers of people in the area that Somerville visited. According to late-20th-century informants they were swidden cultivators but also had irrigated taro (*ruta*) in the valleys (Bayliss-Smith and Hviding 2012; Bayliss-Smith et al. 2003:250).
Somerville’s theodolite survey station was established on a ridge about 450 m in altitude and close to a hamlet of six inhabited huts and a large house, but with only three or four old men and women in residence. He was impressed by the evidence of European goods (‘pipes, tobacco and trade axes’) showing that the bush people made regular visits to the coast for trade (Somerville 1893:6). A majority of the population, he believed, lived inland not on the coast (Somerville 1897). On the Admiralty chart based on the surveys of Somerville and others are marked houses on the ridgetops and plateaus of the Bareke Bush covering those areas where Somerville travelled, but none are marked in areas where he did not travel (Admiralty 1896). Inland there are 23 house symbols marking 11 different sites (i.e. hamlets). The six inhabited huts in the ridgetop hamlet where Somerville’s party stopped are represented by two symbols. The chart also marks saltwater settlements. There are 33 house symbols along the adjacent coastline, showing settlements at Repi on the Vangunu Coast (total nine symbols), on Marovo Island (13) and elsewhere. Each site is marked with clusters of up to five symbols, and they are shown in places that match the locations of present-day villages. We can conclude that in the 1890s bush settlements in Bareke were still numerous, but they were smaller in size than the coastal villages.

Somerville’s observations from 1893 point to both the separation and the integration of saltwater and bush peoples in this Ulusaghe region of New Georgia. The quality of the footpaths that Somerville followed indicates constant use as well as the ability of bush people to organise substantial labour for the construction and maintenance of what were described as ‘roads’. These well-maintained tracks running between seashores and mountain ridges allowed frequent contact between bush and coast, which is consistent with regularised food barter between the two groups. A major item in this barter was the taro produced from irrigated terraces (ruta) in inland valleys.

There are almost no other accounts on which to base an ethnography of these inland populations. All transactions between Europeans and local populations were conducted on the beach or in coastal villages, with saltwater people usually acting as the middlemen. Did the saltwater people often venture inland? It would appear that Somerville’s coastal guides were reluctant to do so, an attitude reflected in oral traditions about the dangers posed by special snakes, crocodiles and other creatures of the inner lands, as well as dangers from the local spirits that inhabited certain places (Bayliss-Smith and Hviding 2012).

With the arms trade, headhunting and expanding warfare, few Europeans dared to travel far from the coast, and the incentive to do so was further reduced after 1900 when the few remaining bush populations, already decimated in numbers by warfare and disease, relocated their settlements to coastal sites (Hviding and Bayliss-Smith 2000:149–152). Their declining numbers, diminished political role and isolation from colonial trade removed any incentive to live inland. With the end of endemic warfare around 1900, it became possible for bush people to live in coastal settlements and cultivate coconuts, and thereby to gain direct access to European trade goods.

The wider political economy of bush collapse

An important factor in the decline of inland populations on New Georgia was the increasing pressure put upon them by coastal chiefdoms, centred on Nusa Roviana and Tusu Marovo. The escalation in headhunting voyages overseas has been attributed to the acquisition in the early 19th century of steel tools, tomahawks and later firearms by certain coastal groups in Simbo, Roviana and Marovo (Hviding 1996; McKinnon 1975). We know much less about the escalating violence between coastal chiefdoms and inland groups, but there are indications that in the 19th century the Roviana chiefs began to have more aggressive relations with their trading partners in the Kusaghe Bush (Aswani and Sheppard 2003:S59). Roviana oral traditions describe conflicts with neighbouring Kusaghe and also disease epidemics, which together persuaded
another inland group, the Kazukuru, to abandon their inland settlements on the Bao ridge, 4–5 km inland and above 150 m in altitude. Roviana traditions say that the Kazukuru migrated southwards and moved to small islands on the coast such as Nusa Roviana.

A Kusaghe perspective on these turbulent events can be gained from the evidence collected by Judge FB Phillips in 1923, in the course of his investigations into the validity of claims to land alienated to foreigners across a wide swathe of coastal land in north New Georgia (Phillips 1923:105–135). The question for Phillips to decide was whether these lands had been occupied and used at the time of the Pacific Islands Company land grab in 1903, and therefore to what extent they were really ‘wasteland’ suitable for land alienation. In this connection a man called Lai testified that as a child he and all the Kusaghe people had lived in the bush ‘at Gegeri, Kusagi, Senga, Harena’. Nggenggere and Sengga (modern spellings) are both places in the Mase Crater. Lai said they did not live on the coast because of headhunting raids especially by warriors from Roviana Lagoon, although they still fished and collected coconuts, for example those planted at Menasakapa, today’s Paradise (Phillips 1925:137–154).

These accounts also indicate that warriors from Marovo Lagoon were becoming more aggressive towards their exchange partners in the Kusaghe Bush (Phillips 1923:107–112). The testimony of Lai appears to corroborate Roviana accounts that suggest the Kazukuru people were pushed southwards towards Roviana (Aswani and Sheppard 2003:S59). This movement may perhaps have been the result of epidemics (Roviana oral histories) or perhaps because of defeat and massacre by the Kusaghe from the north (Lai’s account). Eventually the Kazukuru intermarried and became absorbed into coastal Roviana groups, and their language later became extinct.

Clearly the 19th century was a time of growing political unrest and escalating violence in New Georgia, continuing up until to 1900 and forcing the Kusaghe to abandon the coast. Increasingly they were confined to remote inland areas, especially the Mase Crater. Perhaps this confinement of bush populations like the Kusaghe to inland areas was one factor that encouraged further agricultural intensification. According to this model the expansion of *ruta* in the 19th century would be a response to the marginalisation of bush peoples in the new economy of tomahawks, headhunting and copra trading. In order to compete in this brave new world they had to produce more taro from an expansion of their *ruta*.

**Conclusion**

The field evidence from the Eongo River suggest that agricultural intensification in inland New Georgia was a dynamic and sustained process. We have evidence for forest clearance and burning in the past, and on a scale difficult to envisage in the present climate of high and non-seasonal rainfall. It appears that the steep valley-side slopes of the Eongo catchment were subject to widespread slash-and-burn for the purposes of ‘dry’ swidden cultivation, presumably for yams as well as taro. On less steep slopes with a potential for water supply this clearance phase was followed by an intensification of taro production, involving the construction of stone walls to support terraced pondfields (*ruta*). In one case that we excavated we see evidence for an earlier wall being reconstructed to enlarge the cultivated area.

It is not valid to interpret the ‘rise of *ruta*’ entirely through an understanding of its fall in the decades just before and after 1900, in the face of colonial impacts and opportunities. There were certain unique features of colonialism, such as the epidemics that rapidly undermined the viability of inland societies and their production systems. At the general level of political economy, however, there may be lessons that we can learn from *ruta*’s collapse.
In particular, it is tempting to see the advantaged position of coastal groups c. 1850, following their privileged access to new trade goods (steel axes, firearms, tobacco), as a suitable analogue for saltwater/bush relationships in earlier times, following coastal innovations in ideology and wealth. By 1600 there is archaeological evidence from Roviana for the building of new types of shrine and the production of new shell valuables, alongside (it is assumed) the emergence of a more ranked saltwater society of paramount chiefs, commoners and slaves (Aswani and Sheppard 2003; Sheppard et al. 2000; Walter and Sheppard 2000, 2017).

Were these coastal innovations around 1300 and/or 1600 a sufficient stimulus for a process inland of agricultural intensification and the expansion of *ruta*? As an alternative, the reverse scenario is equally possible. Perhaps the real driver of change was the surplus taro that became available from an expanding population living inland in the malaria-free uplands. Was it this food surplus that encouraged saltwater communities to innovate so they could maintain some leverage in these vital bush/saltwater exchanges? Only when we obtain a fuller chronology for the rise of inland *ruta* can we hope to resolve some of these tantalising questions.
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From test pits to big-scale archaeology in New Caledonia, southern Melanesia
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Introduction

Following on from pioneering projects (Allen and Gosden 1991; Garanger 1972; Green and Cresswell 1976), Melanesian archaeology has, during the last three decades, seen massive developments. In every archipelago, a number of ambitious research programs were initiated in the 1990s (e.g. Bedford et al. 1999; Clark and Anderson 2009; Sand 1996; Sheppard et al. 2000; Summerhayes 2000) and carried on in the following decades, allowing us to broaden, sometimes exponentially, our knowledge of the long past of this part of Oceania. Sadly, in a period characterised by important economic development in the region with the construction of numerous international hotels and tourism-related facilities, new roads and airstrips, extensions of townships, factories and housing, and logging and mining, very few large-scale archaeological rescue excavations in the form of cultural resource management (CRM) programs have been carried out. Impact studies are non-compulsory or mostly neglected in Oceania. In this regard, clear differences can be identified between the archipelagos of the region. Some nation-states have at times allowed highly destructive economic projects like logging or mining without any previous archaeological studies, while in other instances, multimillion dollar development projects by international companies include a multi-year archaeological assessment of the heritage landscapes before development (e.g. Richards et al. 2016).

As elsewhere in the Pacific, archaeology was considered problematic in New Caledonia for a long time and was consequently left to be dealt with by foreign research institutions. The political changes witnessed by the archipelago since the end of the 1980s, as part of a political decolonising dynamic, have fostered the creation of a local team of archaeologists and a slow rise in the occurrence of CRM excavations as part of some major development projects. In this paper we present the main steps that have led to positioning the archipelago as one of the regional leaders in CRM over the last decade (Figure 4.1), as well as an example of the type of archaeological results this approach has generated.
From small-scale rescue excavations to CRM: A synopsis for New Caledonia

As in most of Melanesia, the insertion of archaeological heritage into impact studies for the development of economic projects has been slow to appear in New Caledonia. The political choice of negating archaeological remains that could potentially highlight indigenous history was one of the main drivers of the destruction of old sites during the colonial period of the archipelago (Sand et al. 2011a). Another significant aspect was that there was no dedicated local team to undertake excavations on development projects until the most recent decades. Consequently, professional archaeological programs in New Caledonia—which started in the 1950s—remained mainly research-based and the few rescue excavations were, for a long time, fulfilled as real ‘rescue’ operations, with often small-scale excavations opened during or after an archaeological site had already been severely disturbed.

Aside from observations done by local amateur archaeologists, the first real scientific project that incorporated the use of rescue excavation procedures in New Caledonia was Colin Smart’s PhD project in 1966–67 on the site of Naïa in the south of Grande Terre. This beach location was heavily used as a sand quarry and Smart took this opportunity to open a number of trenches and a few larger-scale excavations (Figure 4.2). The varied data recovered, including a number of structures such as alignments of postholes, earth ovens and burials, allowed him to establish a ceramic
chronology for the southern part of the archipelago (Green and Mitchell 1983; Smart n.d.). Another example of early rescue operation is the work of D Frimigacci at the site of Nessadiou in the 1970s, where he excavated a number of structures in what remained of the archaeological fill at the bottom of a sand quarry that had yielded Lapita sherds (Frimigacci 1999).

The 1980s were a time of political turmoil in New Caledonia, which hindered the development of field archaeology in the archipelago. Rescue excavations were mainly restricted to opening a few test pits on seashore locations that were under threat of economic development, especially around the capital Nouméa (Galipaud 1997). Things changed markedly in the 1990s, with the return of peace associated with a major phase of economic development that boosted the number of archaeological sites under threat. The creation of a local Department of Archaeology at the New Caledonia Museum in 1991, composed of three people, allowed archaeologists to work on some of these projects, mainly through publicly funded rescue excavations and low-scale archaeological impact studies. Rescue excavations were opened before the construction of hotels on each of the main islands of the Loyalties (Sand 1998a), while on Grande Terre it was mainly sand quarries and shrimp farm projects that prompted interventions (Sand 1998b; Sand and Ouetcho 1993; Sand et al. 1996). The main characteristic of the rescue programs undertaken during this decade is probably that the excavations remained mostly confined to a few square metres, in part due to the low funding provided. Nonetheless, these studies produced information that enhanced the understanding of some of the understudied periods of New Caledonia’s chronology and allowed for the analysis of new topics (Sand 1996). Unfortunately, since impact studies were not compulsory, this period also witnessed a massive phase of destruction of important archaeological sites without any study.

A change in local procedures for impact studies emerged at the beginning of the 2000s, mainly driven by ecological lobbying. This had a positive effect on the development of archaeological interventions before economic projects. From then on, in a number of cases large-scale provincial
projects in partnership with international companies—such as nickel smelters and multi-star hotels—had to be preceded by a comprehensive set of impact studies. International regulations certainly fostered this new approach, but it must be highlighted in the case of New Caledonia that local Kanak communities were also very much instrumental in the final incorporation of impact studies as part of the overall agreement to see these projects completed. In the early days of this new era, heritage was generally a poorly financed component of these studies, but the importance of the archaeological data recovered prompted in some cases a multi-year phasing of archaeological involvement, allowing for the emergence of a proper CRM methodology. This was characterised by the use of a backhoe and other heavy machinery to excavate large perimeters and by the development of trench digs to crisscross extensive surfaces. The need for large teams for these projects highlighted the difficulty of having CRM programs organised by the administratively constrained structure of the local Department of Archaeology. This prompted an experiment with the creation of private archaeological entities that was short-lived. In 2009 the New Caledonian government decided to preserve a public monopoly on archaeological digs.

One of the main archaeological CRM projects during this period was connected to the construction of a nickel smelter on the Vavouto Peninsula between the townships of Koné and Voh in the Northern Province (north-west coast of Grande Terre). Over the three phases, between 2002 and 2005 (Baret et al. 2000; Barp 2006; Carson 2003), a total of nearly 1600 m² was excavated, mainly in trenches, uncovering many different sites and features ranging from a Lapita site to traditional pre-contact Kanak hamlets and horticultural field structures. Another important CRM project occurred in the Southern Province where the destruction of burials as part of a controversial housing project on the Poé dunes (central west coast of Grande Terre) led to extensive trenching of the affected site in different phases between 2006 and 2008. This led to the discovery of deep stratified deposits and other burials (Barp 2009; Sand et al. 2008, 2012).

Switching to a larger scale: The Deva project

These first cases of proper CRM experiments led to a change of paradigm. The significant public impact of the Poé excavations prompted the Kanak stakeholders of the central west coast region of Grande Terre and the municipality of Bourail to include a compulsory archaeological impact assessment component in the general protocol of the economic development project of the nearby provincial property of Deva. The project included the construction of a 5-star hotel and an 18-hole international golf course on the seashore plains of Deva, facing one of the reef/lagoon marine clusters of New Caledonia, which were inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List in 2008. The start of the project coincided with a boost in the number of archaeologists working at the Department of Archaeology, soon to be transformed into the Institute of Archaeology of New Caledonia and the Pacific (IANCP). There was thus for the first time enough trained personnel to envision a long-term CRM project in New Caledonia through a public research institution, something that, to this day, is still unique in the Melanesian context.

The extent of the Deva excavations

The scale of the project meant that we had to adapt our methodology to be able to cover huge areas (cf. Sand et al. 2013:15–25). The Deva property, owned by the Southern Province, covers a surface of about 7450 hectares, encompassing a 15 km strip of coastal plain and a series of inland valleys and hills stretching up to 5 km from the coast. Although very depopulated at French colonisation, the Deva region is identified in Kanak oral traditions as an important traditional nexus during the centuries before first European contact. A general survey of the property allowed us to record over 200 Kanak sites, mainly in the plains and hilltops (Domergue 2009).
At first, the development projects were concentrated mainly on some parts of the seashore plain, where the hotel complex planned to occupy about 45 hectares and where 110 hectares were devoted to the golf course.

Since surface surveys had identified only minimal traces of archaeological occupations on the seashore plain, it was decided to begin the archaeological study by opening trenches with a backhoe in order to get a general understanding of the stratigraphy. The backhoe bucket was positioned to remove about 10 cm of sediment at every pass in order to observe and record any change in stratigraphy and to identify the appearance of archaeological features (ovens, burials, etc.). In 2008, a set of 152 10 m trenches were excavated every 50 m. In 2010, another set of 108 trenches were positioned more precisely on the location of the future bungalows of the hotel and on the area planned to receive the larger buildings for the hotel rooms. In 2012, 71 trenches covering 600 m² were excavated over an area of about 8 hectares at the north-west extremity of the coastal development area, where the golf course was soon to be located.

The excavations identified a sand-fill up to about 300–400 m away from the present beach, marked on the ground by successions of low dunes positioned parallel to the coast. This fill is replaced by marshy deposits or in situ basal rock formations towards the hillside. In the sand dunes, the archaeological fill was not deeper than about 65 cm regardless of the location where the trenches were excavated. The main stratigraphy was composed of a light terrigenous surface layer overlying usually one to three sandy deposits with pottery, shells, occasional stone artefacts and, in some instances, stone ovens, small post holes or human burials.

Aside from the trenching program, two large-scale archaeological excavations were opened as part of the hotel and golf course development projects. The first was 656 m² and was located in the back part of the dune area, where a concentration of archaeological remains, including stone ovens and burials, had been identified during trenching. As this was the planned location of one of the large hotel buildings, we decided to investigate the archaeological significance of the area. The excavations highlighted the presence of a well-preserved layer dated from 600–400 BCE with some large stone ovens as well as a number of postholes, but without any sign of large habitation structures. A total of seven burials, all dated from the second millennium CE, were also excavated. They were distributed randomly across the site and did not show any indication of a deliberate ‘burial ground’. In consequence of the discovery of the burials, the hotel promoters decided—at the explicit demand of the Kanak stakeholders—to move the planned hotel building to a new location in order to prevent the disturbance of the skeletons.

The presence of other burials in different trenches opened in the golf course area fostered the second large-scale excavation of Deva. In order to prevent the possible destruction of burials in the course of quarrying sand for the bunkers of the golf course, the Kanak customary leaders asked the Southern Province to agree to the complete excavation of a nearly one-hectare block. This led to what is probably to this date the largest open area (about 130 m by 65 m) excavation ever undertaken in Melanesia, with a total area of just under 8000 m² (Figure 4.3). The study highlighted the absence of deeply buried remains over a large surface and confirmed the patterns exposed by the trenching program regarding settlement patterns and chronologies.
Deva’s settlement pattern data

The extensive set of excavations opened in the seashore dunes of Deva as part of the CRM project have allowed us to gain a unique understanding of the formation processes of this coastal strip of Grande Terre, facing the area of the lagoon where the reef is closest to land (about 2–3 km). The identification of a massive change in the coastal environment over the past 3000 years, which corresponds to the period of human settlement, is probably the most significant result in terms of environmental setting (Figure 4.4). The excavations have clearly demonstrated that at the end of the last ocean highstand, around 4000–3500 years ago, the seashore was located about 300–400 metres further inland from its present position. The drop of the sea level to its present level over the centuries led to the formation of small dunes, on which the first Lapita occupants of the area known today as Deva settled between 950 and 850 BCE. At that time, the actual surface for settlement was in most places probably less than 50 metres wide, since the land behind the narrow dunes was marshy. Through the following millennium, new dunes progressively formed in front of the original sand spit, resulting in the expansion of the area by about 100 metres. This prompted the occupants to constantly move their dwellings to the most recently formed dunes, in order to keep direct access to the seashore and created what we have termed a ‘horizontal stratigraphy’. This process of repetitive seaward moves sealed most of the previous archaeological remains, prevented massive disturbances by later occupations and explains the absence of deep stratigraphy anywhere in the hotel and golf course areas. During the first and second millennia CE, the continuing natural process of dune formation—linked to natural sand production but without any tectonic process involved—led to the further expansion of the width of the area by up to 200 m in some places.
Figure 4.4. Synthesis map of the different excavations undertaken between 2008 and 2012 on the hotel and golf course settings of Deva, with the general chronological progression of the coastal dunes over the last 3000 years.

Source: The authors.

The fairly low amount of archaeological material uncovered for such a long chronology, as well as the low density of shell remains and the limited number of cooking and heating structures in most excavated zones, are clear testimonies to the discontinuous occupation of this coastal strip over a significant part of its human occupation. For nearly two millennia, the groups foraging the seashore of this easily accessible lagoon environment appear to have been living a semi-nomadic lifestyle, moving up and down the coast, possibly to prevent overharvesting the lagoon's limited ecological environment. Nowhere in the excavations has it been possible to identify any trace of permanent housing structures. While a number of clear postholes were uncovered on a regular basis, they never formed a coherent set of housing patterns. They appeared more like components of simple shelters. In a number of instances, postholes were covered by stone ovens, indicating resettlement after a period of abandonment.

Data allow us to subdivide this general scheme of occupation into different phases. The first millennium BCE is characterised by few occupations of groups that were probably mainly seashore foragers with a low-level reliance on horticulture. This general hypothesis is supported by the near-absence of sites related to this time period in the valleys behind the beach. A change in demography is clearly apparent during the first millennium CE, with the progressive increase of the number of burials, mainly positioned in the dunes that were at the back of the beachfront at that time. Of the 25 skeletons excavated, 15 are dated to the central part of the first millennium.
CE. This time period saw on Grande Terre a crisis possibly linked to demographic growth and environmental factors, but also saw the slow appearance of new intensified horticultural techniques that contributed to the emergence of the ‘Traditional Kanak Cultural Complex’ at the beginning of the second millennium CE (Sand et al. 2003). The last millennium of occupation was characterised by sedentary multi-secular hamlet occupations. Significantly, only a few scarce signs of Kanak occupation have been uncovered in the more recent dunes, located in the first 100 metres behind the present beach. This clearly sets apart the settlement pattern of this recent period compared to the multiple remains of the two preceding millennia excavated in the Deva dunes (Sand et al. 2018). The archaeological data do not suggest that there were no coastal settlements during the traditional Kanak period, but rather that these were mainly restricted to clearly defined hamlets, probably positioned at the estuaries of the permanent creeks of Deva which are outside the area excavated by our CRM project. Numerous indications of densified Kanak settlements, with some extensive villages and associated horticultural structures, have been identified in the inner valleys of Deva (Sand et al. 2013:9–14).

The cultural chronology of the central west coast of Grande Terre

This project allowed us to study for the first time the whole cultural chronology of this central portion of the west coast of Grande Terre, at the border between the northern and southern ceramic regions of the archipelago (Sand et al. 2011b). The process of horizontal stratigraphy permitted by the progressive building of new sand dunes over a 3000–year period, and its consequent low mixing of material from different chronological periods, resulted in a clarification of a number of typological uncertainties for the local ceramic sequence (see Sand et al. 2013:38–49 for details). This has been achieved thanks to more than 350 radiocarbon dates obtained during the multi-year program.

Pottery

The amount of dentate-stamped vessels related to the first Lapita settlement is limited to a few sherds. This is not surprising as the oldest dates obtained are calibrated around 950–850 BCE, at the end of the Lapita period. These are associated with a great number of paddle-impressed sherds of the Podtanean tradition, some also bearing decorations from shell impressions or incisions. The rim profiles that could be reconstructed for some of these vessels in Deva show outcurved rims and poorly angled carination at the beginning of the occupation, with a progressive disappearance of the carination and increasing numbers of vessels with straighter rims. The chronological overlap between Podtanean and the succeeding incised Puen wares is clearly visible in the layers dated to the second half of the first millennium BCE. Puen pots show a significant diversity in form, size and decoration, but retain the mainly globular profile with simple incurved rim.

The start of the first millennium CE saw the progressive emergence of the handled Plum tradition pots, which becomes the main pottery type during most of the millennium. The Deva excavations have confirmed the parallel production of Puen and Plum pots during a few centuries in the Bourail region. They have also shown that, unlike in the southern part of Grande Terre, Plum vessels in this central region, while poorly decorated, have a unique type of tenon beside the usual horizontal handles. This consists of a bulky kind of rounded nubbin, known until now only through museum collections (Chevalier 1966–70). The last ceramic period, characterised by the Nera tradition of oval pots with incurved rims and alignments of raised nubbins, is the least represented in the excavated areas. A few Oundjo sherds at Deva indicate that some pots produced in the northern half of Grande Terre were brought to the site, probably through exchange.
Shell ornaments

A significant quantity of shell ornaments has been retrieved during the Deva excavations. They display a diversity of production types, ranging from mainly *Conus* armbands and discs, to numerous small beads extracted from *Conus leopardus* and *Conus eburneus* shells. *Tridacna* ornaments are restricted to the first millennium BCE. In regards to shell artefacts, two outcomes can be highlighted. The first is related to the in situ production of these items, as numerous grinding and polishing plaques of diverse sizes were used during the manufacturing process. The second relates to the site itself; Deva being known in Kanak oral traditions as one of the important places of traditional shell money manufacture, with people coming even from the east coast of Grande Terre to collect specific shells in the lagoon. The excavation at the sand quarry uncovered the working floor of an area where shell beads were produced dated to about 2400 years ago. The archaeological data for New Caledonia supports the hypothesis that beads were used as shell money during that time period, but this is the first time an actual production centre has been identified. Significantly, shell money typology changed with the advent of the ‘Traditional Kanak Cultural Complex’, something that has been clearly documented in Deva. Again for the first time for the archipelago, remains of a complete shell money kit was excavated just over the wrapped bones of an adult dated to the early 19th century. It consisted of a series of finely carved oyster shell pendants, each between 20 mm and 30 mm long, that were probably attached to a vegetal packet as is known through museum specimens.

Stone artefacts

Compared to the shell artefacts, the number of stone artefacts uncovered during the Deva excavations is low. This is probably partly due to the poor quality of the rocks that could be extracted for flaking and polishing in the immediate geological area surrounding this portion of the west coast. Excavations have nonetheless allowed us to uncover a few adzes dating from the central part of the Koné period (second half of the first millennium BCE), filling a void in our chronology of polished items. Of interest was also the discovery of a large fragment of a drilled nephrite polished axe, clearly similar to the Kanak ceremonial ‘ostensoir axes’, in a layer dated to the 15th century CE. This is only the third occurrence of such an item in a datable stratigraphic context in New Caledonia.

Burials

The last major contribution of the CRM excavations at Deva relate to burial customs. In total, 25 burials were excavated. The agreement with the Kanak customary authorities was that we were allowed to excavate each identified skeleton and to map and photograph the in situ remains without removing the bones. We got the permission to collect three small bones, one used for dating, one for isotope studies and one for possible DNA analysis in the future. After completion of the archaeological study, each skeleton was reburied in sand. A diversity of funerary practices only partly related to chronological changes was identified throughout the site (Sand et al. 2013:66–69). During the period corresponding with the most intense use of the area as a burial place from the first millennium CE to the beginning of the second millennium CE, most bodies were placed in a pit in a flexed seated position (Figure 4.5). Some bodies show clear signs of wrapping, possibly with a mat or some sort of rope. The few burials from the later part of the second millennium CE show more significant body manipulation in some instances, with the presence of partly reorganised remains wrapped in square packs.
Conclusion

By highlighting the CRM case study of Deva in New Caledonia, this paper has discussed a neglected aspect of archaeological potential in Melanesia. The slow emergence of a proper interest in archaeological impact studies in the archipelago over the last few decades has been linked to the unique historical and political situation of this southern Melanesian archipelago. While the international regulations were implemented as part of the preparatory process in the case of the two large multimillion dollar nickel smelter projects, Kanak customary pressure was unquestionably instrumental in the imposition of archaeological impact studies for the Deva property development (Sand 2015). One of the direct outcomes of the CRM programs for the Deva hotel and golf course projects has been to move one of the main buildings to a new location and to limit the extent of the sand quarry surface in order to protect a set of burials. Moreover, each identified burial of the coastal dune area is now protected by a 4 m² perimeter, on which nothing can be built.

It can be asked if the same development of archaeological impact studies is to be expected elsewhere in Island Melanesia in the near future. To this day, the only direct parallel in terms of scale is the archaeological research at Caution Bay near Port Moresby on mainland New Guinea (Richards et al. 2016), where a well-funded archaeological CRM program was undertaken ahead of the construction of a liquefied natural gas plant and pipeline. In this case, the work was done by an international team, with only some local expert input. The main challenge to the future development of CRM programs appears to be in the field of local archaeological expertise in the Melanesian countries. As long as local governments do not promote training, including...
postgraduate education, and support for permanent archaeological staff in their museums and cultural centres, archaeology will continue to remain mainly an outsider-driven topic in the region. Only well trained and well equipped teams will have the capacity and the administrative power to promote effective archaeological resource management and rescue archaeology ahead of development in Island Melanesia. Economic pressure as well as political constrains will continue to dominate the agenda and local archaeologists will have to maintain their lobbying to see any progress in this domain in the years to come.

The progressive shift of the administrative understanding of what should be the mandate of archaeology in New Caledonia is a less obvious consequence of the rise of CRM programs that has major negative implications. Like other developed regions around the world, the rise of archaeological impact studies has sadly led decision-makers to think that archaeology is mainly devoted to this type of economically driven fieldwork for the sake of ‘clearing the site’ for development (Hutchings and La Salle 2015). Consequently in New Caledonia, the emergence of CRM has gone hand in hand with the massive drop in public finances for archaeological projects associated with research questions. Over the last years, the program of the IANCP has been nearly entirely devoted to CRM activities, trapping the local archaeological team into a never-ending series of archaeological impact studies. The saddest outcome of this change of focus is that the amount of archaeological data recovered though CRM has become so extensive, and the time that can be devoted to its study has shrunk so much, that publications are limited to ‘grey literature’ reports for the developers. This progressive change in paradigm highlights the slow move of CRM archaeology towards the private sector, something that is today promoted by the provincial cultural services. This will undoubtedly reinforce the trend towards ‘grey literature’ publications, depriving the local populations as well as the archaeologists working in Melanesia of the massive amount of new data that CRM will continue to generate in the decades to come.
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The complexity of monumentality in Melanesia: Mixed messages from Vanuatu

Stuart Bedford

Introduction

This paper revisits the concept of monumentality through the lens of grand communal ceremonies on three separate islands, with contrasting chiefly systems, in the archipelago of Vanuatu (Figure 5.1). One is the island of Malakula in the north where substantial stone structures associated with a range of ceremonies can be found right across the landscape. Further south on Efate the use of stone is limited but grand ceremony and monumentality is spectacularly demonstrated in the archaeological record. Lastly, large ceremonies involving thousands of people occur on a regular basis on the island of Tanna in the south, yet the material remains of such events are almost completely absent (Bonnemaison 1994). This striking variance across a single archipelago leads to some questions regarding the whole concept and significance of monumentality (Ballard and Wilson 2014) and particularly to its importance in relation to processes of social transformation in the Pacific. However, it needs to be emphasised that the wider debate is somewhat handicapped by the fact that the study of monumentality across the broader Pacific is extremely uneven in its coverage, at least in archaeological focus, in terms of both even basic information and a lack of targeted research (Walter and Sheppard 2006). While the trajectory of sociopolitical complexity and its associated proxies have been tracked on almost literally every major Polynesian island group, along with many in Micronesia, the archaeology of social systems of the South-West Pacific are rare (Allen 1985; Garanger 1972; Irwin 1985; Sand 1995; Spriggs 1986) and specifically those associated with ritual architecture, or monumentality generally, remain remarkably few (Bickler 2004; Byrne 2013; Field 2004; Sand 1995; Spriggs 1986; Thomas 2009; Walter and Sheppard 2006).

Pacific Island societies have long played a special role in influencing Western theoretical discourse relating to the form and development of sociopolitical structures and their evolution on a world-scale (Kirch 1984, 2010; Spriggs 2008). Right from the very beginnings of European and Pacific encounters, as the accounts of the early explorers surfaced in Europe, debate was inspired regarding the nature of human society (Smith 1989, 1992). It did not take long for Pacific societies to be drafted into theories relating to the emerging 19th-century ladder-like structures of social evolution as exemplars of the lower rungs (Golson 1977). When the region was carved up on maps into Melanesia, Micronesia and Polynesia by the French explorer Dumont d’Urville in 1832, insidious racial categories became formalised (Dumont d’Urville 2003). Apparent forms of social organisation were particularly influential in the ordering of a region’s position on the
evolutionary scale. Polynesians at the apex were admired for having sophisticated sociopolitical structures and light skin colour, while at the other end of the scale, Melanesians were described as having 'no governing bodies, no laws, and no formal religious practices' concomitant with their darker skin colour (Dumont d’Urville 2003).

Figure 5.1. Vanuatu archipelago (Malakula, Efate and Tanna infilled).

Source: Stuart Bedford.
Despite these divisions and their subsequent influence having been repeatedly criticised on a whole series of levels (e.g. Clark 2003; Douglas 1979; Golson 1977; Green 1991; Lilley 1985; Sand 2002; Spriggs 2008; Tcherkézoff 2003; Thomas 1989; see also David and Denham 2006 for a critique of Australian Aboriginal categorisation), they still retain considerable authority, entrenched in the wider public consciousness and in contemporary discourse.

A range of material signals or proxies for social transformation, most often assumed to be associated with increasing social stratification, have been identified from archaeological research in the Pacific. These include population growth; extensive modification of island ecosystems; intensification of agriculture or other productive systems; increased economic specialisation; development of ceremonial or public architecture and increasing territoriality often reflected in more frequent construction of fortifications (Kirch 1984:13–15). Most researchers today agree that there are no universal ‘prime movers’ in terms of drivers of cultural change but rather a varied combination of environmental contexts and long-term processes influenced by human agency which can produce divergent historical trajectories (Earle 1989; Kirch 2010).

However, discussions of monumentality in general in the Pacific and more specifically monumental architecture in stone, tends to be fixed in association with hierarchically organised chiefdoms, and that such activity would not have occurred if such social frameworks were not in place. These assumptions can clearly be challenged across much of the Melanesian region and very strikingly so in the archipelago of Vanuatu. Various islands in Vanuatu exhibit a similar range of proxies that are associated with social transformation and increasing hierarchy elsewhere, but ultimately arrived at radically different forms of social organisation and expressions of ‘monumentality’.

**The travelling stones of Malakula**

Malakula is located in the north of the Vanuatu archipelago (Figure 5.1), the second largest island of the group at 2051 km², along with 15 small islands off its north-east and south coasts (Siméoni 2009:55–61). Its reputation for an island where monumental stone architecture was widely practised has been well known for more than 100 years, to the point where it is often seen as the island’s most characteristic cultural feature. Riesenfeld, for example, in his exhaustive tome, *The Megalithic Culture of Melanesia*, commented that ‘it is no exaggeration to consider Malekula as the best-known place in Melanesia as regards megaliths’ (Riesenfeld 1950:35). The ethnographers Speiser, Layard and Deacon, who spent time on the islands in the first part of the 20th century, recorded these sites, generally known as *nasara*, and associated ceremonial practice in lengthy detail (Deacon 1934; Layard 1942; Speiser 1996). The layout and form of the stone in these structures takes a wide range of forms. In the south, lines or large circles of standing stones tend to be most common, although small dolmens have also been recorded. In some areas, the standing stones are worked into a tubular form. This is seen particularly in the South-West Bay area where a majority of standing stones in any *nasara* are tubular, but examples can also be found amongst large *nasara* right up the west coast and into the interior of the north and centre (Figure 5.2a). In the central and northern part of the island, *nasara* comprise standing stones displaying limited dressing, and stone platforms and tables that are arranged in linear or curvilinear, amphitheatre-like, plan (Figure 5.2b). A very distinctive feature found across the islands in almost all *nasara* is the marking of a single stone, or in rarer cases several stones, with cupules (Figure 5.2c). Although rarer still, standing stones are also carved with anthropomorphic designs and profiles, an aspect that appears to be more common in the south (Figure 5.2d), although the trading and collecting of these items that has occurred over the last 100 years or more may well have skewed their currently understood distribution.
The primary materials that are used in construction are beach rock and limestone from the uplifted reef terraces that are present right up into the interior of the island. Acropora table coral, broken from fringing reefs, has also been used, particularly so in those nasara relatively close to source. They were planted on their side to form wide standing features or sections of wall or more commonly as the flat tops of dolmens or tables (Figure 5.3a). At many of these sites, the beach rock or coral material could be sourced relatively close to hand but even then, the transport and positioning of some of the largest slabs, which might weigh upwards of several tons, would have required significant labour input and engineering skill (Layard 1942:363–408). There are few ethnographic accounts of construction, but Speiser was on the island of Vao when one large slab of beach rock was being hauled to a nasara on a sledge built of logs (see Speiser 1996:Plate 63, 64).
Although Layard did not witness any of the procedures associated with erecting the stones, he recorded oral traditions associated with *nasara* construction. It was a complicated and lengthy multi-year process, even for single stones, which involved a whole series of ceremonies at every stage and could involve the participation of labour from nearby villages (1942:363–408).

While much stone could be sourced locally (Layard 1942:417–418), there are almost always stones at these sites that have been sourced from much further afield. For example, the *Acropora* coral is found associated with dolmens built as shrines in many *nasara* across the entire central and north of Malakula. In these cases, their transport would have been undertaken across many kilometres and hundreds of metres above sea level. Very large tubular-shaped sections of limestone have been regularly recorded many kilometres from any source, and in one case at one of the highest points (355 m) in the north of the island (Figure 5.3b). Water-worn stone sourced from rivers on Malakula have also been recorded in *nasara* on the small islands of the north-east. Further complicating the picture of establishing the origins of stone in any *nasara* complex was a practice where participants in various ceremonies, including some who had come some distance, would contribute stones themselves. Once erected, particular stones remained associated with that individual who may have participated in ceremonies at a number of *nasara* over their lifetime (Layard 1942:17).

![Figure 5.3. (a) Acropora coral sourced directly from the reef and incorporated into the nasara structure, Uripiv Island; (b) tubular stone at nasara on the high point of northern Malakula. Source: Stuart Bedford.](image)

These *nasara* sites were central to community life where a whole host of ceremonies took place. The most frequent and most important in terms of local political structure were the grade-taking ceremonies where men attempted to achieve status through ritual and economic tests, rather than hereditary title (Layard 1942:12–19). The chiefly structure on Malakula demonstrated limited hierarchy, certainly in terms of wider community influence, and was only consolidated through the accumulation of grades that involved individuals sponsoring various forms of public ceremony. Grade-taking ceremonies were associated with accumulation and distribution of wealth, most often pigs but also yams. Debt could be accumulated over a generation and organisational aspects of a single ceremony could take 12 months or more to prepare (Bonnemaison 1996; Deacon 1934; Layard 1942). The scale of the largesse associated with these occasions is exemplified by a report from 1892 where 1500 pigs were sacrificed during one ceremony on the small island of Vao, Malakula (population then 2500) (Beaune 1894).
From the start of the 20th century, increasing depopulation in combination with missionisation generally led to a radical reduction in the number of ceremonies undertaken and in many areas they were discontinued. However, these sites remain durable and highly visible artefacts of ceremony and ritual and represent the material archive containing details of the sociopolitical development of the islands. Even today these ritual structures remain central to peoples’ lives, relating to origins, identity and land ownership (Bedford et al. 2017a). In that respect, *nasara* have retained a continuum of use and a connection with those first generations who established them.

Malakula then, is an island where large ceremonial structures in stone are a widespread feature of the cultural and political landscape, but one that was developed within a minimally stratified social system.

**Efate: Monumentality in earth and ceremony**

In contrast, stone architecture was not generally a feature of ceremonial activity on the island of Efate in central Vanuatu. In some cases, standing stones were used to mark chiefly graves but these tended to be few in number and relatively small, no higher than 1 m above the ground surface (Garanger 1972:Figure 149). However, as demonstrated through the 1960s excavations of José Garanger on the island of Retoka, the use and/or size of stones on Efate is not a reliable marker of ceremonial significance or importance. The 12 small basaltic standing stones (some of which now lie flat) at the site in fact mark the communal burial of more than 50 individuals (Figure 5.4a), who are related to one of the most significant historical ceremonial events on that island for the last 500 years. Apart from these few small standing stones, there was actually very little to be seen on the surface at the site in the 1960s, when excavated, and that remains the case today. The site on Retoka, inscribed in 2008 on the UNESCO World Heritage List, thanks primarily to Garanger’s archaeological excavations, is associated with the culmination of a grand ceremony marking the death of the revered high chief Roi Mata in c. 1600 CE (Garanger 1972:59–77). Retoka remains one of the few cultural sites in the Pacific that corresponded to the rich oral traditions (Ballard and Wilson 2012; Garanger 1996).

Roi Mata is credited with introducing peace to the region after an extended period of conflict with his establishment or perhaps reinvigoration of the matrilineal *naflak* system. According to oral traditions, he became ill at a competitive feast and due to his very high status was buried with followers on the isolated island of Retoka (Ballard and Wilson 2012). This ceremony would have taken considerable time to prepare and involved people from all over Efate and the Shepherd Islands who were prepared to sacrifice a substantial number of high-status individuals as part of the funerary ritual. Grand feasts and displays of largesse would have been intimately associated with this process.
More recent research has identified another very different form of monumentality on Efate. A light detection and ranging (LiDAR) survey of 32.4 per cent of the island has revealed that much of the landscape was completely modified by human activity prior to European contact (Bedford et al. 2017b). Features that dominate the landscape are a range of linear mounds that in some cases extend for several hundred metres or form enclosures of varying size in an irregular mosaic or grid pattern that are associated with agricultural activity. However, the most spectacular and unexpected of these features are massive circular depressions bounded by earth banks (Figure 5.4b). Seventy-one of these circular features have been identified (Bedford et al. 2017b:Figure 2). Their sizes vary greatly but the majority (51) are between 50 and 100 m in diameter, 15 are between 100 and 145 m in diameter, and one is substantially larger, at almost 200 m in diameter. They are found at all altitudes, from 10 m to 260 m above sea level, across
the landscape. They appear to have been formed through soil being shifted from the inside of the feature and out to the exterior. The dimensions of the boundary walls vary, but they are between 1.5–2.0 m high (measured from the interior) and 3–4 m wide. The average diameter of these features is 84 m, a rough calculation of soil displacement for such a feature is more than 33 000 m³. While interpretation of the circular features remains speculative, they are without doubt truly monumental in terms of their size and the labour input associated with their construction.

What of the chiefly system of Efate? It is very different to that of Malakula in the north as it is essentially characterised by heredity within a hierarchical system where chiefs can exercise considerable authority over their territorial domains. Individuals receive customary names, which is a title within a structure of hierarchical titles (Bonnemaison 1996:212–216). It is also a chiefly system that demonstrates some time depth, as indicated from the oral traditions and archaeological record on Retoka.

Massive depopulation, land alienation and missionisation have all heavily impacted on traditional cultural and political activities on Efate. However, monumentality is clearly seen most visibly today both in the massive earthwork remains across the landscape but also in the 400-year-old ceremony represented by the Roi Mata burials on Retoka that has been preserved within oral traditions.

**Tanna: Monumental ritual exchange**

Finally, to the south of the archipelago and the island of Tanna. This is the sixth largest island (570.7 km²) in Vanuatu and one of the most densely populated (46.1 per km²). Tanna is well known for its retention of aspects of a ‘traditional’ way of life which revolves around regular all-year-round ceremonies of ritual exchange that encompass all parts of the life cycle and are integral to Tannese social and political life (Bonnemaison 1996:214–216; Lindstrom 1996:123–128). Some of these ceremonies of exchange, based on a system of reciprocity, can take years to prepare, involve thousands of people and abundant displays of largesse, often in the form of pigs and yams (Figures 5.5a and b).

![Image](image_url)

*Figure 5.5. Exchange items at a *Nial* (food exchange) ceremony, Tanna, July 2017: (a) a wall of yams stacked more than 2 m high; (b) pigs and kava.*

---

1 Volume = \( \pi \times 84^2 \times 1.5 = 33250.61 \) m³. This does not take into account the small mound in the centre of most circular features, but the calculation uses the minimal exterior wall height.
The population of Tanna is generally scattered across the landscape in small hamlets, with a ceremonial open space of c. 2000–3000 m² located nearby (Bonnemaison 1994:106–112). These spaces, which are regularly cleaned, generally display nothing exceptional apart from a mature banyan tree on one side of the open area. However, it is here that the ceremonies of ritual exchange take place, whether they be the nightly exchange of kava between men of the same village or seasonal grand exchanges of agricultural largesse involving a number of tribes that serve to establish or maintain political alliances. Months after these large ceremonies have finished, there is nothing to show but well-stamped open spaces and it is only oral traditions that essentially keep the memory of such events alive. The open space continues to be recognised and restricted as a zone for a range of ongoing ceremonial activities, but beyond the open space and the banyan no other permanent features are added. It is the open space and the repeated ritual exchanges that are the monuments.

The chiefly system on Tanna, although hereditary, is like that of Malakula in that it displays minimal hierarchy and very localised control. James Cook described his initial impressions in relation to the Tannese political structure as follows: ‘Chiefs they seem to have amongst them; at least some were announced as such, but they appeared to have little authority over the rest of the people’ (Beaglehole 1961:497). However, the apparent egalitarian political nature of the chiefly system on Tanna should not be confused with simplicity, as any claims or conferred rights are open to constant public debate and negotiation and include assessments of individual accomplishment during ritual exchange (Lindstrom 1996:123).

**Discussion**

In his summary of traditional Vanuatu political power, Bonnemaison explains that there are very broadly two types of political power found across the archipelago. There are those where chiefdoms are based on a hierarchy of grades and where men come to power through competitive economic display; while the other system is based on heredity and titles. However, he warned against oversimplification, suggesting that neither system was as straightforward as these broad categories might suggest, adding that:

> it is as if it were part of the Melanesian genius to take the model it receives, as it spreads from place to place, and complicate it as much as possible to put a local stamp on it. (Bonnemaison 1996:200)

The same complex variation in forms and establishment of chiefly power in Vanuatu is, not surprisingly, also found in the various representations and expressions of monumentality. A common theme related to political power and its material manifestations across the archipelago is in fact diversification. There exists in Vanuatu a range of elements that are seen as proxies for social transformation, that have led to increased hierarchy in other regions of the Pacific: high levels of population density; extensive modification of the ecosystem; development of ceremonial architecture; intensification of agriculture or other productive systems; and in some cases increased economic specialisation. However, the three islands highlighted here, Malakula, Efate and Tanna, all of which display aspects of potential drivers of social transformation, appear to have ultimately arrived at very different forms of social organisation and representations of monumentality. While the three islands hosted regular large ceremonies often involving thousands of people that could take years of preparation, the material legacy of those events is vastly different. Chiefly systems
on two of the islands demonstrate minimal hierarchy and have very localised influence, yet monuments in the traditional Western sense, large structures in stone, are widespread on one of them. Conversely, the island with the most hierarchical chiefly system demonstrates almost no ceremonial effort with stone.

This extraordinary variation requires some questioning of the whole concept of monumentality in the Pacific. This was a point raised by Chris Ballard and Meredith Wilson, who were instrumental in the inscription of the Roi Mata site on the UNESCO World Heritage List, when they outlined in detail a challenge to the perception of monumentality in the Pacific. They suggest that largely Western concepts that equate monumental only with massive and highly visible construction, almost exclusively using stone, at distinct sites, is misguided. They argue:

Pacific monumentalism is more often located in the elaboration of cosmologies, which are mapped across entire landscapes or seascapes, and which may or may not incorporate what we commonly define as monuments. (Ballard and Wilson 2014:77)

As illustrated by the data presented in this chapter, this is indeed an aspect that needs to be seriously considered when archaeologists are trying to reconstruct past societies. Highly visible individual monuments often play a central and dominant role in any interpretation of societal complexity, but while this may have some relevance in some parts of the Pacific, it clearly does not in others. In any archaeological interpretation of Pacific societies and their development we must be wary both of European-oriented categories and rigid concepts such as the ladder-like nature of social evolution (Denham 2004; Golson 1977) and the constraints imposed by the 19th-century artificial boundaries of Melanesia, Micronesia and Polynesia (Bedford 2014; Clark 2003).

**Conclusion**

While an increasingly sophisticated archaeology investigating social and political transformation has been developed in the Pacific over many decades, it has been strikingly region-specific, primarily focused on Polynesia and, to a lesser extent, Micronesia (Walter and Sheppard 2006). As yet, it remains barely nascent in Melanesia, comprising literally a handful of projects that have explored specialised trading systems, agricultural intensification, and increasing territoriality and social stratification. This dearth of research in Melanesia is due to a whole host of reasons both logistical and theoretical, but it has in many respects perpetuated both the boundaries set out in the 19th century and unilinear evolutionary social-ladder models of historical process. There needs to be a much greater focus on the archaeology of the Melanesian region, beyond Lapita and the Pleistocene, so that we can more fully appreciate the full complexity and diversity of the Pacific region and the diverse routes of societal transformation that have been followed.
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Reconsidering the ‘Neolithic’ at Manim rock shelter, Wurup Valley, Papua New Guinea

Tim Denham

Is the ‘Neolithic’ relevant to the highlands of Papua New Guinea?

What needs to be pointed out at this stage is that there was no point at which a homogenous Neolithic ‘package’ of economic practice and material culture ever existed. (Thomas 1999:14)

... in practice the evidence which is available to us relates to a more complex, messy and fragmented series of developments, and that any attempt to define a particular set of attributes as constituting the Neolithic will be arbitrary in the extreme. (Thomas 1999:13)

The term ‘Neolithic’ was proposed by Lubbock (1865) as a formal category to differentiate the Palaeolithic—namely, old flaked stone technologies—from new ground and polished stone technologies. Subsequently, a range of alternative meanings of the Neolithic have emerged (Trigger 2003). Childe (1925) shifted the emphasis from evolutionary perspectives on stone tool technology onto sets of culture-historic traits, albeit with temporal and geographical variation. During the 20th century, the concept of the Neolithic broadened to encompass agriculture (associated with domesticated plants and animals), sedentism, pottery and mortuary practices, as well as stone tool technology. Subsequently, Hodder (1990) drew attention to the social and symbolic aspects of the Neolithic, while Thomas (1999) considered the Neolithic to be more a way of ‘Being’. Today, in both academic and public discourse, the Neolithic has become a signifier of social complexity, dynamism and progression (David and Denham 2006; Florin and Carah 2018).

It remains to be seen how relevant the concept of the Neolithic is outside Eurasia, the region of its original development and application. Does the concept reflect something fundamental about long-term social history, or is it chronologically and geographically specific? Indeed, does the concept have too much inherited baggage, which would make its relevance to the highlands of New Guinea problematic?

Here, the lithic assemblage at Manim, a rock shelter in the highlands of Papua New Guinea, is re-evaluated in terms of Lubbock’s initial usage, namely in terms of the advent of ground stone tool technology. Subsequently, broader conceptions of the Neolithic, namely those that draw on a suite of cultural traits, are evaluated in terms of the multidisciplinary record for the highlands.
Taking another look at Manim

Ground stone axe-adzes were ‘an important component of most tool kits in the Western Highlands’ of Papua New Guinea by c. 7000–6000 cal BP and would greatly have increased the efficiency of forest clearance (Christensen 1975:33). Christensen based his interpretation on the results of his excavations at Manim rock shelter in the Wurup Valley, together with Bulmer’s excavations at Kiowa and Yuku (Bulmer and Bulmer 1964:66). Tools with edge grinding dated to the early Holocene at Kafiavana (White 1972:195) and Kosipe (White et al. 1970:162), with less specific reports of ground artefacts dating to the Pleistocene at Kosipe (White et al. 1970:165) and Yuku (Bulmer 1975:31; cf. Bulmer 1977a:57). The only definite edge ground tool from the Pleistocene was an axe with butt modification from the earliest occupation at Nombe (Golson 2001:196). Christensen (1975:32; after White 1967) noted that the Kafiavana collection provided evidence of early Holocene grinding on the faces, sides and cutting edge. The marked increase in the frequency of ground stone tools from c. 7000–6000 cal BP loosely correlated with a decrease in the variety of other stone tools (Bulmer 1975:44).

Ground stone axe-adzes have become embroiled in debates concerning archaeological signatures of the ‘Neolithic’ (Denham 2003, 2006) and early agriculture in the highlands (Bulmer 1966, 1975, 1977a, 1977b, 1991, 2005; Gaffney et al. 2015a; Golson 2005). Although the ground stone axe-adzes at Manim are not the earliest in the highlands (Mountain 1991; White 1972; see reviews in Bulmer 2005 and Golson 2005), they are highly significant because of the site’s proximity to wetlands preserving archaeological evidence of early agriculture on the floor of the Upper Wåhi Valley, including Kuk Swamp (Denham and Haberle 2008). Manim is located in the Wurup Valley, a tributary of the Upper Wåhi Valley, less than 20 km away from Kuk (Figure 6.1). The potential correlations between the adoption of ground stone axe-adzes at Manim, forest clearance on the valley floor, and the agricultural chronology at Kuk are significant for developing a regional understanding of human–environment interactions during the early to mid-Holocene (Denham and Haberle 2008), as well as of the emergence of agrarian societies in the Upper Wåhi Valley.

Despite the centrality of Christensen’s excavations at Manim to debates concerning the antiquity and prevalence of ground stone tool technology in the highlands (Burton 1984:227–228; Christensen 1975; Golson 2005:469; Mangi 1984), there are problems with the previous radiocarbon dating. Previous conventional radiocarbon dates were derived from different test units to those containing key lithic materials and they were obtained on relatively large samples of wood charcoal. Here, a new accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) dating program relies, where possible, on short-lived macrobotanical remains, primarily Pandanus sp. nut and kernel fragments, collected from the same excavation quadrant within one test unit (Test Unit I), which contained several significant stone artefacts. The new dating program has greater precision and a higher degree of chronostratigraphic control in terms of the association between dated materials and ground stone artefacts.
The Manim excavations

In the early 1970s, Ole Christensen conducted extensive archaeological and ethnobotanical investigations in the Wurup Valley near Mount Hagen, Western Highlands Province, Papua New Guinea. Tragically, he died in a car accident before completing his doctoral studies. In 1973 Christensen undertook excavations at four rock shelters along an altitudinal cline on the wall of the Wurup Valley: Manim (1770 m), Kamapuk (2050 m), Etpiti (2200 m) and Tugeri (2450 m). Only limited analyses of the archaeobotanical, archaeozoological and lithic assemblages from his archaeological excavations have occurred (Aplin 1981; Donoghue 1988; Mangi 1984) or been published (Christensen 1975; Donoghue 1989; Sutton et al. 2009).

At Manim, extensive excavations were undertaken within the rock shelter, exposing relatively deep stratigraphy (Figure 6.2; Table 6.1). Excavations were ordinarily conducted in arbitrary 10 cm levels within stratigraphic layers. Manim yielded dense lithic (Mangi 1984) and archaeobotanical (Donoghue 1988) assemblages associated with occupation during the early to mid-Holocene (Christensen 1975). These cultural deposits occurred within Layer V, which extended to depths of ‘circa 250 cm below the surface at the back of the shelter to circa 340 cm below the surface outside of the dripline’ (Christensen 1975:30).
Figure 6.2. Site plan of excavations at Manim rock shelter (top left), with east-west cross-sectional view (top right), and section of south wall of Test Units D, A and I (bottom).

Source: Redrafted from Christensen field notes in Garrett (1976).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>Root mat (upper c. 10 cm) formed on a clay-rich sediment containing charcoal, sparse cultural material and occasional lenses of sand and clay. The clay lenses potentially delineate shallow hearths and are associated with fire-cracked rocks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>4–7</td>
<td>Dark organic sand containing charcoal, clusters of fire-cracked rock, stone flakes and fragments of cooking stones throughout.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>8–13</td>
<td>Bands of sands, which vary in colour and texture, and contain sparse cultural materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>14–17</td>
<td>The upper portion comprises a dark grey clay containing abundant charcoal and other cultural material, such as fire-cracked rock and stone flakes. The lower portion is a yellowish sand containing sparse cultural materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>18–21</td>
<td>Black organic layer containing densely packed cultural materials, primarily charcoal, fire-cracked rock and lithic artefacts. Towards the base, the sediment is browner, less organic and more clay-rich, and contains fewer cultural materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vb</td>
<td>22–24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vc</td>
<td>25–26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>27–29</td>
<td>White sand between rocks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Levels for Layers are provided for Unit I. Associated depths can be inferred from Figure 6.2.

Source: Author's research.

The lithic assemblage at Manim

An independent re-evaluation of the stone assemblage at Manim is not possible, given the extensive damage and losses to the lithic collection during the destruction of the Weston archaeological store as a result of the Canberra fires of 2003. Consequently, any evaluation is constrained by previously published and unpublished reports (Burton 1984; Christensen 1975; Garrett 1976; Mangi 1984). Although these documents provide ample detail, they contain inconsistencies and do not enable a complete reconstruction of the provenance for all ground stone artefacts.

There are differences in the reporting of the ground stone axe-adzes and related artefact classes at Manim. Mangi (1984:55, 90) provides a working definition for a ground axe-adze as 'characterised by a ground edge at one end “resembling those hafted and used as axes and adzes in recent times and usually exhibit signs of polishing”’ (cf. Bulmer 1966:66; White 1972:6). Although it is not possible to define these artefacts as axes or adzes without knowledge of how they were hafted, Mangi (1984:90) referred to them as ‘axes’ for convenience. Burton (1984) also referred to them as axes, based on the presumption that except for one small wood-working adze, only axes were manufactured in quarries in the Wahgi Valley vicinity; although he notes that this ethnographic inference may not extend to archaeological samples (John Burton, pers. comm. 2016). Axe-adzes at Manim were reported as lenticular (Mangi 1984) or ovoid (Burton 1984) in cross-section.

As well as five complete ground stone axe-adzes, there were four broken axe-adzes, three ‘roughouts’ or blanks, and twenty-three ‘axe flakes’ (Mangi 1984:105–106). ‘Axe roughouts’ were extensively flaked on all sides and conformed in shape to an axe-adze, but lacked any grinding or polishing; namely, they may potentially be at an earlier stage of the manufacturing process prior to grinding and polishing. ‘Axe flakes’ were differentiated from other flakes based on the presence of striations along the polished surface (Mangi 1984:90); they were derived from breakage or reworking of ground axe-adzes.

All except one axe flake were collected from Layer V, the main period of cultural deposition at Manim; the exception derived from overlying Layer IV. Mangi (1984) undertook a tripartite subdivision of Layer V (Va, Vb and Vc). The vast majority of stone artefacts, flakes and debitage were derived from Layers Va and Vb: Layer Va yielded all whole and broken axe-adzes, two roughouts and ten axe flakes; and, Layer Vb yielded one roughout and twelve axe flakes.
Previous radiocarbon dating

In the preliminary report of the excavations, there is some confusion over the provenance and antiquity of the earliest ground axe-adzes at Manim (Table 6.2). Christensen states:

ANU-1372 (3580 ± 80) comes from the top of the stratigraphic unit within which ground stone axe/adzes first appear. ANU-1373 (5860 ± 130) is from the lowest spit within which axe/adzes (lenticular) appear. (Christensen 1975:31)

Subsequently in the same report, the first appearance of ground stone axe-adzes is stated as being in Level ‘G19, dated to 5860 ± 130 BP’ (Christensen 1975:32), presumably, Level 19 in Test Unit G. There is an inconsistency because ANU-1373 is listed as being from Level 21 (Christensen 1975:Table 1) and not Level 19 as stated in the text.

In his analysis, Mangi (1984:106) states that all the earliest complete ground and polished axe-adzes come from Layer Va in Test Unit I, although specifics are only given for two from Level 21 and one from Level 20 (1984:Figures VIIa-c). Furthermore, a consideration of Christensen’s field notes (transcribed in Mangi 1984:Appendix I) confirms the interpretation that the oldest axe-adzes derive from Level 21 in Test Unit I, rather than Level 19, but that they come from the top of this excavation level and could be readily assigned to Level 20.

Mangi’s interpretation is corroborated by Burton (1984:227–228) who states that the earliest ground stone axe-adzes come from Level 21. Burton (1984:Figure 10.14) depicts the oldest finds, both derived from Level 21 in Test Unit I and describes them as ‘two miniature axes of ovoid section made from local stone’ (Figure 6.3; Burton 1984:227). Burton (1984:227) also discusses a small cutting edge fragment from a ground stone axe that is likely derived from the Tuman quarries; the provenance for this fragment (Artefact 327), which is from a provenance below ANU-1372 (3580 ± 80 BP), is given as Quadrant 2, Level 19 in Test Unit I (Burton 1984:Table 10.7).

A review of the current literature confirms that the earliest Tuman quarry axes and the earliest ground axes at Manim derive from Levels 19 and 21 (and, conservatively from Level 20), respectively, in Test Unit I. Based on previously published data, the earliest Tuman quarry axes at Manim predate c. 4090–3690 cal BP and the earliest ground axe-adzes date to c. 7010–6400 cal BP. However, there is uncertainty over the precise antiquity of these artefacts because the radiocarbon dates that are used to date them are largely derived from Test Unit G, which was the furthest excavated from Test Unit I that contained several of the most significant ground stone artefacts.
6. Reconsidering the ‘Neolithic’ at Manim rock shelter, Wurup Valley, Papua New Guinea

Table 6.2. Previously reported conventional radiocarbon dates on wood charcoal for Manim.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laboratory code</th>
<th>Radiocarbon age (BP)</th>
<th>Sample type¹</th>
<th>Radiocarbon date (cal BP)</th>
<th>% (2 sigma)</th>
<th>Test Unit</th>
<th>Level/Quad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANU-1368</td>
<td>410 ± 70</td>
<td>Wood charcoal</td>
<td>538-308</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>3 II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANU-1369</td>
<td>270 ± 80</td>
<td>Wood charcoal</td>
<td>304-254 225-136 115-73 34-modern</td>
<td>68.9 17.2 2.9 6.3</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>6 II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANU-1370</td>
<td>2380 ± 110</td>
<td>Wood charcoal</td>
<td>2741-2296 2268-2156</td>
<td>85.3 10.1</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>11 IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANU-1371</td>
<td>2300 ± 90</td>
<td>Wood charcoal</td>
<td>2703-2630 2619-2559 2544-2110 2080-2068</td>
<td>5.8 3.5 85.6 0.5</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>12 IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANU-1372</td>
<td>3580 ± 80</td>
<td>Wood charcoal</td>
<td>4140-4130 4091-3686 3664-3645</td>
<td>0.6 93.6 1.3</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>16 Va</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANU-1373</td>
<td>5860 ± 130</td>
<td>Wood charcoal</td>
<td>7138-7134 7006-6396 6367-6351</td>
<td>0.1 94.8 0.5</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>21 Va</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANU-1375</td>
<td>9670 ± 220</td>
<td>Wood charcoal</td>
<td>11 804-10 401</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>26 Vb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANU-1467¹</td>
<td>9260 ± 120</td>
<td>Wood charcoal</td>
<td>10 755-10 200</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>32 Vc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANU-1468²</td>
<td>9870 ± 610</td>
<td>Wood charcoal</td>
<td>13 010-9886 9847-9817</td>
<td>95.2 0.2</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>33 Vc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANU-1376⁴</td>
<td>5570 ± 410</td>
<td>Wood charcoal</td>
<td>7414-7391 7372-7357 7332-5583</td>
<td>0.3 0.2 94.9</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>34 Vc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most dates from Christensen (1975:30–31), except ANU-1467 and ANU-1468 from Mangi (1984:23–25). However, the radiocarbon ages for these latter two dates were incorrectly reported in Mangi (1984). Radiocarbon calibrations calculated using IntCal13 (Reimer et al. 2013) and OxCal v4.2.4 (Bronk Ramsey 2009).

Notes:
1. Sample types vary on the original submission forms and radiocarbon age reports from The Australian National University (ANU) laboratory. They include carbonised wood, charcoal, charred wood and wood; however, it has been inferred that all samples were wood charcoal.
2. Layer designations are derived from Christensen’s field notes and layer-level designations as reported in Mangi (1984:Appendix I). Further, and following Mangi (1984), Layer V has been subdivided into three sub-units—Layers Va, Vb and Vc—given that these are relevant for stone artefact distributions within the profile. Further, ANU-1467, ANU-1468 and ANU-1376 are all derived from the basal layers of Layer Vc in Test Units G and I.
3. The radiocarbon ages for ANU-1467 and ANU-1468 were reversed in Mangi (1984:23–25). The original radiocarbon submission forms and original radiocarbon age reports were consulted for the present study.
4. ANU-1376 is anomalous. Mangi (1984:25) reported from the radiocarbon dating report that it was of small size, being 10 per cent of the ANU laboratory requirement for a conventional radiocarbon date at the time.

Source: Author’s research.

New AMS dating strategy

A new AMS dating strategy has been devised to provide greater radiometric precision and a higher degree of association between dated materials and ground stone axe-adzes for Test Unit I. Foremost, it was decided to focus on short-lived plant products, where possible, for radiocarbon dating, primarily Pandanus kernel and nut fragments (pidgin: karuka; highland Pandanus spp.). These materials do not have an in-built ‘old-wood effect’, because they are produced annually. Individual Pandanus fragments were subject to AMS dating, which can provide higher precision for small organic remains than possible using conventional methods.
The lowest stone axes were collected from Quadrant 6 within Levels 20 and 21 of Layer V (Mangi’s Layer Va). Due to the high density of cultural materials present, Christensen divided each arbitrary spit or level into six quadrants in Test Units E, F, G, H and I when excavating above, through and below Layer V. Here, the intention is to date materials from the same quadrant from which significant stone artefacts were recovered within Test Unit I in order to provide a higher degree of association than relying on inter-test unit and cross-site correlations.

A series of macrobotanical samples were selected for AMS dating through the whole stratigraphic column within Test Unit I to determine the reliability of the original dating program. Particular focus was placed upon the internal chronostratigraphic integrity of the main cultural deposit (Layer V, equivalent to Levels 18–26), as well as its relationship to overlying (Layer IV, Level 17) and underlying (Layer VI, Level 27) units within Quadrant 6. A series of near-continuous AMS dates through these levels was designed to derive the most accurate dates for the earliest stone axe-adzes and associated artefact classes. Individual pieces of archaeobotanical materials were selected for dating from sieved materials (as was the case with the original dating program); none had been sampled in situ from the walls or floor of the excavation.

The results of the new AMS dating program within Test Unit I are in relatively good chronostratigraphic order (Table 6.3). As noted for other cave and rock shelter sites (see Denham and Mountain 2016), there is some clustering of dates within stratigraphic units, which may be suggestive of intermixing within defined periods of occupation, as well as result from the different apparent ages of annually grown Pandanus kernels and nuts with respect to wood charcoal, which may have an in-built ‘old-wood effect’ of up to several hundred years.

The uppermost four AMS dates (Wk-22063-65 and Wk-22358) predominantly date to the last 800 years. They are not in strict chronostratigraphic order, as Wk-22358 is older than its stratigraphic position would suggest, perhaps indicating an in-built ‘old-wood effect’; namely, the wood charcoal was already several hundred years old at the time it was burned, whereas Wk-22065 was younger. However, an inversion in the original wood charcoal dates between Levels 3 (ANU-1368) and 6 (ANU-1369) (Table 6.2; Christensen 1975) suggests that it is more likely that the upper six levels of the site are somewhat intermixed, probably as a result of scuffage, trampling and incidental digging during periodic visitation.

The remaining AMS dates down the profile are in relatively good stratigraphic order. The slightly younger date for Pandanus in Level 19 (Wk-22071) when compared to those for gymnosperm from Levels 17 and 18 (Wk-22069 and Wk-22070) may represent a slight ‘old-wood effect’ in the gymnosperm samples when compared to Pandanus, or indicate limited intermixing between Levels 17–19. The other anomaly is a wildly aberrant, ancient date on Pandanus in Level 25 (Wk-22076), which is suggestive of residual material being redeposited in a younger context.

The new AMS dates compare relatively favourably with the original conventional dates. There are some minor discrepancies between dates for the same numerical levels, but these are anticipated because the new and old samples were derived from different test units. Namely Level 21 in Test Unit I may not represent precisely the same period of cultural deposition as Level 21 in Test Unit G. Therefore some variation in dates for levels within major cultural strata would be anticipated across the site, especially given variations in the depth of cultural materials across the site, even if the dates for the major cultural strata are broadly consistent.
Table 6.3. New AMS dates for Manim. Radiocarbon calibrations calculated using IntCal13 (Reimer et al. 2013) and OxCal v4.2.4 (Bronk Ramsey 2009).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laboratory code</th>
<th>Radiocarbon age (BP)</th>
<th>Sample type</th>
<th>Radiocarbon date (cal BP)</th>
<th>% (2 sigma)</th>
<th>Test Unit</th>
<th>Level/Quad</th>
<th>Layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wk-22063</td>
<td>108 ± 30</td>
<td>Charcoal</td>
<td>270–211</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>205–187</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>148–12</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wk-22064</td>
<td>279 ± 30</td>
<td>Charcoal</td>
<td>437–350</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>334–284</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>167–155</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wk-22358</td>
<td>857 ± 30</td>
<td>Charcoal</td>
<td>900–867</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>824–815</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>800–693</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wk-22065</td>
<td>655 ± 32</td>
<td>Charcoal</td>
<td>673–625</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>607–556</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wk-22067</td>
<td>2243 ± 30</td>
<td>Charcoal</td>
<td>2340–2295</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2270–2155</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wk-22068</td>
<td>2634 ± 30</td>
<td>Charcoal</td>
<td>2791–2727</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wk-22069</td>
<td>3106 ± 30</td>
<td>Gymnosperm</td>
<td>3384–3235</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>17/6</td>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wk-22070</td>
<td>3279 ± 30</td>
<td>Gymnosperm</td>
<td>3578–3446</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>18/6</td>
<td>Va</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wk-22071</td>
<td>3086 ± 30</td>
<td>Pandanus sp.</td>
<td>3371–3220</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>19/6</td>
<td>Va</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wk-22072</td>
<td>5712 ± 30</td>
<td>Pandanus sp.</td>
<td>6626–6587</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>20/6</td>
<td>Va</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6568–6411</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wk-22073</td>
<td>6437 ± 30</td>
<td>Pandanus sp.</td>
<td>7426–7293</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>21/6</td>
<td>Va</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wk-22074</td>
<td>7430 ± 32</td>
<td>Pandanus sp.</td>
<td>8335–8184</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>22/6</td>
<td>Vb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wk-22075</td>
<td>8229 ± 30</td>
<td>Pandanus sp.</td>
<td>9300–9086</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>24/6</td>
<td>Vb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9051–9034</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wk-22076</td>
<td>18 686 ± 78</td>
<td>Pandanus sp.</td>
<td>22 770–22 375</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>25/6</td>
<td>Vc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wk-22077</td>
<td>9062 ± 35</td>
<td>Pandanus sp.</td>
<td>10 253–10 187</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>27/1</td>
<td>VI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Layer and Level correlations for Test Unit I are given in Table 6.1.
Source: Author’s research.

The antiquity of ground stone technology at Manim

The new AMS dates provide a robust framework for interpreting the antiquity of the earliest ground stone axe-adzes at Manim. Technically, the two oldest axe-adzes at the site derive from Quadrant 6, Level 21 in Test Unit I, which yielded a date of 7430–7290 cal BP (Wk-22073). A third axe-adze was recovered from Quadrant 6, Level 20 in Test Unit I, which yielded a date of 6630–6410 cal BP (Wk-22072). Based on a consideration of Christensen’s recommendation in his field notes, the stone axe-adzes can be conservatively dated to 6630–6410 cal BP, although based on a more literal reading of association within discrete quadrants and levels they date to 7430–7290 cal BP. The new chronology is broadly consistent with previous dating that suggested an antiquity of c. 7010–6400 cal BP based on a conventional date from an adjacent unit (ANU-1373).

Using the new AMS dates, associated artefact classes can be more accurately dated. Three axe roughouts were collected at Manim, from Level 17, Test Unit G and Levels 20 and 23, Test Unit I (Mangi 1984:106; Fig. VIIId). Based on the original dating program, the roughout in Test Unit G predates c. 4090–3690 cal BP (ANU-1372) and the deepest in Test Unit I predates 8340–8180 cal BP (Wk-22074) and postdates c. 9300–9090 cal BP (Wk-22075).
Of the 22 axe flakes collected from Layer V (Mangi's Layers Va and Vb), 14 were derived from Test Unit I (although no specific information is available on their distribution by level). Given that Layer Vb in Test Unit I is represented by Levels 22–24 (Mangi 1984:28), at least some axe flakes predate 8340–8180 cal BP (Wk-22074) and possibly extend as far back as c. 9300–9090 cal BP (Wk-22075).

Additionally, Mangi (1984:108–109, 117) reports on the distribution of grindstones at Manim. All are located within Layer V: four in Layer Va, nine in Layer Vb, and two in Layer Vc. The dates for Layer Vb in Test Units G and I indicate that grindstone technology may date back to over 11 800–10 400 cal BP (ANU-1375). As Mangi (1984:108) speculates, can these grindstones be associated with the production of ground stone axe-adzes? Although grindstones can serve many uses, including processing of plant and animal products, they can also be used to work stone tools. If they were used for stone axe-adze grinding, there is scope for a much greater antiquity for this type of lithic industry in the Upper Waghi Valley region.

A subsidiary question concerns the antiquity of stone exploitation and stone axe manufacture at the Tuman quarries (Burton 1984). The previously reported date of a cutting edge fragment of c. 4090–3690 cal BP (ANU-1372) was derived from Level 19 in Test Unit G, some distance at the site from the find spot in Level 19/2 in Test Unit I. A more closely associated sample of Pandanus from Level 19/6 in Test Unit I returned a more recent calibrated date range of 3370–3220 cal BP (Wk-22071). In part, the discrepancy in ages of c. 700–500 years could be accounted for by an ‘old-wood effect’ in ANU-1372, although it may in part reflect discrepancies in the antiquity of levels between test units at the site.

A revised occupation chronology for Manim

The new AMS dating program at Manim, in conjunction with a re-evaluation of previous research on the lithic assemblage, suggests that the main periods of occupation reflected two different cultural orientations. The earlier and main period of occupation started before c. 9300–9090 cal BP (Wk-22075 in Level 24) and lasted until c. 6570–6410 cal BP (Wk-22072 in Level 20). The associated cultural deposit is represented by Levels 20 to 25/26 in Test Unit I, although it is reflected only in Levels 20–23 in Quadrant 6 of Test Unit I. The high rates of lithic deposition of debitage classified by Mangi (1984:Volume 2) as unaltered cores, wasted flakes and ‘uncertain’ (Figure 6.4), as well as the occurrence of ground stone axe-adzes and axe flakes, are suggestive of on-site stone tool reduction and manufacture. Within this period of occupation, the earliest ground stone axe-adzes conservatively date to 6630–6410 cal BP (Wk-22072, Level 20), although more literally to 7430–7290 cal BP (Wk-22073, Level 21). However, ground stone technology likely predates 9300–9030 cal BP (Wk-22075, Level 24) based on the distribution of axe flakes within Layers Va and Vb, and possibly earlier if grindstones are considered.

A later period of occupation occurs around c. 3400–3200 cal BP (Wk-22069-20071) and is represented by Levels 17–19. This occupation has much lower rates of lithic deposition and is characterised by the presence of a fragment of a Tuman quarry axe-adze. During this period, people likely visited the site less frequently, may have adventitiously reworked stone artefacts occasionally, but did not engage in more systematic on-site stone tool manufacture. Rather, they obtained axe-adzes through social networks of exchange from specific quarry sites.
Figure 6.4. Distribution of debitage (comprising cores, flakes and ‘uncertain’ (as classified by Mangi 1984:vol. 2)) within Test Unit I and Quadrant 6; Test Unit I also depicted.

Note logarithmic scaling of frequencies and AMS sample provenances.

Source: Tim Denham.
Was there a highland Neolithic?

In terms of Lubbock’s original meaning, the lithic assemblage at Manim does exhibit a Neolithic, namely, the occurrence of ground stone artefacts. Yet, the antiquity of edge ground artefacts on Sahul (the former land mass including Australia and New Guinea) has been claimed to date well into the Pleistocene and is seemingly coeval with initial colonisation of the continent (Geneste et al. 2012; Hiscock et al. 2016). Consequently, the advent of ground stone tools is not a significant technological marker in the region and has little salience for understanding long-term social history on Sahul, even though the Manim assemblage does shed light on the prevalence of ground stone axe-adzes in the Upper Wahgi Valley region.

As applied in Europe, East Asia and South-East Asia (e.g. Bellwood 2005), the Neolithic often encompasses a range of material cultural traits in addition to ground stone axe-adzes, such as agriculture, sedentism, pottery and so on. Consequently, it is necessary to broaden a consideration of the Neolithic to include both diachronic and synchronic lines of evidence that may be relevant to, or have been invoked in, the highlands context. Diachronic interpretations rely on archaeological, geomorphological and palaeoecological lines of evidence to document processes in the past; whereas synchronic interpretations use present-day genetic and linguistic distributions to infer processes in the past.

Diachronic lines of evidence

Even though the prevalence of ground stone axe-adzes at Manim provides a Neolithic signature of sorts, the significance of this finding to understanding social change, as opposed to agricultural history, is unclear. Ground stone axe-adzes enhanced the ability of people to fell trees. Thereby the technology contributed to the ability of people to disturb and eventually clear montane rainforest on the floor of the Upper Wahgi Valley, which was clearly manifest by 7000–6400 cal BP (Denham and Haberle 2008; Haberle et al. 2012); namely, by the time of the earliest, archaeologically verifiable, cultivation practices on the wetland margin at Kuk Swamp (Denham et al. 2003).

The agricultural chronology at Kuk Swamp, as well as at other wetland sites in the Upper Wahgi Valley and vicinity, indicates the long antiquity of cultivation practices in the highlands (Denham 2018; Golson et al. 2017). Multidisciplinary evidence of environmental manipulation, forest disturbance and plant exploitation dates to c. 10 000 cal BP on the wetland margin at Kuk, with subsequent indirect palaeoecological evidence suggestive of shifting cultivation on the valley floor from then until c. 7000 cal BP. Cultivation using mounds occurs on the wetland margin at Kuk at c. 7000–6400 cal BP, with the digging of ditches to drain cultivated plots occurring from c. 4400–4000 cal BP.

The agricultural chronology at Kuk is practice-focused; namely, it is built upon multidisciplinary evidence of cultivation practices (Denham 2009). Although archaeobotanical and palaeoecological findings indicate the range of plants present, exploited and potentially cultivated at different times, there are no clear morphotypic changes suggestive of domestication for any plant. Indeed, the domestication status of plants under cultivation in New Guinea is not always clear today (Yen 1991) and is not definitive for the determination of agriculture in the Pacific context (following Hather 1996 and Spriggs 1996). Additionally, the primary domestic animals of Pacific agriculture—pig (Sus scrofa) and chicken (Gallus gallus)—were probably introduced to the island of New Guinea within the last 3000 years and only became significant to highlands agriculture much more recently (Sutton et al. 2009). Archaeobotanical and zooarchaeological assemblages from the highlands are not comprehensive or particularly germane to debates concerning the Neolithic.
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In terms of sedentism, house structures have been claimed to date to the Pleistocene at two multi-occupation sites in the highlands—Wañelek (Bulmer 1977b, 1991) and NFX (Watson and Cole 1977). The association between structural elements and radiocarbon dates, as well as the reliability of those dates, at both sites are problematic and should be discounted until more definitive archaeological evidence is forthcoming (Denham 2016; Denham and Ballard 2003). Clearer evidence for early house structures occurs from c. 4500–4000 cal BP in the highlands (Bulmer 1977b, 1991; Watson and Cole 1977); although the archaeology of open settlements may reflect, in large part, sampling biases and site preservation.

Pottery has been reported from c. 3000 cal BP contexts at two sites in the highlands: Wañelek (Gaffney et al. 2015b) and NFB (Huff 2016). Both claims are likely to be controversial, even though a coastal Lapita site with pottery dating to c. 2800 cal BP on the south coast of New Guinea is well attested (McNiven et al. 2011). Yet large parts of the highlands were aceramic at contact from the 1930s onwards and were likely always so. Consequently, pottery is marginal to long-term history in the highlands and remained so until the period of European-Australian exploration of the interior during the 20th century.

Putative signatures of the Neolithic occur at vastly different times and have greatly different significance for societies in the highlands of New Guinea. Although agriculture and ground axe-adze technology date to the early to mid-Holocene and become more prevalent from the mid-Holocene onwards, other putative Neolithic signatures are later and less important. Open settlements likely date from c. 4500–4000 cal BP, while pottery remained marginal after its introduction around c. 3000 cal BP and domesticated animals, especially pigs, only became central to highlander social life within the last few hundred years.

**Synchronic lines of evidence**

The evaluation of synchronic evidence is similarly problematic. Despite recent claims (Bergström et al. 2017), the degrees to which biological, linguistic and genetic markers are consilient and represent the spread of agricultural or Neolithic peoples are unclear. In the New Guinea context, as elsewhere, some conflate the Neolithic with agriculture and make broad generalisations about the past based on contemporary distributions of genes and languages.

For example, an agricultural-based expansion of Proto Trans New Guinea Phylum (pTNG) speakers has been inferred from distributions of major linguistic groups. Even though composition of the Trans New Guinea Phylum is problematic (Foley 2000; Wurm 1992), there is general agreement that approximately several hundred languages in New Guinea are highly related and can be traced to an ancient proto-form (Pawley 2000; Wurm 1975). Pawley proposed that the expansion of pTNG languages across the highlands and into the lowlands was driven by agriculture (Pawley 1998:684). Foley had similarly proposed an agriculture-driven model to account for the recent expansion of three large language groups (Enga, Chimbu, Eastern Highlands; Foley 1992). According to Pawley’s model, agricultural groups were able to expand and displace or assimilate non-agricultural groups. Over time, the demic diffusion of agriculturalists was inferred to have occurred at the expense of non-agricultural populations who were marginalised to the least favourable locations, i.e. the lowlands.

Pawley’s model appears to fit recent language maps of New Guinea, as well as some recent genetic evidence (Bergström et al. 2017). However, the antiquity, place of origin and dispersal of pTNG, as well as some genetic markers, are currently unknown. Thus, it is not possible to synchronise linguistic and genetic distributions either to the multidisciplinary chronology for the emergence and transformation of agricultural practices (Golson et al. 2017), or to putatively Neolithic cultural traits (such as undertaken for Proto Oceanic and Proto Austronesian; Blust 2009 and Ross 1996, respectively).
The emergence of agrarian societies

As Thomas noted (1999), the concept of the Neolithic has come to mean different things to different people who work in different contexts. The term does not constitute a stable or bounded category that has a constant, or universal, application across space and time. If the term is deployed in different ways by different people in different contexts, in what ways is it relevant to the highlands of New Guinea? Perhaps another way to consider the issue is to ask: why invoke the Neolithic? Does usage of the term shed light on the long-term history of the highlands?

The foregoing review of diachronic and synchronic lines of evidence does not reveal a Neolithic horizon for the highlands of New Guinea. Material cultural traits that are often bound up with narratives of the Neolithic occur at markedly different times—such as agriculture, sedentism, pottery and domestic animals—while others are currently absent from the archaeological record—such as mortuary practices. At present, the term Neolithic has no real meaning for the highlands and it makes more sense to shift the debate to the emergence of agrarian societies.

The emergence of agriculture in the highlands of New Guinea does not seem to represent the crossing of a major and irreversible threshold (Denham 2007, 2018). Rather, the conceptual and substantive boundaries between societies reliant on foraging and cultivation are likely to have been porous in the past in New Guinea. Early agriculture is relatively poorly defined in the archaeological record in terms of time, place and practice (Denham 2009). For most societies, cultivation and foraging formed part of the subsistence repertoire up until the recent past; namely, they were complementary rather than alternative strategies (Denham and Haberle 2008). Even though societies in the highlands have come to rely on agriculture for the majority of their food, the historical processes through which this occurred remain to be elicited.

For the New Guinea highlands, the Neolithic is a foreign concept in terms of its origins and application. Instead, the long-term history of the highlands should be considered in terms of the language and literature concerning the emergence of agrarian societies. Although much of the recent focus in the highlands has been on the emergence of early agriculture (Denham et al. 2003), attention needs to refocus on how transformations in agriculture were socially embedded (following Golson 1982; Golson and Gardner 1990; Modjeska 1982). Not only does the adoption of an agricultural innovation—whether new practice, crop or animal—need to make social sense, it also has unforeseen social consequences—whether in terms of demography, commodification of surplus and sexual division of labour. Taken together, agrarian and social changes through time led to the distinctive character of highland societies.

Concluding comments

Although stone tool assemblages do not generally reflect a clear shift to agrarian practices and lifeways, if they are taken together with wetland archaeological and palaeoecological findings they provide a regional record of human–environment interaction during the early to mid-Holocene (Denham and Haberle 2008; Golson 1982). Currently, the only regional counter-point within the highlands is the dense early to mid-Holocene occupation at Nombe (Denham and Mountain 2016; Evans and Mountain 2005), potentially supplemented by Kiowa (Gaffney et al. 2015a). However, how are these records to be read in terms of the ways people became reliant on the cultivation of food? What did this change mean for their social worlds?

At present, little is known of the emergence of agrarian societies beyond the practices and technologies of cultivation. There is almost no understanding of how the social worlds of communities changed as they reoriented the rhythms of social life around an increasing reliance on cultivated, as opposed to gathered, food. Nonetheless, people in this part of the highlands
started to become increasingly reliant on cultivated food through the Holocene. The agricultural record of the Upper Wahgi Valley, as well as other valleys in the highlands, needs to be read in terms of this shift to agrarian lifeways without reference to the Neolithic.
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Exchange and contacts
Axes of entanglement in the New Georgia group, Solomon Islands

Tim Thomas

Regional exchange networks of great variety and complexity are among the most studied phenomena in archaeological and ethnographic accounts of Island Melanesia. Malinowski’s (1922) pioneering ethnography of the kula system of southern Papua New Guinea produced an enduring image of exchange as foundational to Melanesian social life, and subsequent ethnographic efforts dedicated to elucidating the role of exchange in political structures, gender relations, ritual and symbolism (Leach and Leach 1983; Strathern 1988), have made lasting contributions to social theory. Archaeologists, for their part, have focused on identifying the range and pattern of exchange networks—from the expansive material transfers of the Lapita cultural complex (Kirch 1988; Summerhayes 2000) to the development of smaller but more intensive networks of later periods (Allen 1984).

However, despite a common interest in these networks, archaeological and ethnographic accounts of the region remain distinct both in terms of approach and in what they take exchange phenomena to mean. Archaeological accounts tend to be resolutely materialist, tracking distributions of objects as a signal of interaction and mobility, for reasons that are, at root, culture historical. Because the archaeological data of exchange are artefact finds, archaeologists tend to explain exchange via object properties, as the redistribution of valued material. In contrast, ethnographic work in the region is comparatively idealist, seeing exchange as the definition and manipulation of social relations via the symbolism of exchange media. Where archaeologists find reasons for exchange in the properties of objects, ethnographers find reasons in the meaning of relations. This contrast of ‘objects’ versus ‘relations’ focused approaches to exchange maps straightforwardly onto a theoretical distinction between commodity and gift economies. In Marx’s (1976:164–165) classic definition of commodity fetishism, value created during relations of production comes to be seen as a socio-natural property of the thing itself. In such systems, value is established by comparing objects, and ultimately even relations between people are objectified and patterned after relations between objects (Lukács 1971). Conversely, gift economies create lasting chains of obligations between persons, such that exchange objects are valued only insofar as they make manifest or embody relations. If people and things assume the social form of objects in a commodity economy, then in a gift economy they assume the social form of persons (Gregory 1982:41; Mauss 1990). Accordingly, when archaeologists and ethnographers explain exchange in different ways they also imply different kinds of economy.

Understanding the source of this difference is helped by considering exceptions. These tend to occur only when data and interest overlap—archaeologists working on museum collections and the recent past, for example, have sometimes taken relational approaches (Flexner 2016;
Gosden 2004; McNiven 2013; Torrence and Clarke 2013). Generally, the more our data consist solely of objects (i.e. the longer the time before present), the more likely we are to rely on materialist explanations. One reason for this is that Western ontologies consider meaningful relations to be an immaterial product of human cognition—the work of living minds—and consequently inaccessible when the people are gone. Ethnographic idealism is the flip side of the same coin: when the people are still present, artefacts are considered superfluous to the discovery of meaning, rendered ‘merely illustrations’ (Strathern 1990:171). This suggests that our apparently data-driven division in explanatory frames is actually the product of an underlying limit to the common way we think about subjects and objects.

The way we explain exchange is a token of this conceptual limit, and this has been an important focus in attempts to transcend it. The distinction between gift and commodity economies, for example, is emblematic of deeper conceptual differences in the way subjects, objects and relations are conceived. Strathern (1988) points out that whereas Western commodity systems are reliant upon a conception of individuals and objects as autonomous categories ontologically prior to, and conceptually separate from, their relations, Melanesian gift economies consider relations to be ontologically prior to any objects or persons that might emerge from them. People (and things) in the latter view are consequently not individuals at all, but rather composite sites of relations, and are thus ‘dividual’. Broadening the implications of gift economies in this way, Strathern develops a Melanesian model of sociality in which the primary concern of social life is not how to create lasting relations between persons and other entities, but rather how to create distinct persons and things out of pre-existing relations. In this sense the model can be taken as comparable to other recent critiques of modernist assumptions and Enlightenment-era dualisms (e.g. subject–object, mind–body, culture–nature). Latour’s (1993) actor–network theory (ANT) is a well-known example, arguing for a symmetrical anthropology in which people and things are linked as equivalent ‘actants’ in network arrangements, and that it is this relationality that produces the effects, discoveries, objects and distinctions of our cultural concern.

In archaeology, Ian Hodder’s recent development of entanglement theory (2012) is inspired by these insights and deploys them to interrogate long-term patterns of human–thing relations via archaeological data. Hodder argues that humans and things co-constitute each other in increasingly complex networks of relations; however, his approach is an attempt to bridge the gap between purely relational and materialist, object-oriented models. Finding that Latour and Strathern overemphasise relations at the expense of an understanding of how material entities produce real effects and constraints that last beyond their current connections, Hodder builds hierarchical or asymmetrical relationships into his model (Hodder 2014:22–25). His key focus is on ‘entrapment’, a process by which people and things become dependent on each other in ever-increasing entanglements that have both positive and negative consequences. Disentanglement, or the separation of people and things from their constituting relations, is thought to be temporary and ultimately impossible beyond local occurrences.

Hodder’s approach then, raises the prospect of integrating archaeological and ethnographic insights in Melanesia, of balancing the material and relational. But in doing so it comes with some problems. Like other accounts developed in reaction to Western models of object autonomy, Hodder spends most of his time mapping out the complex networks of relationships underlying forms we take for granted. Latour does the same, and has recently satirised his own tendency to repeatedly focus on the ‘surprise’ of finding that ANT analysis reveals that the objects and domains we take to be distinct are ‘actually’ composed of heterogeneous networks (Latour 2013:35). Surely if reality is relational we should be more surprised that objects are claimed to exist and endure? However satisfying it is to undermine taken-for-granted objects by showing that they are relationally constituted, it still leaves the challenge of defining how they are made to appear autonomous at all.
Early ANT provided a way of conceptualising this as 'punctualisation'—a simplification or encapsulation of network parts to make actants that exist in relation to others, and thus form larger-scale networks (Law 1992:384–385). And despite being usually taken as purely relational, Strathern's (1988) account of Melanesian sociality makes a similar argument by showing, for example, how collective events create images of group unity by encompassing their many internal relations, or how a gift exchange creates an oppositional pairing of persons occluding the many relations of production underlying the gift. In later work Strathern (1996) refers to these objectification processes as 'cutting the network'—offering the parallel example of patents, which create property objects by encompassing and eclipsing the network of relations that led to the discovery (prior studies, chains of research results etc.). The wider point is that social life involves an endless movement between relational entanglement and objectification. Far from disentanglement being of minor temporary importance, it is often the very focus of relations.

In the following case study I attempt to show how the circulation and use of a single class of artefacts can act as the fulcrum point for processes of both entanglement and network cutting—that is, the production of relations and the production of objects with definite properties. Furthermore, these processes can be seen to operate at various scales relevant to the scope of both ethnographic and archaeological enquiry.

**Entanglement in New Georgia**

Archaeological research in the New Georgia group of the Solomon Islands has identified a late period cultural sequence documenting the establishment of a coastal polity in the Roviana region after 400 BP (Sheppard and Walter 2006), with parallel changes on other islands throughout the group slightly later (Thomas 2009, 2014). This sequence is marked particularly by changes in the occurrence, layout and density of settlement sites and ritual monuments. Prior to 400 BP, dispersed monumental shrines and settlements occurred on isolated ridgelines in the interior of islands, but these were subsequently abandoned in favour of sprawling composite villages on the coast, featuring numerous shrines of diverse function in close association with house platforms, wharves and fortified areas (Sheppard et al. 2000; Walter and Sheppard 2000).

By the mid-1800s these communities had come into sustained contact with European whalers, traders and naval ships, and lasting historical records and early ethnographies attest to expansive regional relationships spanning most of the western Solomons (Bennett 1987; Hocart 1922; McKinnon 1975).

These changes reflect a late period shift in political and social focus towards seaborne trade networks and expanding cycles of headhunting raids—success in these becoming increasingly seen as primary indices of chiefly and tribal efficacy. Tribal groupings formed around lineages of successful warrior chiefs (bangara) whose ability to manipulate regional alliance and trade relationships helped fund collective raids against neighbouring islands. Successful headhunting was taken to be ancestral sanction made manifest—a state of being mana, or efficacious, promising that ancestral spirits would join descendants in all endeavours and the tribe would prosper. Note that, in the languages of New Georgia, mana is not a substantive noun indicating some spiritual substance, but rather refers to a relational state of spiritual cooperation. Shrines, housing ancestral skulls and shell valuables, were the focal point of ancestral propitiation and maintenance of that cooperation. By controlling access to shrines, leaders controlled the ritual life of the community and, by extension, other realms of ritually dependent practice (Sheppard and Walter 2006; Thomas 2014).
McKinnon (1975) and Zelenietz (1979) both argue that new economic opportunities offered by recently arrived European traders fuelled an expansion of headhunting during the 19th century. McKinnon focuses on the introduction of iron tools, particularly the ‘tomahawk’ or axe head, which became a staple item of early trade and a key weapon used in headhunting raids. Iron axes are common finds on shrines in New Georgia, indicating their complete integration into local practice (Thomas et al. 2001:553; Walter et al. 2004). McKinnon (1975) argues that they increased productivity, affording more time away from primary food production and, as weapons, were superior to indigenous equivalents. Leaders in key locations courted European favour, and monopolised access to trade goods in order to achieve military dominance over lesser-equipped rivals. Having achieved dominance, well-connected leaders were able to supply more of the resources (hawskbill turtle shell, or ‘tortoiseshell’) that Europeans wanted, and could parlay this against acquiring more European things and more military power. In other words, exogenous technology disrupted political equilibrium by freeing up time to spend on more effective violence and domination, leading to a society spiralling out of control—until pacification by British colonial powers in the 1890s.

McKinnon’s (1975) account is an early attempt to approach the social effects of people–thing entanglement, and like Hodder (2012) depicts this as a process of entrapment leading to ever-increasing cycles of dependence. But it is also clear in subsequent research that McKinnon gets many of the ethnographic details wrong (Aswani 2000; Dureau 2000). The timeline, too, is challenged by the archaeological demonstration of much earlier indicators of intensive headhunting (Sheppard et al. 2000), although raiding certainly expanded in range in the latter half of the 19th century. Moreover, such accounts reflect a kind of instrumental ‘substantivism’ (Feenberg 1991:7–8) in which taken-for-granted properties of iron have explanatory agency. Although it is obvious that the advent of European trade introduced new things and networks of trade, and thus new social possibilities for action, it is not clear that it was only the properties of objects that motivated Solomon Islanders’ negotiations of these changes.

It is worth reflecting on the fact that shrines are the primary depositional context of iron axes in New Georgia. This is not, in itself, an indication that axes made of iron in particular were special items of high value or mystery. There is no detectable pattern of association between iron axes and types of shrine for example, and stone axes are found deposited on older shrines in exactly the same way, indicating a seamless integration of materials (Thomas 2004:328–335). Axes were interred along with the crania and other belongings of the dead during rituals of enshrinement (Walter et al. 2004). As such, they occur alongside local products (shell valuables, tools) as well as other materials of European origin (willow pattern ceramics and stoneware, parts of firearms, metal cookware, pipe stems, hoop iron). This conforms to the ‘indigenous appropriation’ of European things described by Thomas (1991)—new forms were subsumed into existing categories. Placed on shrines at the end-point of a transcultural biography, such artefacts had become fully absorbed into the habitus of life in 19th-century New Georgia. They belonged on shrines as much as the bones of their local owners, because, by the late 1800s, a person was a product of relations that extended beyond New Georgia.

In the following I take another look at the changing political economy of axes in New Georgia, starting with an account of the status of axes in local conception and practice.
Clubs (axes) appear

According to contemporary observations, iron axes were ubiquitous by the 1860s (Shineberg 1971). Hocart, on Simbo in 1908, describes them as follows:

The so-called tomahawk is by the natives termed manja, like the aboriginal club it has displaced. It is made with Harrison’s No. 2 iron blade set upon a handle 90 cm. long, with a section like that of a convex lens. It is broadest below the axe head, where it is curved with the convex side towards the blade. The extremity is pointed to be stuck in the earth, for the owner will never lay it down flat while he is squatting, but always keeps it planted head up, and when one of us used to lay his tomahawk down it was always set upright again. This is doubtless founded in caution, for it is sooner snatched into the right position; besides that, it is easier to keep in sight. Rapidity also accounts for keeping the edge of the blade upward when shouldering it. (Hocart 1931:301)

These conventions of orientation might also be explained by the social status of axes, as being more than inanimate objects. Axe handles were heavily ornamented with carvings and shell inlay, using motifs reserved for the embodiment of spiritual potency. As with other inlaid artefacts, such as war canoes, these motifs are abstract depictions of spirits occurring in long chains or lineages (see Thomas 2013). Handles were sometimes carved with predatory figures, so that the blade emerges from the mouth of a crocodile and/or frigate bird (Figure 7.1). Items decorated in this way appeared as manifestations of a violent ancestral efficacy—an immanent spirit in particular form. Axes thus had attributes of personhood, and accordingly were treated as if they had a proper orientation, an appropriate ‘posture’.

This can be clearly seen in the ceremonial treatment of axes during preparatory ceremonies of headhunting and in those conducted after successful return. Hocart (1931) recorded these ceremonies at chiefly shrines called inatungu. Prior to a raid, warriors would gather at the shrine and make offerings of shell valuables and burnt food to the spirits in a ceremony known as votu manja ‘clubs/axes appear’ or ‘bring out the clubs/axes’, chanting: ‘This is the club, thou the inatunu. Grant me an enemy to slay, and let me club … be efficacious you spirits. Grant a victim’ (Hocart 1931:308). These ceremonies effectively called forth the efficacy of those dead warrior chiefs who had achieved success in their own lifetimes, enlisting this in contemporary practice. The weapons embodied the presence of these potent spirits on a raid.

In the event of a warrior successfully capturing an enemy head, the entire community would gather to make parcelled offerings of shell rings, puddings and pigs, lacing these along the handle of the weapon while the person who wielded it sat out of sight, as described here again by Hocart:

Minju [the successful warrior] set up his club [tomahawk] and retired to the house at the back. One man blew the conch. When it sounded the women lined up, Mali, the wife of Kundaita [the chief], first. They squatted down till the conch had blown four times. When it ceased, a man went up first and laid before the tomahawk a basket of food, including the head and shoulders of a pig. The women followed. Mali took out the tomahawk, laid a ring down, and stuck the tomahawk through it; the other women laid down each a pudding crowned with a ring. Then men followed with the same. When the list was exhausted Minju and Mali came up. Mali pulled out the
tomahawk, but so that her ring remained hanging upon it. She then passed a stem of piro through the ring, applying it to the handle of the tomahawk. She took the rings from each pudding and slipped them up the tomahawk and piro. Seizing the ends of the piro in one hand, she then drew out the tomahawk, tied up the ends of the piro and carried it off. (Hocart 1931:316)

The first ring laid down and threaded along the handle of the axe by Mali was the singe inatungu or sacred ring of the shrine, and it was used to gather up those rings offered on top of puddings by the community. All except the sacred ring were given to the successful warrior as compensation for securing a victim. However, the warrior later gave the rings to the attendant of the inatungu shrine who had conducted the initial ‘clubs appear’ ceremony, because they were ultimately owed to the spirits of that shrine in recognition of the true source of success: the ancestors (Hocart 1931:316; Thomas 2004:272–274).

The performance of the ceremony of return then, acknowledges the relational nature of agency in New Georgia—a warrior was only successful as such due to his axe, which was only efficacious because of the ancestral spirits it embodies, whose own success when alive also depended on similar relations with previous ancestral spirits, and so on. Importantly however, at each stage in this chain encompassment occurs. When threaded with the singe inatungu ring and community offerings, the axe presented a composite image of successful action arising out of collaboration between a warrior and propitiated spirits—as the focal point of the ceremony it was an agent, an object eclipsing its relations. When the warrior received the rings he similarly eclipsed the axe and the spirits. And when the warrior gave the rings back to the inatungu shrine, the chiefly lineage, and tribe itself, encompassed his success.

The latter encompassment is made possible by the fact that the inatungu shrine was the seat of local tribal identity. In Roviana inatungu is the nominalised form of atungu, the respectful term for the ‘sitting’ or ‘high chief’, and in nearby Marovo the inatungu is the apical founding spirit of the chiefly lineage, and thus the source of all tribal agency (Hviding 1996:125). Indeed, it was chiefs who organised headhunting raids and so initiated the ‘clubs appear’ ceremony. The community was totally implicated in these projects because it was only through lateral patron–client relations with tribal members that chiefs could act in the manner befitting a leader. The community was involved from the start in preparing feasts and gathering resources for a raid.

Axes used in headhunting were clearly entangled with the definition of persons and internal relations in the performance of tribal agency. In managing raids, chiefs also used axes to manage the limits of tribal boundaries. Headhunting itself encompassed internal relations in opposition to a realm of asocial violence—it cut a much wider potential network. In Roviana oral histories archetypal episodes of violence conducted by chiefs are those that result in the fissioning of tribes. Tae-Bangara (c. 1750–1780) for example, is remembered as a ruthless and eager warrior, who, through success in warfare, established the zenith of Roviana political dominance. But, his ruthlessness extended to killing rival kinsmen, and he was eventually murdered by the warriors of his brother Odikana who then left to form the Saikile District. The sons of Tae-Bangara (Quatu, Gove, Raro) again fought amongst themselves and created further splits in the Roviana polity, with Raro and Gove establishing the Munda District (Aswani 2000:50–51). Rather than integrating competing tribes, surrounding islands like Tetepare and southern Rendova were depopulated by raiding. Chiefs of the late 19th century modelled themselves on the exploits of these ancestors—Nona of Kalikoqu, Lepe of Kindu, and most famously, Ingava of Sisiata, are renowned as rulers who demonstrated the supremacy of Roviana tribes by conducting increasingly large-scale and frequent raids on Choiseul and Santa Isabel (see also Chapter 9 this volume). Somerville famously recorded (or exaggerated) that on one occasion Ingava:

went away on a headhunting expedition to Ysabel Island … He took twenty tomako (war canoes) containing about five hundred men, and two good-sized English built boats, containing between three and four hundred rifles, and nine thousand rounds of ammunition. (Somerville 1897:399)
It was raids like these, and their impingement on the safety and dealings of European residents, that ultimately drew the British Government to establish a protectorate and enforce peace.

This tension between raiding and its internal versus external consequences reflects the dual role of chiefs as managers of war and managers of peace and alliance. Ingava, for example, is remembered as ‘a very good bangara, for he never fought a Munda man’ (Hocart n.d.[a]:20), and seems to have occasionally brokered peace between warring factions (Hocart 1931:305). Such chiefs spanned an oppositional crux in Roviana sociality—they managed boundaries by defining relations in terms of enemies and friends, outsiders and insiders, foreigners and kin. On the one hand a chief’s role as the entrepreneurial head of a cognatic descent group tended to accumulate followers, alliances and relationships, but on the other, leadership in headhunting established difference. Tae-Bangara and his sons are remembered as ‘great’ because they successfully differentiated currently recognised tribes through violent endeavour—they managed descent group integrity by making enemies of kin who threatened to diffuse that integrity. If cognatic kinship, exogamous marriage and ceremonial life could result in potentially boundless relations, then warfare was a particularly effective way of creating difference and managing those boundaries (Scheffler 1965).

So, if axes were personified, then the effect of their use in headhunting was to objectify persons. Taking heads was an extreme form of alienation in that it denied people their personhood, turning them into objects: trophy heads. In killing enemies, warriors destroyed the efficacy of another group: by defeating the ancestral potency of their rivals; by abducting heads so that they could not be enshrined; and by creating malevolent spirits filled with rage at their improper death (Dureau 2000). Defeat in these terms was tantamount to social erasure—objectifying enemies was not so much a matter of encapsulating a set of relations, but rather denying these existed at all. Indeed, even captives were ‘really supposed to be dead’ (Hocart 1931:306) because they were alienated from their relations and origins. When raids returned with captives, ceremonies were staged to explicitly erase their prior social connections to people and place—the inatungu spirit of other places was ritually removed and replaced with the inatungu of the new locale (Hocart 1931:313) in order to facilitate the refiguring of the captive as kin (McDougall 2000:104). Heads, in contrast, simply became object indices of successful raiding. The hair and ears of the victim were burned to feed the inatungu (Hocart 1931:314) rendering the head void of any personal content. Hung in the rafters of the paele men’s house, heads were considered pinera—things taken by force, without compensation. Consequently, the effect of headhunting was to offset or enframe sociality—it did not present one tribe as the most potent amongst many other (enemy) tribes; it claimed potency, personhood and relational sociality as the sole province of the victors and their allies.

According to my argument then, axes were entangled in crucial practices facilitating the definition of persons and objects out of fields of relations. Axes made agency visible in certain ways by helping eclipse or cut these relations at different scales. But axes were also relationally produced, and not only as vehicles of spiritual potency—they also had to be acquired through trade.

**Acquiring axes**

As noted in Hocart’s account, axes on Simbo were subsumed under the category of ‘club’ or manja. Prior to iron axes, manja were paddle-shaped and made of heavy wood (Hocart 1931:301). In Roviana however, the wooden club was known as vedara, whilst axes were generically called maho. The long-handled stone-headed battle axe was karamaho. Very few of these stone axes have appeared in publications, but the most common was a ‘waisted blade’ axe with a lenticular cross-section, made from a large flake of volcanic rock. Specimens of this type are present in museum collections (some taken from shrines) and are known from sites like Panaivili (Reeve 1989:57)
and elsewhere in Roviana (Felgate 2003:410), Rendova and Tetepare (Thomas 2009). Specimens of a second variety—a polished axe with an oval cross-section, made from a very fine-grained light-grey or greenish rock—have been recorded on Nusa Roviana (Nagaoka 2011:129; Thomas 2004:296) and at Panaivili (Felgate 2003:409). Miller (1979:152–155) has summarised the axe and adze collections in the Solomon Islands National Museum, finding that the majority of the New Georgian specimens are of the lenticular cross-section form (64 per cent vs 27 per cent oval cross-section), while those from Choiseul and Isabel are mainly the oval variety (65 per cent). Specimens of large flanged axes with side lugs and bosses have been found on Simbo but conform to the style of ‘ceremonial’ axes from the Bougainville-Choiseul area (Specht 1979).

Although no geological sourcing studies have been carried out beyond description of hand specimens (Felgate 2003:407–411), an argument can be made that most of the stone axes found in the Roviana region, and probably Simbo too, were specialist products acquired through trade partnerships. The oval cross-section axes described above were not only more common in Isabel and Choiseul but there are no known local sources of the fine-grained grey stone (possibly metamorphosed sedimentary rock, found in Isabel, Choiseul and Guadalcanal (Coulson 1985:639–641)). The lenticular cross-section axes may have been manufactured in the New Georgia archipelago given that they are made from coarse volcanics and are the most common variety. However, such axes were probably a specialist product made by people with good access to suitable stone. In Roviana, locally manufactured adzes are all *Tridacna* shell, reflecting a lack of quality stone. Oral traditions hint that specific rock types were imported—Roviana people are held to have traded shell rings for ‘greenstone’ from Gizo and ‘blackstone’ from Rendova (Dureau 1994:56). Again, this suggests that quality stone was rare in Roviana, and access to axes was dependent on relations with other groups. The axes described above as being stylistically close to those from Bougainville are further evidence that axes were being imported (Miller 1979:53).
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Figure 7.2. Some Simbo and Roviana trade partnerships recorded in western New Georgia.

Further connections occurred with Marovo, and as far afield as the Shortland Islands, Santa Isabel, Choiseul and the Central Solomons.

Source: Based on Hurford 2017:Map 3.4.
Inter-group trade relations in New Georgia were focused on oppositional pairings of regionally produced items (Figure 7.2). For example, the Kusage region of north New Georgia was the renowned producer of wicker war shields (*lave*) and these were traded to Roviana in exchange for shell valuables. Simbo people acquired their shields from Roviana in exchange for packages of nuts, amongst other items (Hocart 1931:301). Such trade relationships were called *baere* and were established by the mutual exchange of shell rings between chiefs, which served to foster a categorisation of people from each party as being ‘like brothers’—something that came with a whole series of moral imperatives (Thomas 2004:284–290). *Baere* partnerships served to encompass the internal relations of a tribe and its products in opposition to a paired equivalent party, and reframed trade between these entities as familial sharing (see McDougall 2004:204–212). Trade was therefore the exact opposite of headhunting—where the latter denied relations outside the tribe, the former modelled relations with other tribes as a larger-scale version of internal (sibling) relations.

The suggestion that axes had always been an item acquired through trade relations in Roviana and Simbo is important because it reminds us that the replacement of stone varieties with iron had social as well as material implications. When whalers and traders first brought iron axes to New Georgia they predominantly interacted with people on Simbo (McKinnon 1975). Although relatively isolated, with poor natural resources, Simbo had a deep harbour and a group of people with a reputation for being relatively friendly. As noted, many weapons were traditionally imported to Simbo from neighbouring islands: spears and bows came from the Shortland Islands, and shields came from Kusage via Roviana (Hocart 1931:301). Europeans slotted neatly into this pattern, representing a reasonably predictable opportunity to link into axe trading networks. And, according to the accounts of Andrew Cheyne in 1844 (Shineberg 1971), this is exactly what Simbo people did: they began taking iron axes to Roviana in exchange for hawksbill turtle shell. This was then traded back to Europeans for more axes—European traders were giving one axe head in return for as little as 1.5–3 pounds of ‘tortoiseshell’ (Shineberg 1971:305). Quite quickly both Roviana and Simbo had a plentiful supply of iron axes, and stone was abandoned. This alignment of iron axe trade networks was part of a lasting alliance between Simbo and Roviana. It must also have severed relations with trade partners who had previously supplied stone axes: particularly those from further afield in Choiseul or Isabel. People from Roviana were still going to these latter places—not to acquire axes, but to acquire heads with their axes. And, on the way was Vaghena in Manning Straits, an important hawksbill nesting ground.

The people of Roviana used to go to Manning Straits to fish or catch turtle; sometimes they went headhunting besides … Since the advent of traders they eat the flesh and sell the shell; they bring a few home alive. The way it began was that they once [took] some shell to Eddystone and the people there told them to keep it for the Europeans. (Hocart n.d.(b):1)

There was clearly some symmetry to this network of relations. The European production of axes was balanced against their demand for tortoiseshell, and the Roviana production of tortoiseshell was balanced against their demand for axes. The objects were caused by each other: Cheyne, for example, hired a Chinese blacksmith and shipped bars of iron for the sole purpose of making axes for New Georgia—although later traders relied on Sheffield edge tool manufacturers like Harrison & Sons. The fact that headhunting and hawksbill harvesting journeys were combined reinforces this symmetry, and highlights the entanglement of axes in the crux between creating and cutting relations.

Long-distance headhunting raids to Choiseul and Isabel increased between the 1870s and 1890s (Bennett 1987; Jackson 1978). Perhaps not coincidentally, this was also the time when European traders became resident: they married Roviana women and acquired land for permanent trade stores. I think it likely that this gradually turned iron axes (and other trade goods) into a ‘local’
item—they were acquired from people who had become relatives, or, at the very least, were resident baere. The part of axes that established bonds between people (their acquisition through friendly trade) was internalised, and at the same time, the violent relationship-severing quality of axes was amplified, in that it could now be applied to a greater number of outsiders. In terms of indigenous relations, the result was the production of a New Georgian enclave, whose partnerships extended towards Australia and Europe.

Changes in alliances at this time are reflected in oral traditions. Prior to the rule of a chief named Pequ (perhaps in the 1860s), the people of Roviana are said to have mostly raided Isabel. However, during Pequ's reign, the people of Choiseul became a target because a war party from there had killed his sister. Hocart's informants declared that Ingava, the successor to Pequ, only ever fought in Choiseul, while other chiefs simply added that island to Isabel as a valid locale for raids. At the same time that distant groups were becoming legitimate targets, local enemies became friends: 'In the olden days they also used to catch heads in Vella Lavella' (Hocart n.d.(c):1) but this was stopped after a peace exchange:

The mbangara of Roviana all went over to Vella Lavella and gave 6 to 10 shell rings to each mbangara. The mbangara of Vella Lavella came to Roviana with shell rings. After that Roviana, Eddystone, Vella Lavella, etc. did not fight with one another any longer but only against Yasbel and Choiseul. Mbitia gave rings to mbangara of Eddystone, Ganongga and Lunggu, but there was no fighting with them. Penggu [Pequ] would not fight them because they were like 'two brothers'. (Hocart n.d.(c):2)

It would be an exaggeration to claim that this shift in alliances and partnerships was solely a result of European residence. But it is clear that the confluence of events was such that alliances beyond the New Georgia region were no longer necessary. Choiseul could be attacked with regularity because there was no common sociality with them left to share; all partnerships were dissolved.

**Conclusion**

Trade axes had their origins in complex arrangements of relations involving social and material dimensions, and we could certainly follow these much further than I have done here: through trade supply routes to Europe, and the Sheffield iron industries, or other aspects of the colonial world system for example (Orser 2009). But however entangled axes were, the effect of their use in New Georgia was to cut this network, to create distinctions by individuating actors. The votu manja ceremony elicited efficacious axes out of a chain of relations—they were a composite thing, 'brought out' or 'made to appear'. Used successfully, they elicited a warrior who encompassed the agency of the axe and spirits. A chief claimed the efficacy of his ancestors and warriors through headhunting, and managed the relational boundaries of the tribe. Enemies were demarcated, but so were allied groups defined through oppositional trade—the composite one of a pair, 'like brothers'.

People in New Georgia clearly recognised agency as relational, and the individuations described did not completely elide their origins, as can be seen by the flows of shell rings and food offerings back through successive levels of encompassment in ceremonial contexts. Indeed, it was exactly because relational entanglement was considered to be a kind of primordial background state that acts of network cutting and encompassment were so necessary—it was the only way people and things could be seen to have properties and effects of their own.

In this sense, differentiation was a prevailing concern in New Georgian social practice—whilst artefacts like axes existed as manifestations of power gathered from chains of relations, they were used in the service of setting limits to those who could claim that power as their own. Chiefdoms in the region consequently did not seek to expand or integrate, but rather
to differentiate—surrounding landscapes were depopulated rather than colonised. Even when regional alliances operated, these maintained distinction via reciprocal exchanges that established equivalent pairings.

Entanglement always needs its opposite then. Axes provide an edge where two perspectives meet—they are composed from relations, but they produce objects. We can certainly emphasise one of these perspectives over the other, but in fact social life always involves movement between relational entanglement and objectification, and the circumstantial character of this gives action and historical change its particular structure. As such, even small-scale ethnographic observables permeate larger-scale and longer-term structures amenable to archaeological analysis.
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7. Axes of entanglement in the New Georgia group, Solomon Islands


Four hundred years of niche construction in the western Solomon Islands

Peter Sheppard

Introduction

In a recent issue of *Current Anthropology* (Fuentes and Wiessner 2016), dedicated to how anthropology might bridge or reintegrate across the evolutionary/scientific and constructivist or humanistic approaches which seem to divide us, the editors offer the extended evolution synthesis (EES) and niche construction theory (NCT; Laland et al. 2014) as a way forward. Fuentes states that ‘humans construct ecological, technical and cultural niches that influence the structure of evolutionary landscapes’ and argues:

A contemporary evolutionary approach has to treat what humans do and experience as a complex system that has specific histories, has inherited ecologies and institutions, and includes a myriad of categories of action and perception as they relate to the interactions between individuals, groups, and the communities in which they exist. (Fuentes 2016:S14–S15)

This would appear to mirror, albeit coming from the opposite side of the ‘divide’, the move by Hodder (2012), to mesh consideration of materiality, actor-network theory and notions of entanglement with evolutionary theory. Both approaches would appear to be highlighting the importance of historical contingency, which underlies both biological evolutionary theory and culture history. For those interested in proximate explanations of the archaeological record either approach could be methodologically useful, although both can lead into highly detailed explanatory narratives. This leaves one with the question as to how such a narrative differs from a traditional detailed culture history. In the following I will briefly sketch out an historical narrative ‘explaining’ or describing, within the terms of the EES-NCT framework proposed by Fuentes (2016), the culture history of the western Solomon Islands and consider to what extent it led me to enrich my understanding of the archaeological and historical record. In particular I will focus on how the situation-specific developments in Roviana Lagoon have altered the cultural environment or niche to which Roviana and neighbouring societies have had to respond or adapt. A combination of an inherited set of geographical and environmental features of the lagoon and inherited Austronesian cultural schemata have led to the development of a cultural niche employing headhunting, which has created a powerful selective force. Neighbouring societies have either adopted this cultural form or have fallen victim to it, dramatically changing regional demography and culture as seen in language distribution. Ultimately these forces come into conflict with, and succumb to, expanding global capitalism.
The western Solomons

In the 19th century, the western Solomons (Figure 8.1) was an area of considerable linguistic diversity; yet it had an overarching cultural tradition or community of practice (Thomas 2009) centred on a political economy sharing systems of exchange, religion and authority. A total of 24 Austronesian and four Non-Austronesian (NAN East Papuan) languages are found within a distance of 425 km along the chain of islands which make up the region, with Roviana forming the largest language group (Lewis et al. 2016). Crossing these linguistic boundaries, both Austronesian and NAN, was much commonality in material culture. In the 19th century European traders noted the importance of particular forms of shell rings which served as means of exchange in commodity transactions as well as means of social exchange and symbolic marking of many types (Aswani and Sheppard 2003). Headhunting, both for heads and captives, was endemic and large war canoes (tomoko in Roviana), holding up to 30 men, were found throughout the region (Woodford 1909). Ancestral skull shrines, which, although varying somewhat in form throughout the region (Figure 8.2), shared very similar components and functions. Together these items were key components of a distinctive western Solomon culture complex. How then did this complex form in the context of the underlying cultural diversity signalled by language? An EES perspective would suggest the pattern seen in the western Solomons involves a complex history of evolutionary forces generating both cultural diversity and homogeneity, within a specific physical ecology or geographical setting (i.e. arrangement of islands and lagoons, soil types, raw material distributions, etc.) which itself frames patterns of interaction into which different evolutionary lineages can contribute novel cultural variation at different times. As these histories of interaction are worked out, the cultural environment may change and the selective environment or niche in which variety generating or reducing interaction takes place will vary. I argue that this has taken place in the western Solomons, with early variety generating forces overtaken in the last 400 years by forces selecting for cultural conformity.
Inherited ecologies: Regional geography and resources

At the centre of the western Solomons is the large Roviana Lagoon, extending 40 km along the south-west coast of New Georgia. In addition to being central, and closely networked to neighbouring islands (Sheppard and Walter 2008), Roviana is rich in natural resources of high productivity as attested by the high modern population density and number of villages. It is the most densely populated area in the western Solomons outside of the provincial capital Ghizo. The resources of the lagoons are rich (Aswani 1997) and the region must rank amongst the most productive in the western Solomons. The lagoons are enclosed by upraised barrier reefs and the interiors of many of these contain rich dark garden soils. Their chemistry confirms they are capable of supporting highly productive intensive horticulture (Furusawa and Ohtsuka 2009) unlike mainland soils. The large villages, except that along the Munda shore, are located on the barrier islands at the passages between islands. In summary, Roviana would appear to be a most, if not the most, advantageous area for human settlement in the western Solomons.

Two material resources become important in western Solomons' history: fossil giant clam (Tridacna) shell and shell of hawksbill turtles. Fossil Tridacna is found in the upraised reefs of the barrier islands. This shell was used to make shell money and valuables (Aswani and Sheppard 2003). Despite Roviana being described as a ‘mint’, it is not clear if Roviana or any other area is especially favoured in this resource. Early accounts such as that of Ribbe (1903:292) and others (Richards and Roga 2004; Welsch 1998) indicate Tridacna is found throughout the tectonically active western Solomons. Hawksbill shell, called tortoiseshell by early Western traders, was traditionally used to make decorative body ornaments in the western Solomons. Turtles are found throughout the Solomons and were commonly hunted. The largest nesting site in the South-West Pacific is on the Arnavon Islands in the strait between Choiseul and Santa Isabel (Hamilton et al. 2015), 100 km north-west of Roviana. In the late 19th century this area became the major source of ‘tortoise’ shell in the western Solomons (Bennett 1985).
Inherited cultural schema: Categories of action and perception

The western Solomons was probably initially settled in the Late Pleistocene (Wickler 2001) by a low density foraging or wild food producing population speaking a NAN (Dunn et al. 2005) language, which over time diversified in place (Ross 2010). By the late 19th century only two NAN-speaking groups remained in the western Solomons: a small group on the south-eastern coast of Rendova (Touo) and speakers of Mbilua on Vella Lavella.

Today most people in the region speak related Austronesian languages forming part of the North-West Solomonic family (Ross 1988), which extends north into the Bismarck Archipelago. It is difficult to determine when Austronesians moved from the Bismarcks into the Solomons. Presumably it is marked by the spread of the Lapita cultural complex associated with the appearance, in the Bismarcks c. 3500 cal BP, of domesticates, fully developed food production (Spriggs 1997:61) and new technologies including ceramics. In the western Solomons, late Lapita sites with ceramics similar to those found in New Ireland (Garling 2003) appear from c. 2600 cal BP (Sheppard and Walter 2006). This movement finds support in the linguistic evidence, which shows Proto North-West Solomonic most closely related to the languages of south New Ireland and moving into the western Solomons after it diverged from Proto Oceanic (Ross 2010).

These new people, or new Austronesian cultural tradition, would presumably have replaced the previous foraging lifeway in a short period of time, given new enhanced food production capability. Once established, Proto North-West Solomonic broke up over the following millennia into the many languages of the western Solomons. Linguistics indicates very complicated sets of local histories leading to the extreme diversity seen today (Ross 2010:265). In a few locations, the NAN language survived, although speakers must have rapidly adopted much of this new cultural formation. For example, on the relatively large island of Vella Lavella, where NAN is exclusive, the presence of late Lapita sites like those found in Roviana (Sheppard et al. 2010), suggests either a failed settlement by Austronesian speakers or the adoption of the presumed Austronesian late Lapita lifeway but not the language.

Austronesian language and tradition involved not just a new foodway but also the introduction of new cultural schema or systems (Shore 1996) of core cultural values and meanings common to much of the Austronesian world (Fox 1995; Reuter 2006; Scaglion 1996). Study of terms and meanings in language is the only effective approach to tracing the history of terms and creating hypotheses regarding meaning (Pawley and Ross 2006). However, reflexes of Austronesian terms may be polysemous or have multiple meanings or senses which can seem in English to be more or less related (Pawley 2005). Thus when we see considerable coherence within a term, even across a large number of languages related at some time depth, what we are seeing is inheritance of a semantic field providing opportunities to select or elaborate meanings within new contexts. Given this caveat, and in the absence of any detailed reconstructions for North-West Solomonic, I would suggest the following as some key semantic fields related to core cultural schema at the Proto Oceanic level, which would have been part of the North-West Solomonic cultural inheritance.

Austronesian societies emphasise notions of precedence (Vischer 2009) and order found both in histories of movement and place, and in genealogy (Fox 1997). Into this are set both bilateral and lineal systems of social relationships with what Fox (1995) calls apical demotion as a means to develop hierarchy by promoting lineages seen to be closer to apical ancestors. Semantic fields of hierarchy have been constructed for Proto Oceanic by Pawley (1982) who identified terms for ‘chief’ and the firstborn son of the chief which were subsequently revised by Lichtenberk (1986) who proposed terms for ‘big, great person’ and oldest child. Underlying and animating these terms and relationships are the values of mana and tabu which can be reconstructed back to Proto Oceanic (Kirch and Green 2001:239). As Keening (1985) and Burt (1988) report, these terms reflect complex fields of meaning. Keening (1985:203) describes the Proto Oceanic term mana as a:
statative verb, with meanings of ‘be efficacious, be true, be realized, be potent,’ and the implication that such efficacy and potency was a result of blessings or protection or potentiation by ancestral or other spirits.

In a similar vein the term *tabu* refers to a field of meanings which, according to Keesing (1985:204), has as its basic Proto Oceanic meaning the relational concept of ‘off limits’ and is used to structure relations of people to people and people to things. Burt (1988:75) notes that:

Ultimately *abu* in Kwara’ae appears to be a way of dealing with power, of controlling not just the spiritual and reproductive powers of men and women but also the political power to which these powers contributed.

Both terms then are fundamental terms expressing and structuring agency (Keesing 1985:204) in the Proto Oceanic social world, which included both the living and ancestors; thus extending relationships of agency to the ancestors. Ultimately through these inherited terms we see the potential for expressing differential access to power and the development of hierarchy in Austronesian societies like Roviana.

Another inherited structuring principle, which is important historically in the Solomons and presumably has ancient roots, is the distinction between coast and bush. In particular the distinction made between people of the interior and those of the coast (Miller 1980; Roe 2000). This relates in part to the importance of topogenies and origin stories in Austronesian societies (Fox 1997) that are often told in terms of movements from the interior to the coast, even, as Miller (1980) points out, on very small islands like Simbo where the distances can be less than a kilometre. These topogenies, or sequences of named places, map people onto the landscape and like genealogies define groups, yet at the same time appear to reflect a real tension over coastal access and resources. Where interior populations are found today, in islands like Malaita, the coast/bush dichotomy has historically been very important, with significant trade in resources between the regions (Roe 2000). Modern populations in the western Solomons are essentially coastal; however, some of their 19th-century ancestors lived in the bush and thus for them even recent history is one of movement to the coast to take advantage of opportunities found there; something which may have been going on for millennia.

**Evolution of the Roviana chiefdom**

Following the late Lapita tradition, which is estimated to last until c. 2000 BP, the archaeological record in the western Solomons is blank until 800 BP when dated inland sites appear (Sheppard and Walter 2009). In Roviana, the Bao Period, beginning by at least 1200 CE, is marked by the appearance of isolated ‘shrines’ on the ridges to the back of the coastal flats on the mainland. These shrines consist of earthen platforms faced with basalt slabs. Often there is a small depression or stone-lined box set into the platform at one end (Figure 8.3). Adjacent to the platform is commonly found one or more large flat ‘table’ stones supported on a set of cobbles. Excavation in and around these sites shows they are completely clean of cultural material and there is no evidence of associated occupation. Most notable is the absence of any hearth or surface ovens (*oputu*). Shrines of this form are also found in a few locations on the barrier islands of Roviana Lagoon where they are marked by the presence of large (150 kg+) basalt slabs transported from the interior of New Georgia. The oldest, dated c. 1200 CE, is 2 km into the hills of the Bao area to the back of Munda. This shrine and region is considered to be a Roviana origin location, associated in oral tradition with the chief Ididubanara who traditionally moved down to the lagoon sometime in the early 17th century, based on genealogy (Aswani 2000; Hall 1964; Nagaoka 1999). Accordingly, a shrine site (Site 79) on the barrier island of Nusa Roviana containing abundant basalt construction is associated in oral tradition with Ididubanara; using radiocarbon, it dates to after the mid-14th century (Sheppard et al. 2000).
Figure 8.3. Early Bao Period shrine in Roviana.
Source: Peter Sheppard.

In the late 16th or early 17th century, we see the sudden appearance of a new type of shrine associated with historic Roviana, common on the barrier islands in or near settlements. At their simplest, these are small platforms made of coral cobbles; often a number of small platforms are aggregated together and surrounded with an enclosure. Small cists on these platforms are generally made of sheet coral and typically contain human skulls, shell rings and other shell artefacts, or in historic sites, metal and glass objects. The ground around these platforms is densely covered with shell and animal bone, which are the remains of food offerings. An oven (oputu) composed of basalt cobbles is always nearby. Photographs of Roviana shrines usually show a wooden superstructure such as a post supporting a box containing skulls (Figure 8.2) and it may be that the current sheet coral boxes on the platforms are constructions enclosing skulls after the original wooden structures rotted. Unlike the earlier faced shrines, isolated away from evidence of residential occupation, these later forms are usually found in close proximity to house platforms and within village contexts. The distribution on the barrier island of Nusa Roviana, which is traditionally considered to be the focal point of the Roviana chiefdom, is a good example.

Nusa Roviana is located in the centre of Roviana. Unlike the other islands, it has a high, steep-sided narrow central ridge, providing a good defensive feature looking out over approaches to the lagoon. The island is densely carpeted with the remains of continuous settlement covering the coastal flats around the ridge (Sheppard et al. 2000; Sheppard et al. 2002; Walter and Sheppard 2001). The ridge itself contains a large fortified complex which extends along the ridgetop for 700 m. The fortification consists of three major (up to 3 m high) stone and earth walls and a deep rock cut ditch at the southern end. These cut across the ridge and enclose a series of nine named shrines. Sequences of narrow terraces descend the steep slopes to the east and west. Dates on shell from under the walls indicates construction beginning after 1500 CE (Sheppard et al. 2000).
How should we interpret this dramatic change which correlates with the establishment of the Roviana chiefdom as it was known in the 19th century? Oral history relates that the inland people from Bao, under Ididubanara, moved to the coast to more easily procure the fossil *Tridacna* needed to manufacture shell rings. Ididubanara fought with the people who lived on Nusa Roviana and the islands, chasing them from the lagoon, thus establishing Roviana with a base on Nusa Roviana (Aswani and Sheppard 2003). Subsequent oral tradition recounts what Fox (1995) might describe as apical demotion, when chiefs (*banara*) within a particular lineage became *mateana* (meteor, or used to translate ‘angel’ in English (Waterhouse 1949:73)), and at the location of a shrine (*Zare*) in the Nusa Roviana hillfort ascended to heaven or descended into the earth. These individuals founded the main chiefly lineage of Roviana two generations after Ididubanara (Aswani 2000).

Status in Roviana is signalled by a chest ornament known as *bakiha rapoto* which consists of a decorated *bakiha* or high-value shell ring made from fossil *Tridacna* (Figure 8.4). In 1908, Hocart reported these rings were made from fossil *Tridacna* that was the food waste of *tamasa* (gods or spirit-beings; Hocart n.d.(b)), giving them an association with ancestral spirits. They were used to inaugurate chiefs as children and placed under their skulls when they were finally placed in the ancestral skull shrine. These rings not only had powerful ritual and symbolic associations, they were also the most valuable of a hierarchy of shell valuables known as *poata*. *Poata* could be exchanged to mark social relationships and occasions (e.g. marriage, peace settlements, rewarding warriors, etc.) but also used to pay for any kind of commodity (e.g. canoes or taro), services or knowledge such as magical spells (Aswani and Sheppard 2003; Thomas 1991). These *poata* made possible a regionally networked economy in commodities (e.g. purchase of food for feasts, etc. (Sheppard and Walter 2013)). Chiefs were ultimately powerful and able to command respect if they had access to enough *poata* to make feasts, cover the cost of social exchanges of their people, build canoe houses and large 30-man war canoes, and reward warriors after a successful headhunting expedition (Hocart 1931, n.d.(a)).

Headhunting (see also Chapter 7 this volume) was central to Roviana culture and political economy. Chiefs mounted very large headhunting raids involving, on occasion (in 1893, for example), as many as 500 men, large numbers of rifles and 22 war canoes (*tomoko*) (Somerville 1897). Chiefs funded the construction of *tomoko* at a cost of the equivalent of 1 *poata* per rib (i.e. 11 *poata* or 5500 copra in 1908 (Hocart n.d.(b))). Following a successful headhunt warriors were rewarded with a feast and *poata* and the heads were hung in the rafters of the chief’s canoe house. Early traders describe raids returning large numbers of heads with 93 reported from a raid in 1844 (Shineberg 1971:62). This activity underwrote the power of chiefs, as the
skulls were a materialised display of chiefly mana or efficacy provided by the ancestors, as were the living captives (McDougall 2000) who provided the means for ritual sacrifice (Hocart 1931) and labour for such things as shell valuable production.

By the 19th century Roviana society had evolved, drawing on inherited Austronesian cultural schema, into a powerful hierarchical chiefly society established in an optimal location both in terms of food resources and geographical centrality. Through respect for ancestors and the mana they could bestow, apical demotion which privileged certain lineages, the elaboration of headhunting as a means of demonstrating ancestral blessing and mana, and the development of a shell valuable economy which provided a mechanism for running both a social exchange economy and a trade in commodities, Roviana developed a society with strong power differentials. This required continual predatory expansion in order to obtain heads and captives, thus profoundly altering the cultural environment or niche impacting neighbouring societies.

But what were the drivers for this evolution? The shrine record suggests an abrupt change which correlates with oral tradition of movement from the interior (Aswani and Sheppard 2003). However, some of the elements of the headhunting complex such as the tomoko and the shell valuable tradition existed outside of Roviana at about this time. The Spanish on Santa Isabel in 1568 CE described what can only be tomoko. 'Their canoes are very well made and very light … shaped like a crescent, the largest holding about thirty persons' (Amherst and Thomson 1901:109). They also observed leaders on Isabel wearing white chest ornaments made of ‘white alabaster’, probably fossil Tridacna. Developments at this time in Roviana were thus not simply local innovations but pulled on older regional traditions of material culture. The changes in Roviana itself appear, however, to be fundamentally the result of competition between bush and coastal groups for rich coastal resources in what was an optimal location. Defence of this location required the creation of a hill fort on a very well situated and uniquely defensible ridge on Nusa Roviana. These developments, specific to Roviana, would, I suggest, promote changes toward hierarchical social organisation crafted out of the cultural schemata or traditions outlined above.

**Expansion of the predatory Roviana-type headhunting culture and niche**

Roviana society depended on headhunting and raiding for captives. It was almost by definition expansionist, altering the niche or cultural environment of the region. By the end of the 19th century, populations of the New Georgia group (New Georgia, Rendova, Simbo, Rannonga, Vella Lavella, Kolombangara) had adopted the fundamental aspects of the headhunting complex (Woodford 1888) and the political organisation or at least the ability to organise which it supported. This certainly included the material manifestations of the bakiha and other shell valuables, skull shrines, tomoko war canoes and canoe houses as shown in 19th-century photographs. There is clear evidence, from oral traditions and archaeological research, of the adoption of the shrine and shell valuable complex probably within the 18th century. The extent to which all of these developed together in a ‘peer polity’ (Renfrew 1986) type of interactive entanglement is not clear; however, the Roviana development had clearly altered the regional cultural niche.
Oral tradition

Oral tradition collected by the missionary George Carter indicates an important history of fighting between Roviana and Vella Lavella.

During the time when Tungahanika was mbangara in Roviana Kokorapa there occurred a great fight at Roviana Island [Nusa Roviana]. Over 1000 men from Mbilua [southern Vella Lavella] came up and attacked Roviana Island. … When the Mbilua raiding party arrived, the Roviana people were on the top of the hill (Carter 1963—Anonymous).

When a man called Kopele became chief at Mbilua he made peace between Roviana and Mbilua. He gave a native money [bakiha] to the people of Roviana for peace. This money is called ‘thousand peace’, and it is still kept by Ingoro of Ilangan (Carter 1963—Talasasa).

The Roviana genealogical charts collected by Hocart would place Tungahanika c. 1800 CE (Schneider 1996:Figure 7).

Archaeological research

Archaeological research on Vella Lavella demonstrates dense settlement in the interior hills (McKenzie 2007; Sheppard and Walter 2014; Sheppard et al. 2010). Skull shrines with shell valuables are found along the tops of the first ridges and are the named shrines to which modern people living on the coast affiliate. In most respects, these shrines and their contents are identical to the late period shrines in Roviana. Most date within the last several hundred years while the earliest dates are late 17th century, making them younger than the oldest late period shrines in Roviana.

The coastal flats of Vella were not inhabited during the 19th century for fear of attack, although canoe houses were maintained from which headhunting expeditions were conducted in tomoko (McKinnon 1972). At the time, the islands between Roviana and Vella Lavella were depopulated by headhunting (McKinnon 1972:64) and most of Kolombangara was depopulated to the extent that much of it, like Ghizo, was claimed by the colonial government as waste land.

Research by Thomas on Rendova and Tetepare to the south and east of Roviana provides a story similar to that from Vella Lavella. In the NAN Touro region of southern Rendova, the sequence of early simple shrines without any human remains, shell valuables or ovens followed by shrines containing all of those is, according to Thomas (2009), almost identical to that in Roviana, with the exception that the late period shrines date no earlier than 1700 CE. On the island of Tetepare, just to the east of Rendova, Thomas reports a similar sequence. As in the area to the west of Roviana, the population of Tetepare was unable to survive the raiding of the 19th century and is today the largest uninhabited island in the Pacific (Thomas 2009:136).

Nineteenth century and entanglement with the Western capitalist economy

The 19th century saw new elements enter the evolutionary landscape of the western Solomons. These interacted with the established structure to first intensify it and then radically transform and replace it. Roviana’s optimal central location, sheltered anchorage and the patronage of powerful Roviana chiefs made Munda, by 1875, the focus of European trade in the western Solomons (Woodford 1888). By 1886 there were six traders stationed there, on small islands off the coast of Munda.
By 1886 traders were dealing in a variety of goods including iron, tobacco, long-handled axes and Snider rifles which they exchanged for turtle shell and copra. Turtle shell was especially sought as it was compact and fetched a good price in Sydney. In 1851 Lewis Truscott secured more than a thousand pounds of turtle shell from New Georgia, and in 1874 the trader Fergusson delivered to Sydney 1700 pounds of turtle shell accumulated by the Rendova chiefs (Bennett 1985:46, 57). Turtle shell provided a good return and by 1886, three turtle shells were exchanged for a Snider rifle at Munda. By the late 1880s these were the only items which would get them ‘payable quantities’ of turtle shell and copra (Bennett 1985:90; McKinnon 1975:303).

In the mid-1800s turtles were common in the waters of New Georgia but the demands of trade meant that by the 1890s turtles were very scarce and had to be hunted outside of New Georgia (Bennett 1985:94; Somerville 1897:369). If turtle hunting within Roviana Lagoon could be an individual or family activity, hunting expeditions into other areas required the manpower and protection provided by chiefs (Woodford 1890). This mapped well onto the headhunting economy and combined head/turtle expeditions provided heads/captives and evidence of chiefly mana as well as the returns from the shell, including shell rings purchased from traders. These resources were then used to finance ever greater expeditions, which with the new iron axes and rifles had an increasing impact on the populations of the western Solomons (McKinnon 1975).

The following describes an expedition to hunt turtles in the Arnavon nesting sites between Choiseul and Santa Isabel as told by Gemu a Roviana chief:

One day, only a few years ago [prior to 1906], a large party came over from Roviana on a turtle hunting expedition … and found the Lauru [Choiseul] men poaching on our hunting grounds. … They were all killed … Hiqava [Ingava], Vonge and Miabule [chiefs of Roviana] took part and killed many men. We took two hundred heads back to Munda. (Carter 1981:6)

People in Choiseul and Isabel retreated first to defensive positions in the interior and ultimately along the islands to the west or east away from Roviana. In Santa Isabel this is known amongst the Cheke Holo people as the time of ‘flight from death’ when there were often not enough people left alive to bury the dead (White 1991:89). Woodford reported in 1888 that Santa Isabel and Choiseul were nearly depopulated (Woodford 1888:375, 1890:154, 205). As can be seen in Figure 8.1 this created the present language distribution, creating a compression of languages at the far ends of the islands and a low-density population speaking one language in the impacted areas closest to Roviana.

**Imposition of the colonial economy**

While the intensified Roviana chiefly economy was effective in providing turtle shell to traders, the associated violence had an adverse effect on overall trade, in particular trade in copra, which depended on safe family level production in coastal locations and a benign trading environment. A change in the relations of production and shift of authority into the Western capitalist economy was needed—if Western trade was to flourish. This required suppression of the traditional Roviana political economy. During his visit to Roviana in 1880 the Methodist missionary George Brown stayed with the local traders and reported their view:

The traders were unanimous in their desire that the British Government should stop this wholesale murder, and were equally unanimous in their opinion that the presence of a small ship of war during the headhunting season, the punishment of a few ring leaders, and the confiscation of all canoes captured whilst engaged in a raid would soon stop the horrible business. (Brown 1909:342)
In September 1891 the British warship *Royalist* arrived at Roviana and sent a party of marines to investigate the murder of a local trader. When the demands to deliver the guilty parties were not met the British proceeded, over two days, to burn all the villages on Nusa Roviana and in Munda. Captain Davis estimated he destroyed 400 houses, 150 canoes and 1000 heads (Davis 1892:11).

By 1900 headhunting appears to have virtually ceased (Carter 1963:6, 9). Figure 8.5 shows the collapse in the turtle shell trade—most of which probably came from the western Solomons—and its replacement by copra at the end of the 19th century after the establishment of the colonial economy. This created a new set of relations of production, based primarily on family-level production, which although still ultimately tied to chiefly adjudication of land use rights, was not connected to the headhunting economy.

The end of headhunting was enforced by the British but it also seems to have collapsed under the weight of its destructive impact on the region. That, along with European diseases and the creation of an environment antithetical to family-level trade in copra, saw the end of the headhunting economy (Zelenietz 1979). Chiefly *mana* now had to be sought through associations with traders and, within a decade, entanglement with a new cultural niche created by the Christian Church.

**Concluding comments: Evolution, niche construction and history**

As noted by Laland and O’Brien (2010) there is a risk for NCT explanations in archaeology to become ‘just-so stories’, or ‘just’ detailed culture histories. However, as they also note, if NCT helps us construct or think about and approach our data in a new way then that has to be useful. To that end, I think an NCT consideration of western Solomon history does help focus our attention on some overlooked aspects and highlights areas where data is needed.
This version of history can be critiqued as very Roviana-centric; however, by the late 19th century Roviana was viewed by the British as the centre of the ‘problem’ and the key to securing colonial control—a view shared by the Methodists who made their regional base in Munda in 1902 (Goldie 1914). But more fundamentally the Roviana environment and its geography provided special features which made it what might be called an evolutionary hotspot. Not all geographical locations are equal (Sheppard and Walter 2008) and its central location, sheltered lagoon and very productive natural environment attracted population and potentially competition, along with interaction, to Roviana throughout its history. This created a feedback loop, through the ongoing development of the niche created by this growing population. Much of this could potentially be quantified and assessed against other areas in the western Solomons.

Beyond their geographical inheritance, the Roviana had an Austronesian inheritance providing a set of core values and ideology that created the basis for the development of hierarchy and socio-political control. The form this took was broadly Austronesian but in its details unique to the western Solomons. Elsewhere in the Oceanic Austronesian world, hierarchy correlates with economic intensification and/or control of prestige exchange (Friedman 1982). In Roviana there is no evidence of local agricultural intensification such as enhanced taro irrigation; instead there existed a networked regional economy where commodification and exchange, founded on an elaborate system of shell valuables, provided the basis for the support of hierarchy through trade (Aswani and Sheppard 2003; Sheppard and Walter 2013). Even in the dangerous environment created by headhunting, chiefly feasting could depend on transport of food by canoe from outside the language area (Hocart 1931). Roviana chiefs sought to obtain and ultimately intensify the harvest of human skulls—not taro. How one explains in evolutionary terms the selection of skulls as the tokens for a maximisation logic is unclear; however, in the Austronesian world mana or efficacy ultimately derives from humans, who are most fundamentally materialised by skulls, making them a highly valued symbol, seemingly with high selective value.

I argue that, in Roviana, the appearance of late period skull shrines, fortifications and headhunting are all related and appear after 1600 CE. Explanation for this sudden development in simple evolutionary terms (e.g. perhaps as energy sinks or costly signalling (Boone 1998)) is not obvious. Roviana people explain this development as the result of conflict between bush and coastal people and the desire for the bush chief Ididubanara to obtain the resources of the coast, as exemplified by his desire for shell valuables. Once established, the predatory nature of the Roviana chieftainship rapidly altered the cultural environment or niche in which surrounding societies functioned, resulting in the spread of the headhunting complex and associated culture. This was most probably initially confined to the New Georgia group, with some regional reassortment of population in the early 19th century.

The entanglement with the niche provided by the world economy in the 19th century created new economic drivers as chiefs linked—through the trade in turtle shell—their political economies to that of the traders attracted to the advantages provided by the dominant regional power. The hunting of turtle shell oriented the chiefs toward Choiseul and Santa Isabel, and the intensification of the headhunting complex—provided by new technologies, new sources of finance, increasing numbers of captive labourers and more effective weapons—had a devastating effect on the cultural geography of the region, resulting in the linguistic and demographic distribution seen today. Ultimately this came into conflict both with the colonial trading economy, which needed peaceful, family-level production of copra, and the power behind this new economy. The shift of power from chiefs to the new colonial government and the associated prohibition of the core features of the Roviana political economy and associated ideology effectively destroyed the foundations of 19th-century Roviana society (Rivers 1922). As related to Hocart shortly after the end of headhunting: ‘Now the chiefs stop nothing’ (Hocart n.d.(a)). Roviana society, and
that of its neighbours, now entered into a new creative process of cultural niche construction, creating a colonial economy where the chiefs and people engaged with, and created societies entangled with, capitalism and the ideology of Christianity. Whether an evolutionary logic can be seen in the working out of these entanglements of colonialism is an interesting question.
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Introduction

Food is intimately linked to notions of cultural identity and belonging (Twiss 2007, 2015). For Melanesian Islanders, *aelan kaeka* (island food; Figure 9.1) is a ubiquitous part of everyday experience. Tubers, especially yams and taro, tree crops such as breadfruit and coconut, bananas, tropical fruits, fish and shellfish are heavily showcased on Islander plates, along with ritually important pigs on special occasions. Foods are traditionally cooked over open wood fires, or in earth ovens, which are necessary for making the well-loved delicacy of *lap lap* (a kind of starchy pudding). Increasingly in the modern era, these foods are supplemented with imported rice, noodles, and tinned meats and fish (e.g. Errington et al. 2013:83–101; Gewertz and Errington 2010). There is a longer history of colonial exchanges of foods in Melanesia, which we examine here using recent examples from mission sites and surrounding areas in southern Vanuatu. The ‘mixing’ of Melanesian and introduced ingredients in Islander meals can be seen as reflective of an ongoing process of successful negotiations of colonialism and modernity while also maintaining an overarching sense of *kastom*, or tradition (e.g. Flexner 2016a).

The idea that particular dishes or ingredients represent the ‘pure’ form of authentic cuisine is philosophically untenable in regards to the colonial period (see Flexner 2017). It also is likely not realistic for any period of human history, as any notion of culinary purity ignores the reality that people have been exchanging, transforming and remixing ingredients and recipes for millennia. On the other hand, it is also inappropriate to ignore the political reality that culinary exchanges did not (and do not) always occur on equal terms. Further, there are certain traditional culinary practices that are integral to local cultural and ecological sustainability in many cases, and we should not ignore neocolonial processes that might damage these practices. Food exists at a complex nexus between global and local forces, which has real ramifications for cultural practices, identities and ecologies as they change through time (Paolisso 2007; Tarble 2008; Wilk 1999).
Figure 9.1. A typical Melanesian spread. Note the addition of white rice and instant noodles to the traditional yams, fish, bananas and fruit.

Source: James Flexner.

Appropriation, at least in regards to food, has been a part of human society for millennia. Food appropriation describes the exchange of ingredients, recipes, technologies of preparation or general ideas about cuisine. Food appropriation does not necessarily reflect inherently unequal social or political relationships. In contrast, culinary imperialism represents a more specific case of food appropriation based on the existence of unequal power relations in economic, political, racial or other terms (Flexner 2015). Culinary imperialism can occur where a dominant group's cuisine spreads into the cultures of colonised or subaltern peoples. It can also involve the dominant group taking the ingredients or recipes of a subaltern group, and repurposing or recasting the appropriated cuisine in elite terms and for elite purposes.

To explore this distinction, we turn to a series of case studies from the historical archaeology of mission sites in southern Vanuatu. Using data from a sample of excavated mission sites and Melanesian villages, we explore the role that food played during a series of initial cross-cultural encounters with Presbyterian missionaries on the islands of Tanna and Erromango in the mid-1800s. As we will see, the relationship between food appropriation and culinary imperialism is not a simple either-or distinction. Rather, it is a nested relationship: cross-cultural interactions often resulted in food appropriation, and some of those interactions were structured by colonial inequalities. Further, the exchange of foods in mission interactions, and other interactions with foreigners, were part of a broader pattern of integration of foreign objects and concepts (including the foreign god of Christian missionaries, see Flexner 2016a), which were then subsumed into Melanesian kastom.
Early southern Vanuatu mission encounters

The history of mission encounters in southern Vanuatu is a complex one, involving dramatic martyrdoms, heroic efforts by Samoan teachers (themselves only recent converts to Christianity), significant cultural misunderstandings, the creation of friendships, entanglement in local political struggles in the region, catastrophic setbacks and eventually the establishment of large, elaborate mission complexes that won large numbers of converts (Adams 1984; Flexner 2016a; Miller 1978, 1981). Here we focus on early Presbyterian mission sites inhabited from 1856 to 1862. During this time missionaries were able to establish footholds on Tanna and Erromango, but were unable to have a dominant influence among Tannese and Erromangan people. The mission sites that date to this time period saw minimal investment in infrastructure, and were temporary in nature. On both Tanna and Erromango, missionaries were either killed or driven off in 1861–62, often in response to major epidemics for which the evangelists were held responsible (Adams 1984:143–145; Gordon 1863:184–203; Patterson 1864:494–498).

One of the common threads of these encounters is material exchange, which mediated the relationships between Melanesians and Presbyterian missionaries. European-derived material culture both provided a sense of identity for the missionaries themselves, and was intended to serve as ‘curiosities’ to draw Melanesians into the sphere of missionary influence (Flexner and Ball 2016). In contrast, introduced items in surrounding Melanesian villages were remarkably uncommon, despite what mission-era documents suggest about the importance of material exchange to the work of conversion (Flexner et al. 2016). Another line of evidence that presents a clearer picture of the Melanesian contribution to mission exchanges is the ethnographic collections of Islander ‘curiosities’ that were integrated into mission houses in the field (e.g. Smith 2005:273), and eventually filtered into museum collections around the world (Flexner 2016b).

Returning to food, it is clear that ingredients, recipes and traditions were also exchanged during interactions between missionaries and Melanesian Islanders. Missionaries were, to some extent, dependent upon local garden surpluses for survival. HA Robertson, missionary on Erromango from 1872, describes the local cuisine at length and with great appreciation. The local diet consisted of tubers, particularly taro and yams, bananas, breadfruit, various fruits, fish and shellfish. Further, certain recipes were described as particularly delicious, such as neoki, a starchy pudding of yam or papaya, prawns and coconut (Robertson 1902:376–381). On the other side, bread was an essential element of missionary cuisine. Making bread was part of the everyday routine around the mission house, a connection to old European baking traditions (e.g. Patterson 1864:452; Watt 1896:81). But for Christian missionaries, bread was more than just a form of sustenance. The symbolic element of bread cannot be ignored for its iconographic centrality to Christianity (e.g. Patterson 1864:151, 158), allowing missionaries to remember the Last Supper with each meal as they prayed over their food. Again, these meals likely featured both European and Melanesian dishes (e.g. Watt 1896:84).

The sites

Faunal and plant microfossil data from four sites, two from Erromango and two from Tanna (Figure 9.2), reflect the archaeological residues of these kinds of culinary exchanges in the New Hebrides. The sampled sites include one early mission site from each island, and one nearby site of indigenous Melanesian occupation. These sites were test excavated, and 100 per cent of the recovered faunal assemblage was analysed. Bulk sediment samples were collected during excavation, and plant microfossils were identified from a selection of these.
Figure 9.2. Plan maps of excavated areas: (a) G. Gordon House, Dillon’s Bay, Erromango; (b) ‘New Kwaraka’, Kwamera area, Tanna; (c) Imua Mission House, Kwamera area, Tanna.

Source: James Flexner.
Undam

The site of Undam is located in an area that continues to be actively gardened near the Williams River, Dillon’s Bay, Erromango. After local discovery of indigenous pottery, a single test pit was excavated in the area, which yielded shells, charcoal and fire-cracked rock. One of the sediment samples from this test pit, taken from 10–20 cm below the surface, was analysed. This deposit is undated, though the test pit did not contain any introduced material. While it is likely the stratigraphy has been disturbed by recent planting activity, we believe the faunal and plant microfossil signatures (discussed below) would be representative of a longer history of Melanesian landscape management and subsistence patterns. Undam is on the opposite bank and upriver from the later mission site occupied by the Gordons at Dillon’s Bay.

G. Gordon House

G. Gordon House was inhabited by Canadian missionaries George and Ellen Gordon from 1856 to 1861 (Gordon 1863; Robertson 1902). The house is located high on a cliff overlooking the Williams River in Dillon’s Bay, and was somewhat remote from the primary villages in the area at the time it was occupied. We excavated a series of test units across this site (Figure 9.2a), which gave us a sample of material culture and allowed us to generally understand that this was a relatively small, simple lime mortar house built with minimal imported materials. We recovered a modest assemblage of European artefacts, including iron nails, bottle glass, transfer-printed whiteware and a single sherd of Chinese porcelain from this site. Our plant microfossil samples come from the occupation and abandonment layers of the house in TU5 and TU6. The site was abandoned in 1861 after the Gordons were killed by local warriors, and the presence of a high percentage of burned glass artefacts in the assemblage suggests that their house was burned shortly thereafter (see Flexner 2016a:26–36 for a more detailed account).

New Kwaraka

The Melanesian village site from Tanna is associated with a significant local oral tradition (Flexner et al. 2016). Yeni Iarisi, the chief of the village of Kwaraka in the 1850s, travelled to neighbouring Aneityum, where he saw the work of John Geddie, resident missionary on the island from 1848, and recently converted Aneityumese teachers. Liking what he saw, Iarisi decided to bring the Gospel to Tanna, returning to arrange for the settlement of teachers and conversion of his village. This caused tensions in the community, and Iarisi moved with a small group of followers to a site across the river from the main village at a place called Anuikaraka (current social memories term the site ‘New Kwaraka’).

Following from the oral tradition, we excavated five 2x2 m and 1x2 m test units inside the stone enclosure remembered as the site of New Kwaraka. The site yielded very little in the way of imported material culture (a single pipe bowl fragment is the one likely 19th-century artefact), though we did recover large quantities of charcoal and shell. The plant microfossil samples come from the most likely occupation layers of TU1, TU2 and TU3 (Figure 9.2b).

In addition, we excavated a 1x6 m trench across a conical mound down the hill. These excavations yielded no European material, and radiocarbon dates indicate that the mound was constructed sometime between the late-1600s and mid-1700s, which predates European contact in the region. The mound contained large shells, pig bone and red ochre, and these artefacts suggest some kind of ritual activity in the area. Plant microfossil samples were taken from the stone construction fill of the mound, and the underlying layer, which we interpret as the original ground surface from before the mound was constructed.
Imua

The mission site at Imua (a local orthography of ‘Samoa’ in honour of the original missionary teachers in the area) was inhabited by Canadian missionaries John and Mary Matheson from 1861 to 1862. The Mathesons had initially settled near Kwamera, south Tanna, in 1858, but they left Tanna in 1860 due to illness, travelling to Aneityum (Mary Matheson was John Geddie’s niece) and Erromango, where they almost certainly stayed at the Gordons’ house (Adams 1984; Patterson 1864). Upon returning to Tanna, the Mathesons built a wattle and mortar house on a hill overlooking the main harbour where the air was thought to be ‘healthier’. Unfortunately, their fortunes were not much better than the Gordons’ and they had to flee in February 1862. Excavation of the site revealed a dense abandonment deposit containing a remarkable assemblage of artefacts, including a matched set of transfer-printed ceramics with pastoral motifs (Flexner and Ball 2016). Essentially, as they fled, the Mathesons appear to have left most of the domestic material culture in place. Plant microfossil samples from Imua came from the abandonment layer in each of the five excavated 2x2 m units (Figure 9.2c).

Faunal analysis results

Local shellfish were a prominent feature of colonial diets in the New Hebrides. Faunal data from the four excavated sites reflects regular use of shellfish as an ingredient in the diets of both missionaries and Melanesians (Table 9.1). Missionaries appear to have been almost entirely reliant on local seafood as their primary source of protein. Presumably this could have been supplemented occasionally by salted beef or pork, which would not necessarily leave an archaeological trace. We believe salted meat would have been a rare element of missionary diet, as the mission supply ships did not visit often during the 1860s.

Table 9.1. Faunal remains (number of identified specimens and weight) from Vanuatu mission sites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxon</th>
<th>G. Gordon House</th>
<th>Imua Mission</th>
<th>New Kwaraka</th>
<th>Undam</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Weight (g)</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Weight (g)</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcidae</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14.33</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcidae</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerithiidae</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>15.21</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conidae</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11.36</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conus</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23.62</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cowrie</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crustacea</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cypraeidae</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cypraea</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17.88</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.93</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallerina</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>26.09</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>26.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linget</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3.555</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3.555</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muricidae</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nerita</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8.405</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8.405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nerita sp.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olividae</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ostreidae</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.81</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymesoda</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmoniidae</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strombidae</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sus scrofa</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15.385</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15.385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sus (?)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>30.98</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>30.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tridacna</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tridacna sp.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The shell assemblages of the mission sites appear to be slightly richer, though there might be some issues with preservation and sample size, particularly for the site of Undam, which is represented by a single test pit. Major taxa represented include:

- **Undam**: *Terebra*, *Conidae*;
- **Imua**: *Turbo*, *Trochidae*, *Triton*, *Nerita*, *Gafriarium*, *Cypraea*, *Conidae*, *Cerithiidae*, *Arcidae*;
- **New Kwaraka**: *Turbo*, *Cypraea*;

It is notable that the richness of European artefacts at Imua was much higher than at G. Gordon House, but the two shell assemblages are comparable. The lower diversity of the shell assemblages at New Kwaraka may be a reflection of poor preservation conditions at the site.

Marine resources including fish, shellfish and crustaceans were probably obtained as gifts or via material exchanges, since missionaries would probably not have had the right to collect resources from the reefs and beaches of Tanna or Erromango. There was some unidentified crustacean shell from Imua, further evidence for reliance on marine sources.

The other significant finding from faunal analysis is the presence of pig in large concentration at TU6 in New Kwaraka. The mound from which these bones come also contained large shells and red ochre, and has been interpreted as a ritual feature. On both Tanna and Erromango, pigs were important in ceremonial exchanges (Spriggs 1986; Spriggs and Wickler 1989). In the early days, it would have been nearly impossible for the missionaries to be able to obtain such a prestige food except on rare occasions, though we note that there is some unidentified mammal bone from Imua, which could be pig, or possibly sheep or goat. Pig is present on later mission sites, such as HA Robertson’s house in Dillon’s Bay, Erromango (Flexner 2016a:55–57), which may be a reflection of shifting power dynamics as increasing numbers of Melanesian people converted to Christianity.

### Plant microfossils

Sediment samples were analysed for the recovery of pollen, phytoliths and starch grains (Horrocks 2005). Results from plant microfossil analysis likewise indicate that the missionaries relied heavily on local communities for food. Microscopic charcoal, pollen and phytolith evidence from the four excavated sites (Figures 9.3 and 9.4) reflects the landscapes shaped by ground clearing for traditional Melanesian shifting agriculture, which surrounded the mission sites. The typical suite of Oceanic tree crops, especially banana (*Musa* sp.), coconut (*Cocos nucifera*) and screwpine (*Pandanus* sp.) are particularly prominent in the pollen and phytolith assemblages. However, it is interesting to note that screwpine pollen was relatively rare from the Erromango sites. One of the Imua samples yielded a starch grain of cf. lesser yam (*Dioscorea esculenta*) (starch type 2, Figure 9.4). *Nuk*, as the tuber is known in the local Nafe language, would have been a common ingredient on missionary and Melanesian tables alike.
Figure 9.3. Pollen percentage diagram from G. Gordon House and Undam, Erromango Island, and Imua and New Kwaraka, Tanna Island (+ = found after count).
Source: Mark Horrocks.
9. Sustenance and sustainability

At New Kwaraka, there was starch identified most likely from sweet potato (*Ipomoea batatas*) or giant taro (*Alocasia macrorrhiza*), starch grains of which can be difficult to differentiate (starch type 1, Figure 9.4). Either of these two species would have been common in the local suite of domesticates. Among the New Kwaraka phytoliths was a *Heliconia* leaf phytolith from the pre-contact TU6 samples. *Heliconia indica* leaf is still used as a food wrapping today, and has been found in human dental calculus from ancient burials elsewhere in Vanuatu (Horrocks et al. 2014). There is a long history of using leaves to wrap foods that are going to be cooked in the Oceanic earth oven, which continues today. However, it is worth noting that *Heliconia* remains rare in Pacific archaeological contexts, and considering the diversity of the genus in the Americas, further study is needed to understand the history of this plant in pre-Columbian as well as colonial exchanges in the region. Intriguingly, New Kwaraka also yielded phytoliths of cf. maize (*Zea mays*) from the contact-era deposits. Thus there also appears to be some degree of a Tannese ‘early adoption’ of new cultivars brought to the New Hebrides by outsiders, possibly missionaries or early traders. In this case, maize, which is originally a Central American cultigen (Piperno and Flannery 2001), was added to the already rich suite of starchy plant crops grown by Melanesian gardeners.

**Figure 9.4. Phytolith percentage and starch diagram from G. Gordon House and Undam, Erromango Island, and Imua and New Kwaraka, Tanna Island (+ = found after count, ++ = present).**

Source: Mark Horrocks.

Historical archaeology perspectives on appropriation, imperialism and sustainability

Archaeological evidence from contact-era sites on Tanna and Erromango, both mission houses and Melanesian villages, reflects patterns of continuity and change in the plant and animal foods that characterised the diets of foreign missionaries and indigenous people. Food was often the first thing exchanged with European visitors in the Pacific, and this was the case in Vanuatu (e.g. Beaglehole 1969:501–502). Island cuisine, based on an abundance of root crops, starchy puddings, greens, coconut cream and seafood, is an integral part of Pacific peoples’ identities.
and ways of life. It is clear that in the case of the mission sites, missionaries not only integrated island foods into their own tables, but they were in fact reliant on Melanesian foods, particularly on seafood as a protein source. While the plant microfossils are not necessarily direct evidence of food consumption on mission sites, as they might have been carried by wind or washed into the sediment by rain, they do represent the kinds of plant crops that were present in the landscape during the mid-1800s. On the other hand, the documentary evidence (described above) does represent the extent to which local cuisine was present on missionary tables.

At the same time, Pacific Islanders were also great adapters of introduced crops. The rapid spread of sweet potato throughout much of the Pacific before European contact (e.g. Barber 2012), and into the New Guinea highlands after contact (e.g. Bourke 2009), provides one salient example. The presence of maize in the contact-era deposits at New Kwaraka provides another, and considering the link to oral traditions, it is possible that along with the Gospel, Iarisi brought new crops to south Tanna. Yet not all introduced crops are widely adopted, and maize remains a relatively minor cultigen in contemporary gardens in Vanuatu.

After the 1870s, there was a shift in the power balance of the Vanuatu missions. Missionaries were able to dominate the religious beliefs of rapidly declining Melanesian populations, and at the same time to draw on increasingly efficient global trade networks. Yet evidence from these later missions shows that Melanesian foods continued to be the main portion of the diet, a pattern that continues today in Vanuatu, though this is changing rapidly. Instant noodles, tinned meat and fish, and rice increasingly feature on island tables, a reflection of the ability of mass-produced global food commodities to colonise local diets. This is a worrisome development for Islander health, environments and cultures, though indigenous ni-Vanuatu are making efforts to sustain traditional cuisine. A ‘slow food’ and ‘local food’ movement has grown in the last few years, particularly as the Vanuatu Cultural Centre works to promote local foods in island communities. The first Slow Food Festival, held on Tanna in August, 2016 (Guiomar 2016), is a reflection of this positive trend.

In early colonial exchanges, Melanesian people generally had the opportunity to choose which ingredients to adopt from foreigners. Missionaries were dependent on local people, who provided the only source of fresh food, since missionaries would not have had rights to garden plots sufficient to sustain themselves, nor would they have been permitted to gather marine resources. Returning to the concepts introduced above, these exchanges appear to be primarily about food appropriation. It is only really in the post–World War II era that some forms of culinary imperialism are evident in Vanuatu, primarily in relation to the ubiquity of rice, biscuits, instant noodles and tinned fish and meat, and again it is interesting to see resistance to these interloper ingredients.

Food of course is about much more than calories and nutrients. It is also wrapped up in senses of identity and personhood. Food can be symbolically or ritually loaded, as with pigs who are typically only sacrificed on special occasions, or the large ceremonial yams grown on Tanna and Erromango (one such yam observed by missionary George Turner in 1842 was over 1.5 m long and weighed over 22 kg; Turner 1861:87). If Melanesian personhood and material culture are ‘partible’ in nature (Gosden 2004:35–39; Strathern 1990), then food is the ultimate partible medium for exchange, as it lends itself so well to being divided and shared. As Lindstrom (2013:263) notes in relation to the experiences of missionary Agnes Watt: ‘The Tannese when describing mutual personhood talk in terms of shared blood, shared name, shared place and shared spirit.’ To this list we might add shared food as an essential element of Islander practice and belief.
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Practices
From gathering to discard and beyond: Ethnoarchaeological studies on shellfishing practices in the Solomon Islands

Annette Oertle and Katherine Szabó

Introduction

Shell-bearing archaeological sites in tropical island environments are subject to various environmental and human influences, which affect how a site forms and transforms over time. The immense range of species diversity in the tropical Indo-Pacific marine province means that marine subsistence practices may vary between different environmental zones and groups of people. Shellfish are an important coastal resource that is relatively low cost to gather and process. Island Melanesia is rich in zones of mangrove forest, intertidal rocky shore, sandy beaches and reefs, all of which support certain species of shellfish that can be used for food or raw materials for artefact production.

The practice of shellfishing is complex in nature with a huge range of shell species and a variety of gathering practices based on habitat, location, time of day and individual human behaviours. Additionally, cooking techniques and discard patterns can also vary from one site to another. Varying processing methods and discard patterns affect the preservation of shell and the formation of a site (Claassen 1998). Overall, it can be difficult to truly understand the various levels of behaviour that led to the incorporation of shell into the archaeological context (sensu Schiffer 1972). Ethnoarchaeology, which consists of undertaking fieldwork as a participant observer and documenting the way the archaeological record is formed in specific human groups (Davidson 1988), is one of the tools used by archaeologists to piece together information about shell gathering, processing and disposal methods. This chapter will detail such an ethnoarchaeological approach for studying shell material in the tropical Indo-West Pacific. Such data can provide the information needed to make inferences about the systemic context from which the shell material originally came.

Firstly, we will outline key ethnographic and ethnoarchaeological studies on shellfishing in the Pacific and discuss issues of linking modern human behaviour to archaeological material. Ethnoarchaeological fieldwork on the island of Malaita in the Solomon Islands, undertaken to record traditional shellfish gathering, processing and discard practices, will then be detailed. Comparing the data acquired with previous studies in Island Melanesia shows some similarities in gathering behaviours; however, new data on processing and discard show the importance of
considering these steps as part of the story and how specific behaviours impact shell preservation and site formation. Previous ethnographic studies in the Indo-Pacific primarily focus on gathering practices (Meehan 1982; Thomas 2002) and the role of women and children (Bird and Bird 2000; Jones 2009). Although processing and discard practices have been considered, they have not formed the focus of any particular study. This study aims to fill this void by understanding each step, from the systemic environment from which the shells are collected to the archaeological context into which they are introduced (Figure 10.1).

Figure 10.1. Systemic to archaeological context of shellfishing (after Schiffer 1972). Source: Annette Oertle.

Ethnoarchaeology as a link between past and present

In the Indo-Pacific, ethnographic shellfishing studies have primarily been undertaken in the more recent past, as is clear from Waselkov’s (1987) in-depth survey on ethnographic shellfishing. Focused ethnographic and ethnoarchaeological studies on shellfishing are few and tend to focus on particular aspects of shellfishing practices (Bird and Bird 2000; Carter 2014; Malm 2009; Meehan 1982; Swadling and Chowning 1981; Thomas 2002). These recent ethnographic studies provide valuable data on modern behaviours in these regions, but the lack of information on the behaviours associated with processing and disposing of shellfish is something that needs to be addressed to maximise their usefulness for archaeology. Inferences about past human behaviours based purely on ethnographic studies can be questionable even with the inclusion of each pre-depositional stage (see Wylie 1985), and especially when the practices of one cultural group in the present are seen as sufficient to interpret those of an unrelated (or even related) group in the past.

O’Connell (1995) highlights the complexity of archaeological interpretations based upon ethnoarchaeological research on faunal remains. Interpretations about site structure and faunal remains need to take into account the unpredictability of behaviour. For example, the transport of body parts can vary situationally, and various agents can cause similar patterns of damage on bone (O’Connell 1995). Consideration of seasonality is also an important factor, as certain species may be collected during particular seasons and specific habitats targeted based upon tidal range (Jimenez et al. 2011); for example, the active collection of reef resources during spring tides (de Boer et al. 2002). Continuity of behaviours and assumptions regarding the scale of site
formation are the primary issues faced when dealing with ethnoarchaeological research. Faulkner (2006:11) highlights the problems with using ethnographic data from distinct areas to interpret a range of archaeological data in Australian archaeology. This introduces a simplistic and limiting view of human–environment interactions, reiterating the main issue of using ethnography to interpret archaeological data: it tends to assume continuity between the recorded ethnographic present and behaviours in the past (Faulkner 2006:11). Nevertheless, ethnoarchaeology can provide insights into how various external factors may impact human behaviours. ’Ethnoarchaeological studies have greatly increased our sensitivity to the diverse environmental and cultural factors that can affect or determine the nature of the static archaeological remains that we recover’ (Sinopoli 1991:177).

Ethnoarchaeology can also be a component of the ‘slow science’ approach to archaeology where a greater focus on ethics, social engagement and critical reflections on power relations are made (Cunningham and MacEachern 2016). We approach ethnoarchaeology as a ‘research strategy framed within different theoretical structures’ (Politis 2016:705) through the use of an array of methods and recording techniques. Although there has been much in the way of specialised literature and debate around the use of ethnographic analogy and ethnoarchaeology within archaeological interpretation (David and Kramer 2001; Gould and Watson 1982; O’Connell 1995; Politis 2016), space precludes full engagement with these issues here. We nevertheless acknowledge that present behaviours may diverge from past ones for a wide variety of reasons incorporating both cultural and environmental factors. With regards to method, this (to us) reinforces the need to develop independent physical proxies which can clearly link certain behaviours to particular physical manifestations; whether in the past or present. In terms of shellfishing, these physical markers are primarily found in the processing and discard phases. The following section discusses these phases as part of the overall stages of shellfishing whilst also outlining the recurring themes recorded from ethnographic studies on Indo-Pacific shellfishing practices.

Shellfishing in the Indo-Pacific

Recurring themes

Numerous ethnographical studies have recorded modern shellfishing practices around the world, each focusing on certain aspects, such as exploitation pressure (see de Boer et al. 2000; Hockey et al. 1988); site formation definitions (see Bailey 1993; Balme 1995; Bird et al. 2002); species selection (see Attenbrow 1992; Balme 1995; Carter 2014; Catterall and Poiner 1987; Hardy et al. 2016; Meehan 1982); gathering time and catch size (see de Boer et al. 2002; Voorhies and Martínez-Tagüeña 2016); behavioural ecology (see Macintosh et al. 2002; Thomas 2002); cooking techniques (see Aldeias et al. 2016); and gender roles (see Attenbrow 1992; Bird and Bird 2000; Jones 2009; Malm 2009). In Oceania, the initial ethnoarchaeological studies on modern fishing (see Kirch 1976; Kirch and Yen 1982) showed the importance and potential of ethnoarchaeology, however these early studies did not record substantive and quantitative data on labour and time or the consequent yield (Ono 2010). Over time, however, the methods of recording quantitative shellfish yields have improved (e.g. Thomas 2002) and some more recent studies have produced wide-ranging datasets. Betty Meehan’s (1982, 1988) work in northern Australia, for example, is one of the most comprehensive ethnographic studies of shellfishing in the world and is frequently cited by other archaeologists. It covers gathering and processing practices of the Anbarra people, along with some basic discard practices that are primarily dependent on the location and size of camps.
The role of men, women and children in exploiting marine resources represents a recurring theme of study in the region. In Oceania, gathering shellfish is an activity usually done by groups of women and children (Bird and Bird 1997, 2000; Bird et al. 2004; Jones 2009; Malm 2009; Meehan 1982), but men also go shellfishing on occasion (Malm 2009; Meehan 1982; Katherine Szabó, pers. obs. Langalanga Lagoon 2016). Similarly, women go fishing from time to time, even if it is an activity usually done by men. Nevertheless, in the Solomon Islands women dominate the shellfishing niche (Kruijssen et al. 2015). These issues are important since differing foraging strategies between children and adults can affect how a shell midden will appear in the archaeological record (Bird and Bird 2000). Such influence was documented by Attenbrow (1992), who used Meehan's observation of targeting extra species for variety as well as the children's role in collecting multiple species of varying sizes as a way to help distinguish between shell bed and shell midden sites in New South Wales.

Another recurring pattern in shellfishing studies is the range of particular shell species targeted in the Indo-Pacific region. Large, high-return shell taxa like *Tridacna*, *Anadara* and *Polymesoda* appear to have been preferred across a range of study sites and geographic areas (Bird et al. 2004; Carter 2014; Meehan 1982; Swadling and Chowning 1981:159; Thomas 2002:200). *Marcia biantina* (formerly *Tapes biantina*) was actively preferred by the Anbarra people compared to other species of shell (Meehan 1982). This gathering strategy focused on a single species is a conscious part of Anbarra behaviour (Meehan 1982:71). In contrast, at the Natunuku site in Viti Levu, Fiji, a suite of species were primary targets, with secondary and incidental species being collected when encountered (Szabó 2001). The tailored behaviours associated with species selection are an important aspect to consider in ethnoarchaeological studies, especially in terms of how they can impact upon the archaeological record.

### Stages of shellfishing

The initial stage of shellfishing is *gathering* and has been a focus in all ethnographic studies in this region (e.g. Bird and Bird 1997, 2000; Bird et al. 2004; Carter 2014; Malm 2009; Meehan 1982; Swadling and Chowning 1981; Thomas 2002). Comparison of prehistoric and modern fishing practices are perceived as problematic (Ono 2010). Nowadays the time and labour component of gathering shells is still predominantly accomplished by hand. However, the use of modern knives would impact processing techniques and time, and metal pots and stoves would facilitate boiling and steaming. Motorised boats may also reduce the time taken to reach inshore and coral reef environments, but intertidal shellfish gathering is still constrained by the limited period of low tide during the day, which is dependent on seasonal and monthly cycles.

The second stage of *processing* shells can either be done in the field or the shellfish can be taken to be cleaned or cooked elsewhere (camp, home). Field processing can be dependent on the size of the catch as well as the species of shell, with large shells such as *Tridacna* and *Lambis* sometimes being recorded as processed at the point of collection (Bird et al. 2004; Meehan 1982; Thomas 2002). As Bird et al. (2002:467) state, ‘field processing contributes to systematic and archaeologically detectable variability in shell middens’, with the absence of evidence for large shellfish not necessarily signifying that they were not targeted and consumed. The shells that are transported back home to be processed are either boiled or roasted on fires (Bird et al. 2004; Meehan 1982). Meehan (1982:87–99) observes a number of different methods of cleaning and cooking shells, varying in terms of hearth constructions, heating methods and camp locations.

The final stage of shellfishing is *discarding* and has had little focus yet in ethnoarchaeological studies. Actual discard practices have only been explored briefly by studies undertaken by Beck (2007), Beck and Hill (2004), Bird et al. (2004) and Meehan (1982). Meehan (1982) separates the location of discard sites into dinnertime camps, home bases and processing sites. These site
definitions have been reused by a number of archaeologists (Bailey 1993; Balme 1995; Bird et al. 2002; Ceci 1984; Clarke 1994; O’Connor and Veth 1993; Ulm 2006), but in doing so, uniformity of shellfish deposition and the behaviours underpinning these processes has been broadly assumed to be spatially, geographically and culturally consistent. Part of ethnoarchaeological research on Malaita, Solomon Islands, reported in this chapter was developed to test whether the depositional behaviours and resulting site types reported by Meehan could be transposed into other cultural and geographical contexts.

Theoretical approaches

When considering overall patterns of shellfish collection, different theoretical frameworks can be used to interpret foraging behaviours. Work by Frank Thomas (2002) in the Kiribati Islands, for example, focused on foraging behaviours through the lens of central place foraging and prey choice foraging models. Based on these models, it is argued that decisions about shellfish culling and transport can be predicted through prey attributes within a cost/benefit framework (Thomas 2002:182).

Research in the Torres Strait focused on the shellfish gathering and processing practices of the Meriam people and paired these ethnographic observations with central place foraging theory (Bird and Bird 1997, 2000; Bird et al. 2002, 2004). Bird and Bird (1997:53) found that midden sites varied depending on resource processing characteristics and foraging range. Their research among the Meriam aimed to understand the factors that influence subsistence behaviour rather than assume them as analogous to those of the past (Bird and Bird 1997:54). They highlighted that the variability in modern Meriam shell deposition is patterned in predictable ways due to subsistence decisions, which are anticipated by central place foraging models (Bird and Bird 1997:54).

Ethnoarchaeological fieldwork in the Solomon Islands

The main aim of our ethnoarchaeological fieldwork in the Solomon Islands was to observe and record the progression of shellfishing subsistence (from gathering, to processing and final discard) in a region with differing landscapes and culture than previous ethnographic studies in northern Australia (Meehan 1982), the Torres Strait (Bird and Bird 1997, 2000) and western Kiribati (Thomas 2002). By observing the entire progression of shellfishing (Figure 10.2), we hoped to pinpoint and identify any behaviour that left physical markers on the shell material, which could then be linked to similar traces on archaeological shell. This study highlights the specific stages where certain physical markers may manifest.

Fieldwork was undertaken on the island of Malaita, at Langalanga Lagoon (south-west) and Lau Lagoon (north-east). Both of these lagoons are dotted with artificial islands that have been deliberately built up using limestone, shell and coral blocks. Langalanga is a sheltered and calm lagoon with natural outer islands and a barrier reef protecting the inner natural and artificial islands, and coastline (Figure 10.3). Lau Lagoon is generally shallower, but larger, with prevalent easterly winds coming in from the Pacific Ocean. At Langalanga Lagoon it was necessary to canoe over to a larger island at the edge of the reef to go shellfishing, whereas at Lau Lagoon you only needed to follow the ocean retreating at low tide. At Lau, it was also possible to walk to some of the closer artificial islands when the tide was low enough. Mangrove habitats can be found on larger islands or along the coastline at both lagoons, including some deliberately planted plots in Langalanga Lagoon. Although each lagoon has its geographic singularities, both have a range of mangrove, rocky shore and reef environments that are abundant in shellfish.
Figure 10.2. Photos of the shellfishing stages from gathering, processing and discard.
Source: Annette Oertle and Katherine Szabó.

Figure 10.3. Langalanga and Lau lagoons, geography and environmental differences.
Source: Annette Oertle.
Gathering

Shellfish gathering occurred during low tide at both lagoons. Mangrove and intertidal reef habitats were targeted as they were both close to villages and contained diverse and rich shellfish populations. Behaviours regarding shellfish gathering in the Solomon Islands tended to be comparable to other studies. More explicitly, collecting shellfish was a practice generally undertaken by women and children, although men were observed on occasion to be subsistence-gathering as well as collecting shellfish for sale. Both bivalves and gastropods were collected and taken home. A range of shell species was targeted, with size being variable but focused on adult shells. As other studies have mentioned (see Meehan 1982; Swadling and Chowning 1981), children usually gathered *Atactodea striata* in the high-water mark beach grit due to the ease of sifting their fingers through the sand to find handfuls of this small bivalve close to the surface. When going out to gather shellfish in Langalanga, the number of accompanying gatherers (women and/or children) was primarily based on how many people could fit into a dugout canoe, whereas at Lau Lagoon the number of women and children going out to gather was less restricted due to the ease of access.

The method of gathering shells was consistent at both lagoons: shells were picked up by hand and placed in a bag or bucket (e.g. plastic, fabric or woven). None of the targeted shells needed a tool to pry from a rock (for example, limpet species). Instead, shells were easily picked up from the sand/mud or gently plucked from a rock. A stick or other pointed implement was usually used when digging out *Anadara antiquata* from the mud, as the shell is covered in fine bristles which can become embedded in fingers (Florence Kabi, Lau Lagoon, pers. comm. 2016). These shells are positioned in the substrate with their hinge facing upwards and can be visible through a small hole/depression in the substrate. On the reef flats gastropods were easily spotted during low tide, hiding in pools of water or in between rocks. Loose rocks were pushed over to reveal various gastropods like *Nerita* spp. and *Thais* spp. hiding in the shade. Other major taxa targeted for collection are summarised in Table 10.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gastropods</th>
<th>Bivalves</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lambis lambis</td>
<td>Anadara antiquata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trochus/tectus spp.</td>
<td>Gafrarium tumidum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbo spp.</td>
<td>Gafrarium pectinatum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drupa spp.</td>
<td>Geloina expansa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thais spp.</td>
<td>Periglypta spp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nerita spp.</td>
<td>Chama spp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cypraea/Monetaria spp.</td>
<td><em>Atactodea striata</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conidae spp.</td>
<td>Ostreidae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polinices/Notica spp.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haliotis spp.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ summary.
Processing

The processing stage of shellfishing included cleaning and cooking, which was accomplished through separation and boiling. Roasting was occasionally done for certain taxa of shell such as *Turbo* spp., however the primary method of cooking shellfish was by boiling. Whether this is a recent method of cooking due to the introduction of metal pots is unclear as there is no archaeological evidence of prehistoric or historic ceramic use on Malaita (Sheppard and Walter 2006:52). Once the catch was taken back home, the shells were separated out into bivalves and gastropods. Some bivalves were kept in freshwater for a short period to clean out the sand from their digestive tracts. All the shellfish were cooked before eating with bivalves boiled in one pot and gastropods in another. This was due to the greater time it took to cook the gastropods. The bivalves were cooked when the valves opened (5–10 minutes), whilst the gastropods took 15–20 minutes to cook. Individual shell cooking time was also dependent on the species and size. We observed no on-site processing of shellfish.

After cooking, gastropods had to be cleaned and the guts removed before eating, whereas bivalves could be eaten straight away. To remove the meat from *Turbo* spp., the shell was given a light tap on a hard surface then, with a sharp flick of the wrist, the entire animal and operculum came away. No tool was required. With other gastropods with opercula (such as *Nerita* spp.), a small twig or plant stem was used to remove the opercula and pry the meat out. The meat from some gastropod shells, like *Lambis* spp., could not be easily removed so the shells had to be broken to get inside (Figure 10.4). This breakage was focused on the dorsal area of the body whorl and actioned by holding the shell in hand and striking with a rock. Breakage was also necessary for *Cypraea* and *Conus* shells. These consistent breakage patterns can be linked to fragmented archaeological shell material based on shell species, location of breakage and the shape of the broken edge and thus assist in identifying processing techniques archaeologically. This is particularly useful to indicate whether shell breakage patterns reveal meat extraction or artefact production.

Figure 10.4. Breakage patterns on *Lambis lambis* from processing.
Source: Annette Oertle.

Discard

The final stage of shellfishing is the disposal of the leftover shell material. Once discarded, the shell moves into the archaeological context. The shell refuse was kept together in a pot or bucket once the meat was removed. Any remaining entrails or non-calcareous opercula were fed to the chickens or pigs. At Langalanga the smaller shell pieces were used as infill for the artificial islands. This has stratigraphic implications for the anthropogenic islands themselves as the fragments trickle through the wide interstices between coral blocks.

Modern refuse was located away from buildings and out of the way of high traffic areas. Such areas included vegetated corners, edges of garden beds, corners of piers, into the lagoon and in the edges of mangrove stands. Shell discard was also left in the open and only covered or disturbed by more shell discard, falling leaf litter or incoming tides. Shell concentrations were discrete and scattered around various houses and gardens. The majority of shell concentrations were from single discard events. Concentrations located in mangrove beds, on piers or thrown into the lagoon were dispersed or covered in mud relatively quickly. Shell concentrations located in garden beds or near vegetation were relatively undisturbed environmentally but human or animal agents were the main vectors of disturbance. Terrestrial hermit crabs were
also movers of discarded gastropods, leaving their old shell behind (see Szabó 2012). This was
seen on numerous nightly wanderings where recently discarded gastropods had been quickly
occupied by hermit crabs and were wandering around the gardens.

Discussion

Modern shellfishing behaviours highlight the roles of women and children in gathering shellfish.
They have specific knowledge of the habitat and know the methods for finding different species.
This is also seen in the various ways to clean and cook shell. The stages of processing and
discard provide the greatest potential for physical markers on shell material and therefore for
obtaining a better understanding of archaeological site formation and transformation. Cooking
methods such as roasting can provide physical and chemical markers which can remain through
to the archaeological record. It is well understood that heating of bone or rock will affect the
microstructure and biochemistry of the material, but understanding of the response of shell to
heating, on the other hand, is poor. A handful of recent studies (Aldeias et al. 2016; Milano
et al. 2016) will complement burning experiments undertaken during fieldwork in the Solomon
Islands to attempt to better understand these changes.

In terms of discard, the locations of midden deposits are very discrete with a low possibility of
in situ preservation considering Indo-Pacific environmental factors. Large-scale environmental
events are common in the Indo-Pacific (such as earthquakes, tsunamis and cyclones) and have
a significant impact on human behaviour, resource availability, as well as archaeological site
locations and preservation. Solomon Islanders have witnessed first-hand the effects of modern
sea-level rise with a number of islands now gone or impacted by shoreline recession (Albert et al.
2016). First-hand accounts from people living in Langalanga and Lau lagoons mention a number
of small islands, both natural and artificial, which have slowly decreased in size or been destroyed
by cyclones. Residents have also noted changes in mangrove and reef zones due to sea-level
rise. Smaller-scale environmental changes such as increased wave action, sediment build-up,
bioturbation and bioerosion also influence the preservation of archaeological shell material. The
separation of shell refuse (smaller shells for infill dropped into the gaps between coral blocks on
artificial islands and shoreline extensions) and the differing locations where they are discarded
minimises the likelihood of site preservation. If it had been done in the past, this form of shell
discard as island infill would cause serious issues for archaeologists due to the constant addition,
movement and removal of sand, shells and rock involved in the creation and life cycle of an
artificial island. All contextual information about the discard of a shell would be impossible to
know. Using discarded shell material as infill for island building in the Solomon Islands may also
be a contributing factor in the minimal number of preserved coastal archaeological sites recorded
for this region.

It is also important to remember that not all archaeological shell material in a site is likely to be
food refuse. Malaita is the only remaining hub of shell money production in the Solomon Islands
(Guo 2006) and fragmented or broken shell representing industrial debris from shell money
production may be found in archaeological sites. Another possible concentration of fragmented
gastropods may be formed as refuse from hermit crab extraction. This was observed in Langalanga
Lagoon where every afternoon a woman would gather hermit crabs in the mangroves next to her
house. She would then take them back to a rocky outcrop at the edge of the mangroves to smash
them open, remove the hermit crabs and then use them as bait for fishing. The broken shells were
left there, just above the high tide mark. Heavy rains or higher than normal waves would most
likely wash them away.
Conclusion

The issues involved in projecting modern human behaviours onto past societies are well recognised, but we can attempt to disentangle it by using a combination of scientific methods. Every aspect of shellfishing needs to be understood to minimise assumptions and strengthen inferences based on archaeological material. It is thus necessary to consider the varying nature of shellfishing in terms of variability in prey choice, field processing and transportation, but it is also essential to assess how these factors affect site formation. Ethnoarchaeology must also concentrate on discard and formation processes (Davidson 1988:29) as they provide a connection between the systemic and the archaeological record. If we can understand more of the life history behind an archaeological object, we can piece together the past with greater clarity. It is also important not to overlook the variability of human behaviour. A model that has great explanatory power in one location may not translate so well to others and the distinct differences in shell discard between Meehan’s iconic Anbarra studies and those noted for Malaita serve to demonstrate this.

The short amount of time spent observing modern shellfishing practices at two different lagoons on Malaita, Solomon Islands has highlighted the need to follow and record the progression of shellfish gathering, processing and discard. The specific methods of processing shell can leave physical markers on shell material, whilst the distribution of shell discard and an understanding of the environmental impacts on site preservation in this tropical island region provide a valuable background in understanding how an archaeological site would form and transform over time.
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Mummification of the human body as a vector of social link: The case of Faténaoué (New Caledonia)

Frédérique Valentin and Christophe Sand

Introduction

This chapter details mummified bodies that were seated in braided baskets and displayed at the opening of a small rock shelter, on top of a karstic peak dominating an old village situated in the Faténaoué Valley (Témala-Voh, New Caledonia). These bodies call attention to a characteristic of Kanak, and more generally Melanesian, societies: the need for an extended physical connection with ancestors. This trait is exemplified by the burial practices of Ndani (Irian Jaya, Indonesia), Buang and Anga (Papua New Guinea) societies in the present day (Beckett and Nelson 2015; Vial 1936), as well as in the societies of the Torres Strait during the 19th century (Pretty 1969). Over the nearly 3000 years of its prehistoric and traditional Kanak history, the New Caledonia archipelago has seen the development of an exceptional diversity of burial traditions (Sand et al. 2003, 2008). While archaeological studies can identify differences between time periods, there is also clear regional variability in burial practices, body treatments and status-dependent mortuary rituals between contemporaneous communities and chiefdoms (Valentin and Sand 2001, 2008).

In this chapter, the term ‘mummification’ is defined as the treatment of a corpse aiming at preventing decomposition of soft tissues of the body. Thus a ‘mummy’ corresponds to human remains with preserved soft tissues (Aufderheide 2003). We will describe the techniques and successive operations leading to the preparation and conservation of mummies in the Kanak society of Témala by using oral history, ethnohistorical written records, archaeological and bioarchaeological data gained from fieldwork undertaken in 2001 at the site of Faténaoué and an examination of photographs of the site dating back to the beginning of the 20th century. This will allow us to highlight the particular vision of the ancestor within this society and to explore its role and place in the context of the New Caledonian micro-regional sociocultural systems.

Written ethnohistorical reports and oral history concerning mummification

Three first-hand written reports depict the practice of mummification of the human body in New Caledonia. At the end of the 1860s, Patouillet witnesses the smoking of the corpse of a chief in a house in Wagap (Patouillet 1873:170–172). Glaumont, who lived in New Caledonia at the end of the 19th century, records the use of mummification for the chiefs in the Belep Islands...
and in the central chain of Grande Terre. He describes in detail the process. It occurs in a house and comprises perforations of the skin to introduce preservative plant products, desiccation of the body, clothing and make-up of the face (Glaumont 1888:128). Vincent, who stayed in the Houailou region during the 1890s, mentions the contracted position of the smoked body and indicates that the treatment, practised in a house, used to be exclusively for chiefs, but was applied to people of lesser status at the end of the 19th century in the Touho region (Vincent 1895:53).

Other ethnohistorical reports demonstrate the existence of mummies in New Caledonia and the Loyalty Islands. Vieillard, Deplanche and Bourgarel, who stayed in New Caledonia between 1855 and 1867, mention mumified bodies in open air settings, deposited on the ground or in trees, sometimes in ‘a kind of coffin’, in the Canala region (Bourgarel 1866:414; Vieillard and Deplanche 1863:63). In 1869, Bonnafont (1871:236–237) mentions uncorrupted bodies wrapped in mats and deposited for several years at the surface of caves and rock shelters in the Loyalty Islands. Father Lambert (1901:285), who lived in New Caledonia during the second half of the 19th century, has observed parts of human bodies with desiccated skin in caves of Isle of Pines. Similar observations were made by Sarasin at the beginning of the 20th century in caves and rock shelters in the north of Grande Terre (Sarasin 1929 [2009:235]; Sarasin and Roux 1917:96), and on Maré and Lifou in the Loyalty Islands (Sarasin and Roux 1917:244, 246, 274, Figure 144). Sarasin has illustrated a mummy placed in a vegetal basket in a crouched position, knees against shoulders, about 70 cm high, and described it as a ‘dry mummy with the skin hard and parchment-like’ (Sarasin 1929 [2009, plate 16, Figure 4:233]). This particular mummy seems to be the same one illustrated later by Nevermann (1942:48).

In addition to the written records, oral histories about the north of Grande Terre describe the process of mumification of the human body and the transport of the mummy to its resting place. According to Leenhardt (1947:110–112), the Faténaoué people, who speak languages related to the Poapoâ and Poai (Hienghène) languages and are associated to the Hoot ma Waap customary area, used to travel for several days to transport their dead to a secret place; and smoke the body and make small openings in the body using vegetal spines to remove the bodily fluids. Kasarhérou (1986:3) reports also that the Faténaoué people used to smoke the bodies before transport to the resting place with wooden poles of about 2 m long, using a technique similar to that used to smoke fish and meat. More specifically, an oral history collected by Gony in 2001 in the Gomen region (fwai language) (Valentin and Gony 2016:14–17) describes two distinct processes to smoke a body in function of the social status of the dead. The process for elites is complicated and performed in several different locations. It includes massaging the body with vegetal oils or leaves; draining of bodily fluids by making small openings in the body; contraction of the body; its smoking (sometimes wrapped in a vegetal envelope); and the use of two vegetal baskets. One is of simple shape and used to transport the mummy to its resting place, as illustrated on engraved bamboos (Dellenbach and Lobsiger 1939:338). The second, made at the resting place, is referred to as an ‘armchair’, in which the body was seated. The process ends with the placement of the mummy in a secret place, an isolated cavity at altitude. In the Paici-Camuhí customary area (immediately adjacent to the south of Hoot ma Waap area), the desiccated body is placed and conserved on a net stretched between posts near the top of the central post in the chiefly house (Boulay 1990:103).
Bioarchaeological study of the Faténaoué mummies

The Faténaoué site is located in the Témala-Voh region, in the north-western part of Grande Terre, New Caledonia, bordering the Païcī-Camuhi customary area to the south (Figure 11.1). The cavity sheltering the mummies is located in the central chain, at an elevation of more than 500 m above an old Kanak hamlet and about 12 km in straight line from the mouth of the Témala River, on top of a peak associated to the Mount Tenda Formation (624 m) dominating the Faténaoué Valley. The site of Faténaoué and the mummies were probably visited by Europeans since the beginning of the French colonisation of Grande Terre in the mid-19th century. A written report describes a visit to the site in December 1938 (Leenhardt 1947) and published photographs have been taken since the 1930s (Brou 1970, 1977; Larsen and Larsen 1960; Leenhardt 1947). We have been able to assemble a series of 10 sets of photographs housed in the New Caledonian Archives at the New Caledonian Museum and in private collections. The photographs were taken over a period of about 70 years, from the middle of the 1930s to the beginning of the 2000s. The photographs of Ernest Lauchlan Sinclair (ANC 139Fi) (Figure 11.2) and E Perkins, the latter being published in 1942 in National Geographic (de Chetelat 1942), are the earliest of the lot. These photographs provide unexpected and complementary data to perform dynamic bioarchaeological analysis of the mummies. Archaeologists studying a site generally observe only the last state of a long succession of transformative actions, particularly in open air sites. Our bioarchaeological field study of the Faténaoué mummies was conducted in 2001, at the request of the North Province of New Caledonia, in agreement with the traditional Kanak landowners. No human remains were displaced/moved while our field observations were undertaken, with the exception of the sampling of soft tissues and bone fragments, as reported in Sand et al. (2016).
In 2001, two mummies were visible at the entrance of a cavity of limited size (4.6 m x 4.6 m, and not more than 1.0 m high) opening on a small platform 4.4 m long, located on top of a limestone peak of limited accessibility. Facing the valley, the two bodies were seated, upper and lower limbs flexed, knees against the chest, in a position held by a winding rope as indicated by the constrained position of the shoulders (projecting forwards) and the accumulation of ropes at the feet of both individuals (Figure 11.3). Each body was in a basket, with a third basket behind them and a low stone wall protecting them at the front. The two individuals are adult and rather old, as arthritic lesions were observed at the joints of the skeletons. The northernmost one is male and the sex of the other (in central position) is unknown. This second individual is better preserved and died between 1888 and 1916, as revealed by the colorimetric analysis of a bone fragment (post mortem delay 99 +/- 14 years, Jean-Noël Vignal, IRCGN, Rosny-sous-Bois, France, pers. comm. 2002). An oral history associated with the site and naming the deceased (Mae Kahouta from Faténaoué and his wife from Hienghène), confirms this early 20th-century date (Kasarhérou 1986). The death of these individuals therefore occurred after the first installation of European settlers in the region, following the opening of the settlements of Koné in 1880, Pouembout in 1883 and Voh a few years later (Merle 1995; Saussol 1979).

The two individuals could have been from the same biological group. They display similar morphological features. Particularly, both are very tall, exceeding 1.8 m in height, which is a distinctive trait of the men of the Baco region as noticed by the ethnologist Sarasin at the beginning of the 20th century (Sarasin 1916–1917:86). Ancient mitochondrial DNA extracted from bone samples taken from the two individuals show that both do not possess the 9-bp deletion identifying haplogroup B, an Asian-derived lineage found at high frequencies in Polynesian populations (Matisoo-Smith 2016). It also revealed that one of them (the second individual) belongs to the haplogroup Q (Q1), a haplogroup already identified in New Caledonia (Q2) and frequent in several forms in north Melanesia (Friedlaender et al. 2007). Isotopic data measured in bone collagen extracted from fragments sampled from the two individuals indicate that they had a diet relying mainly on vegetal food items, in combination with a few marine products such as shellfish and algae (Herrscher and Valentin 2016).

In 2001, the two bodies were partially skeletonised and displayed comparable distributions of preserved soft tissues. The northernmost body is represented by skeletal elements partially maintained in articulation by desiccated soft tissues surrounding the joints and covering the chest. Remains of ligaments, muscles and skin of brown dark colour are extremely dry, lacking fat and displaying a homogenous and fibrous aspect. The second individual is comprised of skeletal elements in articulation, largely covered by brown, homogenous, fibrous and extremely dry soft tissues, lacking fat. Notably, the skull is covered by remains of soft tissues which present two different layers (skin and muscle) in the neck region. Moreover, the tissues covering the chest are folded, due to the early retraction of the layers underlying the skin, which is a particular feature of desiccated and mummified bodies (Aufderheide and Rodriguez-Martin 1998). No body part was ablated from the bodies, the thoraces were not opened and the necks were not disarticulated on purpose. The bones are unburned and the mummies are characterised by extreme dryness and the loss of lipid in soft tissues. Hair and nails are absent as observed not only in 2001 but also in the earlier photographs. These features suggest in both cases a desiccation perhaps by sun and/or low heat and smoke exposure, as shown by un-flexed extremities of the bodies (implying no contraction of muscles at the extremities) and no explosion of the brain cases (Symes et al. 2008). An early loss of epidermis is also suggested, as hair and nails (elements associated with the epidermis that are absent here) take longer to disintegrate than other soft tissues in natural conditions of decomposition; in this respect, the Faténaoué mummies recall the smoked bodies from the Aseki region in Papua New Guinea (Beckett and Nelson 2015).
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Figure 11.2. View of the Faténaoué mummies at the beginning of the 1930s (courtesy Archives de la Nouvelle-Calédonie—Fonds Ernest Lauchlan Sinclair—139Fi).
Source: Ernest Lauchlan Sinclair.

Figure 11.3. The mummies of Faténaoué as they were during the 2001 archaeo-anthropological study.
Source: Christophe Sand.
As mentioned earlier, the Faténaoué mummies are enclosed in baskets. The baskets can be associated with the net style as defined by Balfet (1952), which is comprised of three elements: a net, a frame and a rope used to tie the net to the frame. The frame consists of an assemblage of stems of a vine (*Smilax* sp.), while the netting and rope are made of coconut fibres (*Cocos nucifera*). The three baskets are of different forms, with variation in the shape of the frame and the presence of handles or openings (Figure 11.4) adorned with shell in at least one case, as testified by Leenhardt’s 1938 photographs. Other vegetal elements such as a small vegetal bundle placed between the skull and the knee of the northernmost individual and a wooden pole can be seen on the early photographs. While altered from their original state, these materials do not seem to have been exposed to fire or smoke.

The human remains of at least five individuals, some charred, were scattered at the feet of the two Faténaoué mummies along with various grave goods (Figure 11.3). This assemblage comprises only dry bones among which the cranial extremity is under-represented. It includes both male and female individuals according to the morphology of the coxal bone (Bruzek 2002), all of whom appearing to be relatively old. Our analysis of the photographs (Figure 11.2) indicates that more skeletal elements, especially skulls and bones with desiccated soft tissues still attached, were originally present in the rock shelter. This demonstrates that these scattered bones are what is left from the degradation of at least nine to perhaps 11 other mummies, also placed in baskets. At least three other baskets were identified on the early photographs.

**Discussion**

**Potential purpose for mummification**

Overall, the bioarchaeological features of the Faténaoué mummies reflect a sequence of actions practised over time and in several distinct locations that reflects the particular vision of the ancestor within this Kanak society from the north of Grande Terre. This sequence conforms in several ways with first-hand written reports and oral history related to the site and other areas of north Grande Terre. The inferred removal of the epidermis can be associated with the massage of the body mentioned in the oral tradition. The flexion of the corpse, knees against chest, is also reported in the oral history and the written records. It was probably done a short time after death.
on a still-supple body. Combined with verticality, the contracted position encourages desiccation and the elimination of decomposition fluids. At Faténaoué, the position was maintained with ropes constraining shoulders and torso, a detail not mentioned in oral histories and written records but documented from other funerary contexts in the north of Grande Terre (Sarasin 1929 [2009]). The desiccation of the bodies at Faténaoué appears to result from the sun and/or low heat and smoke exposure, in agreement with oral histories and written records. No traces of covering clothing or of make-up were identified at Faténaoué, but the bodies were adorned as shell bracelets were seen by Leenhardt in 1938 (Leenhardt 1947). Finally, the mummies were transported to the Faténaoué rock shelter already mummified. Wooden poles were observed at the site, which could have been associated with the transport of the mummies. The large number of mummies that once existed in the site relative to the small size and configuration of the shelter, as well as the absence of absorbing material and combustion remains (except some charred bones) also support this view. However, this does not exclude other activities at the site, like basket-making as mentioned in oral traditions. The baskets in which the mummies rest do not seem particularly adapted for transport but rather conceived for display. Some of them have a square or rectangular shell-adorned opening placed in front of the face of the mummy.

Comparisons with other mummies from Oceania highlight the uniqueness of the Faténaoué mummies. If the removal of epidermis observed at Faténaoué is a frequent practice in mummification processes of Oceanian populations (Beckett and Nelson 2015; Pretty and Calder 1998), other features appear specific to New Caledonia: no body part was removed from the bodies, the thoraces were not opened, the necks were not disarticulated on purpose and there is no apparent effort to re-establish a living human appearance, as documented, for example, for Torres Straits mummies (Bonney and Clegg 2011; Flower 1879; Pretty and Calder 1998) or funerary mannequins of Malekula, Vanuatu (Speiser 1923 [1996]). The use of basket containers at Faténaoué also differs from the stretchers used to present mummies in the Torres Strait during the 19th century (Pretty 1969) and the armchairs used today in the Anga societies of Papua New Guinea (Beckett and Nelson 2015).

The purpose of making mummies may also be different at Faténaoué. Cases of temporarily preserving the physical living appearance of the dead, and the abandonment, inhumation or cremation of the prepared body subsequent to funerary ceremonies, are reported for Australia and the Torres Strait Islands (Bonney and Clegg 2011; Pretty and Calder 1998). In Polynesian societies (except perhaps in New Zealand, where mummies were placed in rock shelters; Orchiston 1971; Simmons 1967), the preservation or mummification of the body was also a component of the funerary system, as it appears it had, in some instances, an intermediate function in a complex sequence of activities surrounding the physical remains of the dead (Aufderheide 2003; Handy 1927; Linton 1925; Maureille and Sellier 1996).

Considering the staging observed at Faténaoué, we think that the purpose of the mummification of human bodies in the Faténaoué society was probably to obtain long-lasting media to ensure extended networks of social relationships for future generations. At first glance, the Faténaoué living/dead relationship suggests avoidance. Ropes hamper the bodies, baskets enclose them and the mummies are placed in an isolated and secret location, apart from the dwelling areas, thus establishing a distance from the living and the present. The physical remains of the dead could have inspired fear or respect. As elsewhere in Melanesia, fear is an emotion mentioned in the New Caledonian ethnographic literature (Leenhardt 1930 [1980]:217), and regulations related to prohibition (taboo) limit close physical living/dead interactions to selected members of the society (Leenhardt 1947; Sarasin 1929 [2009]). However, three aspects support our hypothesis of the establishment of a dead/living social link not only to ‘contemplate the landscape and address his blessing’ (Leenhardt 1947:111) but for future mediations. The Faténaoué mummies were placed at an elevated location dominating the settlement, faces turned towards the living
The relation between the face, the eyes and the opening in the basket confers to the mummy a form of 'beingness', a being possessing the faculty of perception and communication despite the fact its living human appearance was not re-established. Finally, the mummies were apparently produced to be durable, to resist time and potentially to be active, even at distance, for a duration exceeding the time of those who made them.

**Place in the regional Kanak sociocultural system**

The New Caledonian practice of mummification of the dead appears to be localised mainly in the northern part of Grande Terre. More precisely, it appears to overlap the Huot ma Waap customary area, which is also characterised by a particular mask tradition (Guiart 1987), with an extension to the south in the Paicî-Camuhi area. The practice was witnessed during the 19th century in the regions of Wagap (Patouillet 1873:170–172), Touho (Vincent 1895:53), and Belep (Glaumont 1888), and mummies were seen not only in the Faténaoué Valley but also in the Khongo Valley (Routhier 1957), and in caves in the Koumac region (Sand and Bole 2012; Sarasin 1929 [2009]). The practice does not seem present with the same intensity in other New Caledonian regions, confirming Leenhardt’s hypothesis of a custom of the north of Grande Terre that becomes rare south of Ponérihouen (Leenhardt 1930 [1980:217]), except maybe in the Canala region (Yves-Béalo Gony, pers. comm. 2013). By contrast, the mummies observed in the Loyalty Islands appear to be the result of a natural mummification process (Bonnafont 1871).

In caves on Lifou Island, still supple and fat bodies with nails and hair, dating to the beginning of Christian conversion era, are extended, wrapped in mats and placed in wooden containers (Sand et al. 1995; Valentin and Bole 2001). Written sources also mention that body embalming was not part of the funerary practice on Lifou Island (Hadfield 1920).

The Faténaoué mummies do not appear to express a short-lived mortuary phenomenon but rather a multigenerational practice associated with a particular group and developed over a long period in the extended sociocultural region of northern Grande Terre. Available chronological information from direct dating on bone and oral history naming the deceased indicate that the practice, still active at the turn of the 20th century, ceased only after European colonisation.

The variation in the level of degradation of mummies and baskets and the number of mummified individuals suggest that the practice was carried out earlier and most probably predated the 19th century (Sand et al. 2016).

The intensity of the practice of mummification in the Voh-Témala region, with mummies in the Khongo Valley (Routhier 1957), and at least nine to 11 mummies on top of Faténaoué peak and others in cavities towards the base of the same peak (Kasarhérou 1986), might result from a twofold sociopolitical phenomenon: an identity affirmation at a border zone and an indigenisation process, developed by newcomers in the region as episodes of friction occurred. During the first half of the 19th century, Paicî populations expanded from the east coast to the Voh-Témala region, leading to conflicts between local settlers and Kanak foreigners from the south-east (cf. Bensa 2000). During the second half of the 19th century, changes in the Faténaoué chiefdom related to the European colonisation of the region occurred, as recorded by the ethnographer J Guiart (1987:90–92):

Le clan des maîtres du sol à Hwatenewe [Faténaoué] aurait été à l’origine dit: Pwaduya ma Bwanehot. Il aurait été par la suite remplacé par les Pwacili Hmaè [clan composite], originaires de Koné. (The clan of the masters of the ground at Hwatenewe [Faténaoué] was possibly originally named: Pwaduya ma Bwanehot. It appears it subsequently got replaced by the Pwacili Hmaè [a composite clan], originating from Koné.)

The chief Hmaè Kahouta of Faténaoué belonged to this Pwacili Hmaè clan and was one of the last Kanak mummified in the Voh-Témala region and his body was transported to the top of the karstic peak.
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Conclusion

To conclude, the practice of mummification and the form of relation between mummies and survivors described here do not appear to be a phenomenon introduced from outside New Caledonia. Several facets of the treatment are fully inscribed in the mortuary system built by traditional Kanak societies during the second millennium CE, particularly in the north of Grande Terre (Valentin and Sand 2001, 2008). Notably, inhumations are set apart from the living space, placed at its edge, as for example at Pwanitio, in the Tiwaka Valley (Sand 1997), or in remote and rocky areas inappropriate for cultivation, or in the forest (Saussol 1990:24). The treatment of the skulls is an aspect reflecting the final stage of another complex mortuary process: they were exposed, aligned and the face turned outside, on or behind a low wall, protected by a canoe or at the opening of a rocky outcrop in several regions of Grande Terre (Bourgarel 1865; Leenhardt 1930 [1980]; Sarasin and Roux 1917; Vieillard and Deplanche 1863 [2001]) (Figure 11.5).

Mummification of the human body and mummies from a localised area, overlapping the Hoot ma Waap and the Paicî-Camuhi customary areas of New Caledonia, are therefore elements of a cultural package related to the traditional Kanak complex (Sand et al. 2003, 2008). It is the identity and/or social marker of a particular group that required the inscription of the deceased’s name in the genealogical memory and its integration in the legitimation of claims to land at a time where groups’ reconfiguration was at play (Saussol 1979).
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The social practices related to food preparation and consumption are known to reveal important aspects of any culture, as resources are usually consumed not only for their taste and nutritional value but also for the significance they hold in specific contexts (Twiss 2012). Organic residue analysis represents a useful way to identify specific foods and relate them directly to artefacts. In contexts where containers are thought to bear a special value, directly identifying the content of pottery through organic residue analysis has the potential to highlight the status of different food resources within the community.

Such is the case with Lapita pottery, associated with the first human presence in Remote Oceania about 3000 years ago. Given the widespread sharing of intricate decorative motifs, highly organised designs and remarkable vessel forms across Vanuatu, New Caledonia, Fiji, Samoa and Tonga, archaeologists generally believe that the people who manufactured and used decorated Lapita pots attributed great cultural significance to their iconography (Chiu 2007; Mead 1975; Sand and Bedford 2010; Siorat 1990). Current models assume that the symbolic significance of these vessels was more important than their economic value. It has been suggested that dentate-stamped Lapita ceramics were used to promote, signal and convey information about the social status and power of Lapita communities, notably in the contexts of special events and/or ceremonies, such as funerals or feasts for example (Best 2002; Chiu 2007; Spriggs 2003; Terrell and Welsh 1997). The archaeological record shows that generally Lapita occupations have been relatively short-lived (200 years maximum) and quickly followed by the emergence of distinctive regional decorative styles, perhaps signalling the decreased significance of Lapita pottery following the disintegration of a shared cultural system.

If largely accepted, the idea that dentate-stamped Lapita pottery was involved in special symbolic/ceremonial activities rather than prosaic domestic cooking is largely based on indirect contextual evidence. Our ongoing project is testing this hypothesis using organic data directly acquired from the vessels and reflecting their use. As a first step, the authors have recently analysed lipid residues absorbed within the walls of Lapita pottery from the cemetery site of Teouma in Vanuatu, in an effort to yield direct evidence of the food(s) associated with these decorated vessels (Leclerc et al. 2018). Besides confirming that food was indeed placed in the vessels, the homogenous lipid profiles and carbon isotopic values obtained in this pilot study suggests that similar food types or mixtures were placed in these vessels, potentially supporting their use for specialised functions. At this stage it is still premature to identify exactly which food(s) are associated with decorated Lapita pottery, but additional analyses of archaeological material and food items are currently being undertaken to shed further light on this question. Ultimately, by identifying the content of Lapita pottery, we wish to better understand the social value of various food items.
This chapter aims to develop a few core concepts that are essential in order to reach this level of interpretation. The theoretical framework on which these interpretations will be based and more specifically the concept of highly valued food will be introduced. The implications of this framework and the relevance of organic residue analysis as opposed to other approaches to understand 3000-year-old behaviours will also be debated. Lastly, a review of the food items most likely to be found in Lapita pottery will be presented based on archaeological and environmental data.

**On the social role of highly valued food**

It has long been emphasised by anthropological studies that food acts as a social indicator in addition to its obvious nutritional values (Appadurai 1981; Ashley et al. 2004; Gumerman 1997; Mintz and Du Bois 2002). Because food is inherently interwoven with social habits and social structure (Atalay and Hastorf 2006; Bourdieu 1990), it represents a unique medium to convey social information about the status of consumers (Danforth 1999; Lévi-Strauss 1965). Food is not only a passive conveyer of messages but also contributes actively to the construction of the social structure (Ashley et al. 2004; Bourdieu 1998; Mintz 1996). Generally, it does so by carrying two contrasting types of social information: food can be used to homogenise a group and reinforce social bonds and/or to differentiate subgroups and establish social statuses (Appadurai 1981; Dietler 1996; van der Veen 2003). Both agendas can be promoted by the consumption of highly valued foods in special contexts and/or specific locations, either public or private (Curet and Pestle 2010; van der Veen 2003:406). For example, it is well established that religious rituals and feasts represent exceptional occasions and often involve the communal consumption of highly valued foods as a social display of power. These occasions also contribute in a particularly significant way in defining, strengthening and/or distinguishing social groups (Dietler 1996; Dietler and Hayden 2012; Hayden 2012; Wiessner 2012). In many societies, special events involving the communal and all-inclusive consumption of food are held to promote the unity of a group, in contrast with other feasts or rituals where access to certain types of foodstuffs is restricted (Hayden 2012; van der Veen 2003). In the latter case, exotic and/or foreign foods are often used as markers of social detachment (van der Veen 2003:415).

Highly valued food is a concept related to the culturally defined differentiation between staple food items and luxuries—that is, food with extra social value. This differentiation is based on several interrelated factors of varying importance depending on the situation, including the rarity, difficulty of preparation and acquisition (labour investment), exoticism, succulence and semiotic weight of the food (Appadurai 1986; Berry 1994; Curet and Pestle 2010; Dietler and Hayden 2012; Hayden 1996). On other occasions, quantity rather than qualitative traits appear to be more significant in revealing value, as reported for example by the ethnographic studies of De Garine (1976), Goody (1982) and Leach (2003) in African and East Polynesian communities where vast quantities of ‘normal’ food are used in ritual/feasting contexts.

Highly valued food items are thus specific to particular cultural contexts, and the status of any food item may also vary diachronically (van der Veen 2003:409–410). As a result, the criteria listed above do not always indicate high social value, as illustrated for instance by MacLean and Insoll’s (2003) demonstration that exotic goods do not necessarily equate to luxury goods. Nevertheless, examples of exotic and scarce food items attributed high social value are numerous in the literature (see Ervynck et al. 2003) and several archaeologists have successfully reconstructed the value of food types based on their differential distribution and the presence of clear material correlates for feasting practices (e.g. Emery 2003; Kirch and O’Day 2003; LeFebvre and DeFrance 2014).
For more recent time periods, other sources of data can be used to reconstruct the value of specific food items. In Polynesia, for example, certain foodstuffs are known to have been highly valued based on ethnohistorical and linguistic data (Kirch 2012; Kirch and O’Day 2003). In some cases, such information can be verified through independent lines of evidence. One isotopic study of human skeletons, for example, confirmed that fat and meaty food were highly valued amongst Polynesian groups in the recent past (around 750 to 300 BP) (Kinaston et al. 2013).

In the case of 3000-year-old Lapita pottery from Teouma, however, information about high-status food contained in proto-historic reports should not be adopted uncritically since it cannot be assumed that particular species kept the same symbolic roles over time. On one hand, ethnoarchaeological studies yield interesting data attesting to long-term continuity in human–things relational systems and allowing for inspiring archaeological hypotheses and models through analogical inferences (Hamon 2016). However, it is rather naïve to suppose systematic persistence in behaviours over millennia, as similarities in material culture do not necessarily equate with diachronic continuity, particularly when comparing social groups separated by such long periods of time. There are several examples of presumed ancestral traditions changing significantly through time (e.g. Cunningham and MacEachern 2016; Sillar and Ramón Joffré 2016) and even some cases where the social value of food items is known to have shifted from one extreme to the other, as in the case of oyster or deer in Europe (Grant 2002:20–22; van der Veen 2003:409–410 for other examples). Overall, ‘it is far too easy to assume that the values assigned to particular foodstuffs in the past were the same as they are today’ (Grant 2002:22). In Melanesia, several ethnoarchaeological studies have addressed the cultural importance of specific ingredients in a more recent past (e.g. Miles 1997; Wiessner 2012). While certainly relevant, the information provided by these sources should be considered with caution: ‘That many practices … look like ancient forms should not lead us to assume that they are in some way survivals from an ancient past’ (Cunningham and MacEachern 2016:636).

In sum, we argue that ethnoarchaeological analogies are not sufficient to provide convincing interpretations on the use of Lapita pots dating back about 3000 BP. In Vanuatu, for example, the often assumed particular social status of pigs during early human occupation is solely based on excavations from much more recent sites (400 BP; Garanger 1972), as well as reports from the 16th-century Spanish navigator Quiros and contemporary kastom. To presume that pigs had a special status 3000 years ago based on its social importance in the last centuries appears as a weak inference. The absence of full circle tusks in Lapita sites could also be taken as counter-evidence for the high status of pigs in ancient times, considering that tusked boars now represent social, political and economic capital in northern Vanuatu (Rodman 1996). It is true that pigs were part of a selective cultural complex and carried over long distances as they were introduced into the new territories colonised by Lapita peoples, but so were chicken, rats and a range of plant species. The other introduced species, animal and vegetal, could have equally been considered socially valuable. In light of this reasoning, we argue that every foodstuff available at the time of the Teouma cemetery could have had special value and potentially been placed in decorated Lapita pottery.

**Organic residue analysis of Lapita pottery**

In Melanesia, the archaeological study of food and resource exploitation is generally conducted through the prism of optimal foraging theory and behavioural ecology (e.g. Denham and Barton 2006; Hawkins 2015). While these approaches have some evident benefits, they provide little information about the cultural perception and social value of food items in human groups some 3000 years ago. Data from zooarchaeological assemblages and isotope studies have revealed that
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Lapita groups had a mixed diet composed of marine and terrestrial resources (e.g. Hawkins 2015; Kinaston, Buckley et al. 2014; Valentin et al. 2010), but they can hardly be used to examine the Lapita mindset regarding food. On the other hand, results from the organic residue analysis of Lapita and post-Lapita pottery will allow a better understanding of eating/serving habits and the social value of the food by directly relating food items to specific vessels.

The first wave of organic residue analysis on decorated Lapita vessels from Teouma supports the idea that these vessels were meant to hold a specific type of food (or mixture of food), tentatively supporting their specialised function (Leclerc et al. 2018). Indeed, lipid residues extracted from the decorated vessels were strikingly similar, which suggests that similar types of food were placed in every dentate-stamped container analysed. Specific food types were exclusively selected to be put in Lapita pottery, and it is plausible these particular foods held a particular cultural status. The homogeneity of molecular and isotopic values across all samples, despite variation in the forms and/or decorative motifs of the containers analysed, also contradicts any hypothesis that specific types of food could have been associated with specific forms of vessels. Interestingly, to date organic residue analysis strongly suggests that marine foods were not processed in Lapita pottery but the results do not allow us yet to distinguish between plants, non-ruminant animals and/or freshwater resources as the main components of the residues. Ongoing and future analyses will provide more information and precision regarding the food content of Lapita pottery, but in the meantime it is relevant to assess the archaeological and environmental context of these food types and on what grounds they may have been imbued with special or high social value.

Lapita foods and vessels

The scholarship on Lapita diet reveals that a generalist subsistence strategy combining marine and terrestrial broad-spectrum foraging, hunting and the cultivation of native and introduced plant species (so-called ‘transported landscapes’) characterises Lapita settlements (e.g. Crowther 2009; Hawkins 2015; Horrocks et al. 2014; Kinaston, Buckley et al. 2014; Valentin et al. 2010). It has also been confirmed directly by Leclerc et al. (2018), and indirectly by Crowther (2006, 2009) as well as Horrocks and Bedford (2005), that food was placed in Lapita decorated vessels. Whether the vessels were used to cook, prepare or serve the foods is however still uncertain, even if some technological features of decorated Lapita pottery suggest they are ill-designed for cooking (Ambrose 1997).

Freshwater resources

Keeping in mind that Teouma represents a colonising site and that raw materials used to manufacture some of the vessels have been traced back to New Caledonia, it is safe to assume that during their trip, the population that eventually settled on Efate and used Teouma as a cemetery must have been more accustomed to marine resources compared to freshwater species. To this day, very little research has been done on freshwater shellfish exploited by Lapita populations (cf. Szabó 2009) and remains from freshwater fish species are yet to be recovered from Lapita assemblages (Rintaro Ono, pers. comm. 2017). As opposed to the commonly available marine resources, the relative novelty, exoticism and rarity of the freshwater resources available on Efate must have been noticed by Lapita occupants. These traits correspond to some of the criteria usually associated with high-status food, as mentioned before. Consequently, it is plausible that freshwater resources were placed in decorated Lapita vessels and used in non-secular contexts at the cemetery.
Non-ruminant terrestrial animals

Zooarchaeological remains recovered from various Lapita sites, including Teouma, confirm that terrestrial animal species were exploited by the occupants (Hawkins 2015; Kirch 2017; Sand 2010; Summerhayes et al. 2010). In fact, some of the animal populations were heavily impacted by human predation, to the point of extinction for species such as the tortoise, the crocodile and some bird species (Hawkins et al. 2016; Mead et al. 2002; Worthy et al. 2015). The idea, based on optimal foraging models, is that these abundant large animals were targeted first by Lapita newcomers because they represented prime, easy-to-catch preys providing vital amounts of calories and protein that greatly helped them settling in. Fruit bats (Pteropodidae) also represent a terrestrial species known to have been heavily exploited by Lapita communities (Bedford 2006; Kirch and Yen 1982; Worthy and Clark 2009). In addition to these native species, a number of domesticated and commensal animals (pigs, chicken, rats, but probably not dogs) were introduced into Remote Oceania by Lapita settlers (Anderson 2009; Hawkins 2015; Matisoo-Smith et al. 1998; Storey et al. 2008). The prime importance of these native and non-native terrestrial animals for the survival of the group during the earlier phase of occupation would have been acknowledged by Lapita peoples. It is plausible that such primary reliance raised the social status of these foods, thereby leading to their placement in highly decorated vessels and involvement in burial practices.

Plant resources

Considering that Teouma represents a colonising site (Bedford et al. 2010), it is argued that C3 plants were scarce during the early phase of Lapita occupation at Teouma. A number of C3 endemic plant species suitable for consumption were present in the archipelago when Lapita groups first arrived, although how rich the environment was is still a matter of debate (cf. Green 1991; Lebot and Sam in press; McClatchey 2012). It is generally argued that the bulk of edible plant resources at the time were limited to leafy vegetables, palms (including coconut, given that it was found in pre-human levels dated to 5000 BP on Aneityum—Spriggs 1984) and some tree crops such as Inocarpus fagifer, Canarium and Barringtonia (Walter and Sam 2002). With regards to newly introduced crops such as taro, yam and banana, it is safe to assume that their quantity must have been limited in the early stage of Lapita occupation, since time was required before the cultivation of introduced plant species thrived enough to make horticulture a viable and steady alternative to hunting and gathering. Overall, these conditions are in accordance with data obtained from faunal analysis and bulk isotopic studies of human bones, which indicate that plant resources, introduced or endemic, were not a major part of the diet in the early phase of the occupation.

Native C3 plants were most certainly less available than marine resources. Considering the significant quantity of marine remains recovered not only at Teouma but also on a majority of Lapita sites and the importance of maritime subsistence activity amongst Lapita people (Bedford 2006; Davidson et al. 2002; Kirch 1997:197–203; Szabó 2001), it is safe to assume that such resources were ubiquitous and commonly consumed at the time of Lapita occupations (Kinaston, Bedford et al. 2014; Kinaston, Buckley et al. 2014; Valentin et al. 2010).

The amount of work and effort necessary for the successful exploitation of plant resources would have been significant, especially for introduced crops. Consequently, the cost of acquisition would have been quite high for such foods. It has been demonstrated that these crops were introduced in Vanuatu as ‘vegetative propagules’, which are ‘highly sensitive to salt sprays and drought’ (Lebot and Sam in press). This implies that a considerable amount of care would have been required to protect these crops during the risky canoe trips over long distances. Lebot and Sam also highlight that the successful establishment of gardens by Lapita people colonising a new...
land was most likely the object of great and delicate attention. Moreover, it shows an intention to keep these crops available for the group, wherever they would establish themselves next. This demonstrates that these crops represented something worthwhile, to be preserved despite the effort, and regardless of whether this importance was based on a nutritional or cultural basis (or both).

During the first stages of occupation, the availability of these introduced resources must have been somewhat limited given the finite number of shoots introduced and the time required before gardens could be established. Months or years would have passed before the first occupants would have been able to collect the first harvests, and perhaps a decade before getting sufficient stock to supply a small community (Addison 2008; Lebot and Sam in press). Thereby, it is safe to claim that in the early days of settlement, introduced plant resources (such as taro, yam and banana) were labour-intensive to produce and relatively scarce. Overall, introduced plant species in Lapita communities fit many of the criteria associated with highly valued food. While this cannot be taken as a proof of the proposed scenario, the fact that starchy plants, including introduced species such as yam and taro, are nowadays very common in the diet of populations across Oceania (Pollock 1992; Walter and Lebot 2007) is consistent with the emulation process undergone by high-value and prestigious items, which typically become mainstream over time through a trickle-down effect (Grant 2002:20–22; van der Veen 2003:409–410).

Conclusions

Lapita people had access to a variety of food resources, several of which could have been placed in dentate-stamped vessels and possibly been highly valued. Relying solely on ethnohistorical sources to determine which resources could have been placed in Lapita pottery is not a reliable approach. Alternatively, organic residue analysis provides a means to look at research questions about Lapita foods and foodways from a refreshing perspective, potentially gaining new insights into the perceptions these people had of their food through its potential to identify the food content of decorated Lapita pottery. An initial pilot study suggests that specific foods were selected to be placed in Lapita pots, possibly confirming their specialised use. While molecular and isotopic values have allowed us to rule out marine resources as the content of the analysed samples, it is yet impossible to distinguish between plants, non-ruminant animals and/or freshwater resources as the main contributors of the residues. Here we demonstrated that all three could have been highly valued food. We are still at the dawn of our inquiry of Lapita foods and foodways using organic residues of dentate-stamped pottery, but it is clear from this chapter that interesting ideas can and have already been brought up. The outcomes are expanding our understanding of the Lapita mindset in regards to food beyond what has been possible so far.

Overall, the discussion presented in this chapter serves as a promising foundation on which upcoming results will build upon to provide new insights on Lapita people's cultural perceptions of food, and their use of decorated vessels in general. Ongoing and future analysis of archaeological ceramics and modern fats and oils will refine our interpretations and provide data that will allow us to address even broader research questions, such as comparing the content of plain and decorated ceramics, or testing whether the specialised use of Lapita pottery detected in our pilot also prevailed at other Lapita sites across Remote Oceania.
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Technology is a process. As a process, it materialises knowledge, identity and society. In this essay, I introduce the concept of technological process, which draws on the tenets of process archaeology and the anthropology of technology in describing materials and people as dynamic, mutually constitutive lines of flow. These lines are best codified as a *chaîne opératoire* (operational sequence), which allows us to tease apart socially meaningful, diachronic variation and change. How technological process, as a narrative device and interpretive concept, can be uniquely applied to the pre-colonial past in Melanesia is explored through the production and exchange of red-slipped pottery around Madang in the recent pre-colonial past. Common themes in this research, and other case studies from the area, draw attention to unique aspects of the technological process in north-east New Guinea, which involves growth, personification, magic and ritual. This has implications for how we understand technology in deeper archaeological time.

**Introduction**

In anthropology, theoretical shifts are re-emerging that conceptualise technical action as a central process in the co-construction of knowledge, identity and society (Dobres 2000; Ingold 2016; Wellner et al. 2015; see originally Mauss 1934). Similarly, in the subfield of archaeology, material culture research has become increasingly interested in the entanglements and interactions between people and non-human things, examining, for instance, how technical activities like production and exchange shape substantial aspects of people's cognitive and social ontologies (Gosden 2008; Malafouris 2010). These shifts are influenced by post-structuralism, which sees people and things as mutually constitutive processes or *flows*. Gosden and Malafouris' (2015) recent article most succinctly advocates for this, presenting a synthetic ‘process archaeology’ as one dialectic between *flow* and *form*. *Flow* being the permanent state of change experienced by people and things, and *form* being ephemeral. From the perspective of process archaeology, the emphasis then shifts away from artefacts, people and environments as static and synchronic *forms* and re-conceptualises these things as dynamic and diachronic lines of *flow*, constantly undergoing making and remaking, binding together and unravelling, always in processes of becoming. These processes underlie all people, materials and technologies. It is timely, then, to investigate the technology of pre-colonial Melanesia—especially aspects of production and exchange, which have been so central to developing theoretical models in the discipline—with these new ideas in mind.
This essay presents 'technological process' as a useful narrative and interpretive concept to re-conceptualise how we approach the complexities of materiality and the lived experience in the human past. This builds upon the chaîne opératoire as a methodological device to link higher order process theory with micro anthropological/archaeological observations. By forming these links, we can (1) more easily delineate past social groups and communities of practice, and (2) enliven our narratives of pre-colonial technology and society. The approach is illustrated through the production and exchange of red-slipped pottery around Madang in the ethnographic present, the colonial period and the recent archaeological past. I later find commonalities in my own research with other case studies from north-east New Guinea, including the manufacture of garamut drums on the Rai Coast and the process of lalong canoe building in Astrolabe Bay. I speculate that making things in pre-colonial Melanesia was intertwined and inseparable from making ritual, magic, language and reciprocal relationships. It is through the technological process that both non-human things and people were grown and initiated into networks of active interrelationships. I suggest that thinking about technology in this way can be useful in understanding the broader social context of material culture in Melanesia's deeper archaeological past.

Technology as process

Technology is a generative learning practice, which moulds the parameters of human thought, movement and action (Minar & Crown 2001); it produces embodied knowledge (Inoue 2006; Jørgensen 2013). Central to technical knowledge acquisition is the concurrent interplay of conscious intentionality, embodied knowledge and materials (Lemonnier 1986). It is through this continuous dynamism, tension and energy transfer between mind, body and matter that people internalise and create meaning, constituting their social world (Gosden 1994; Keller and Keller 1996).

Tim Ingold has produced a substantial body of work that builds upon these ideas. He sees this knowledge acquisition as process; as a transformative correspondence between maker and material (Ingold 2013). Materials are malleable and move in response to action upon them, and according to the nature of their own properties (Ingold 2012). In this way, the maker or user is guided in the technological process with the material, arriving at different temporary forms together. This is contrastive to what Ingold labels the hylomorphic model, which perceives people imposing form or mental templates on inert raw substances to create different types of finished products. Rather, materials are never finished, but continue to undergo change throughout their life history. By Ingold's reckoning, materials and consciousness can then be seen as progressing along life-lines. The 'artefacts' and 'objects' we examine as archaeologists are simply temporary stoppages or 'blobs' along these lines (Ingold 2015:3). If we want to get at the meaningful technological processes along which people and materials have travelled, and which have shaped their social and cognitive ontologies, we must then turn our analytical lens 90 degrees, from horizontal snapshots of blob-jects, to drawing out vertical linear processes. As these lines correspond and become bound up with others they become entangled, which results in mutative networks of interrelations with nodes of connectivity constantly undergoing strengthening and severance (Knappett 2011; Thomas this volume).
Gosden and Malafouris (2015) draw together these trends in anthropology and advocate for a process ontology, through which people, social groups and materials create modes of becoming. They advance three theoretical postulates for applying such a process ontology to a successful ‘process archaeology’: (1) reality is best understood as modes of becoming rather than states of being; (2) people, objects and things are always in flux; (3) human becoming is understood as transformations between energy and matter. If we think about technology from a process archaeology perspective, technology is not inert and lifeless, but represents distinct lines of flux. It is every process of human action with matter that produces, creates, distributes, uses, destroys or in some other way affects the world.

Although Gosden and Malafouris present the higher order theoretical postulates of process archaeology, they are yet to delve into the middle-range linking devices that will allow us to tie these ideas to archaeological material culture. However, Carl Knappett (2005), exploring similar modes of becoming on Bronze Age Crete, has stressed the need for such methodological innovations and advocates for the chaîne opératoire approach to describe technology not as concrete and object-centric, focused on temporary form, but rather, as a study of techniques, examining the flow of technological process.

For analytical purposes the chaîne opératoire can be subdivided into phases of procurement, production, distribution, consumption, alteration, re-use and discard (Figure 13.1). Within these phases, a ‘technical element’ is the smallest analytical unit of study, formed by the interplay between a gesture, an intention, and matter (modified from Lemonnier 1992:31). As technical elements are repeated, through habitual material engagement, the boundaries between gesture, intentionality and matter become blurred, generating embodied knowledge (cf. Malafouris 2008). ‘Technical syntax’ is a sequence of technical elements in order. The culturally specific arrangements of extended syntaxes, from procurement to discard, compose the chaîne opératoire, regulated by broader social and technological conventions. These distinctions are important because technical elements are more fluid in terms of sharing, and are often passed horizontally within or between groups, while syntaxes are more conservative and are likely to be passed from parent to child, teacher to pupil (Apel 2008). For instance, in potting technology, because decorative elements or minor technical variations are less reliant on extended syntaxes, they are more readily shared across social boundaries than vessel forming techniques (Arnold 1985; Mayor 2005). Thus, individual elements may be widely distributed, while syntaxes are usually diagnostic of production groups (Roux and Courty 2005).

By using the chaîne opératoire, we are able to look at the in-between of raw materials and ‘finished’ objects, assembling what Gosden and Malafouris (2015) describe as the ‘chronoarchitecture’ of action. We then move away from blob-based, classic typological approaches and towards line-based, process methods for material culture analysis, which can more effectively identify social groups working within broader communities of practice, and allow us to flesh out our archaeological narratives.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technological Process</th>
<th>Individual chaîne opératoire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procurement</td>
<td>Clay extraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collection of temper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transport of raw materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Storage of raw materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mixing of raw materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vessel forming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surface treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Firing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>Storage of finished vessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transport of finished vessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trade/exchange of vessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mixing of foodstuffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooking/heating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cleaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>Damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reworking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Addition of new material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Secondary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Breakage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Firing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 13.1. Analytical terminology of a ceramic chaîne opératoire.**

Source: Dylan Gaffney.
Technological process on the north-east coast of New Guinea

To illustrate how the concept of technological process can be instructive for understanding pre-colonial Melanesian societies, I now turn to pottery-making around the north-east coast of New Guinea. The north-east coast stretches from the mouth of the Sepik in the north to the Markham in the south, and is characterised by uplifted coral, active volcanic islands and tropical coastal plains flanked by steep mountain ranges. It is an important area as it was likely host to early human groups as they passed along the coast into the Pacific 50,000 years ago (Groube et al. 1986), and has subsequently been used as a conduit into the Bismarck Archipelago and the Central Highlands (Gaffney, Summerhayes et al. 2015; Gaffney et al. 2016; Gaffney et al. in press). More recently it has seen increasingly specialised modes of production and exchange leading up to ethnographic contact in the 1870s (Lilley 2017). This involved a number of middlemen trading groups, marginally situated relative to material resources, but at the heart of coastal and inter-island exchange networks (Harding 1967; Hogbin 1947; Sahlins 1974:262–276). One of these trading groups was the Bel (Bibbil and Gedaged) speaking group around Madang, who speak an Austronesian language derived from Proto North New Guinea (Ross 1988). They are organised into nested segmentary groups who operate in cooperative social and material networks around the north-east coast, and were once the hub of the extensive Madang exchange system, using sea-going canoes to distribute their pottery over hundreds of kilometres to the north and east in return for subsistence crops, practical objects and valuables. This exchange network was severely disrupted during the Pacific War when occupying forces destroyed many of the canoes, but pottery-making, known as vai, continues into the present.

Ceramic chaînes opératoires will illustrate how this specific technological process initiated a broader social world of growth, personification, magic and ritual. This process is examined over different temporal ranges, with each study moving us back deeper through time: (1) the synchronic potting cycle observed ethnographically; (2) the more extended evidence of technological and social change identified ethnohistorically, during the contact and colonial periods; and (3) the more diachronic changes observed archaeologically over the last millennium before present.

Modern pottery production and exchange around Madang

At Bibbil and Yabob villages around Madang, many women produce brilliant, red-slipped, paddle and anvil pottery used as cooking vessels and water containers (Gaffney 2016; Gaffney and Summerhayes 2017). A number of social conventions still govern pottery-making. Only women at Bibbil or Yabob may produce pottery in this manner, so if a woman moves from her natal potting village to a different, non-potting marital village, she will be prohibited from production of ceramics and the sharing of technical knowledge. This convention is called the vou and is a form of magic that can be likened to intellectual copyright amongst the Bel groups. Transgression of the vou can result in violent retribution.

1 Pottery-making has since ceased at Yabob Village and only continues at Bibbil. These villages comprise the Bibbil language speakers to the south of modern Madang town.
Today, the potters dig for suitable clay around yam and sweet potato gardens, and collect sand temper from the mainland beaches and river mouths. They carry *bilum* (string bags) laden with these raw materials back to their houses, where the clay is treated and stored in large balls for use. When required, bits of these clay balls will be broken off and blended with the sand temper—forming a mixture called the *isol*. The correct *isol* is essential to the mechanical durability of the pot as it moves through the production process. It is not prescribed by a set recipe or ratio, but is *figured out* by the feel in the potter's hands: the mix that does not stick to the hand and can be rolled easily is preferred as it reduces resistance to the potter's movements. The potter then begins to bring the pot into its primordial form, creating a rim preform. This involves the potter pressing her thumb into a ball of *isol* and throwing it in a circular fashion with her hands, resembling a wheel-throwing technique to form the pot's 'mouth'. This technique is unique to Madang, along with potters around Tumleo on the Sepik Coast, and around eastern Indonesia, which has led some researchers to suggest they derive from a common technological tradition (Pétrequin and Pétrequin 1999). At a later stage, more *isol* is added to the base of the mouth preform and the body begins to take form, using hand moulding at first, later shifting to a variety of specialised paddles and anvils. For most of the potters who have grown up learning these techniques, potting is 'not hard' and procedural body habit seems to coalesce with the material, working itself into new forms with ease as the potter's hands move in response to the wetted *isol* mix.

There are four recognisable shapes produced in repeated *chaînes opératoires*. The *bodi* is a small cooking pot with an everted rim, and an exemplar *chaîne opératoire* is presented in Figure 13.2. The *magob* is a similar cooking pot with incurving rim, the *tangeng* a larger pot used for feasts, and the *you-bodi* a single or multi-spouted water container. However, these 'finished' vessel types are in no way finished. After a preliminary firing stage, vessels can be refashioned and reworked into other forms. Moreover, if an in-use *bodi* is broken, it can be modified around the rim to produce a *magob*. Damaged vessels can also become *su*, and act as supports for fresh pots during cooking. Fragments of these *su* can later be used as lids to retain heat when cooking. And more inventively, damaged *su* can act as flowerpots around the gardens. In the 21st century, the conventional pottery forms have also been actively modified to appeal to Western tourist markets. These modifications include miniaturisation, body perforations and the addition of non-functional spouts.

Lastly, a red slip, called *main*, is applied to the 'skin' of the pot prior to firing. Once fired, the slip hardens from a dull orange to a bright red and the vessel is considered to have become as a young man, just like the young men emerge from the fires of initiation decorated with red paint.

The pots do not become socially inert at the end of the production process, nor does technology, as a mode of engagement between people and things, cease to acquire or create meaning during distribution, use and discard (Sellet 1993; Sillar and Tite 2000). The pottery users, around Madang and elsewhere, engage and create meaningful embodied knowledge during cooking or while storing the pot in such a way that it will not break. As fully initiated pots, the Bilbil and Yabob vessels actively help to generate revenue for the villages, or establish important reciprocal relationships through bride price.
Figure 13.2. A modern *chaîne opératoire* of a Madang-style *bodi*.

Source: Dylan Gaffney.
**Colonial-period pottery around Madang**

This modern pottery-making is a conscious attempt to maintain *kastom* in the face of the 21st century, as women increasingly find work in town centres rather than in villages. This is interlinked with reinvigorating and relearning *sing sing* dances, canoe making, and other pre-colonial technological processes to assert local identity (Suwa 2005). It is important to note that these ethnographic *chaînes opératoires* are simply the most recent analogues in long technological lines, which have been reworked during colonial disruptions and encounters in the late 19th and early 20th centuries (see Spriggs 2008). Many technological processes, especially relating to ancestor and spirit worship, initiation rituals and magic-making, were forcibly prevented by the Lutheran Church, and German and Australian administrators (Mennis 2006:138). I have elsewhere used ethnohistorical information to outline the interplay between ceramic *chaînes opératoires* and this time of dramatic social flux around Bilbil and Yabob (Gaffney 2018). This not only stretches out the technological process—from a synchronic ethnographic snapshot to longer diachronic flows—but also examines the archaeologically intangible aspects of pottery-making, which were once key to production and exchange.

During the colonial period, the Bilbil and Yabob were forcibly moved from offshore islands onto the mainland, and a number of pottery centres seem to have disappeared. This movement changed the dynamics of raw material procurement as potters could then access materials without having to maintain land use rights with different coastal peoples. This also led to shifts in sand temper selection, as potters chose mainland volcanic sands over calcareous sands from the offshore uplifted islands, although clay sources remained the same.

An examination of Madang-style pots in Australasian museums and ethnographic accounts (Kakubayashi 1978; Maahs 1949; May and Tuckson 2000:195–196; Mennis 2006; Miklouho-Maclay 1975; Smith 1967; Werner 1911) shows that despite these forcible relocations, procurement shifts, prohibitions on *kastom* and even the attempted introduction of European-style wheel throwing in the 1960s, the technology of the *vai* has remained relatively invariant (Figure 13.3). The only minor modification to forming has been the addition of a carination, formed during paddling, which may have been innovated during World War II while Bel potters were displaced around the north-east coast. Alongside invariance to the ‘traditional’ ceramic *chaînes opératoires*, the Bilbil and Yabob have been highly innovative in developing complimentary ‘tourist’ pottery, which shows how technological processes can either mutate or persist in the face of changing consumers and social upheaval (Gaffney 2018).

Despite formal consistency in ‘traditional’ pottery, the ethnohistorical literature demonstrates that pottery-making did not operate on its own, and was inexorably intertwined with other technological processes such as magic-making. Oral traditions suggest that the clay, temper and slip procurement, along with the collection of firing materials, water and sago paste for polishing, likely required an active knowledge of magic and the local spirit world (Mennis 1980b:24; see also Aufinger 1942; Hannemann 1944; May and Tuckson 2000; Mennis 2006, 2011, 2014). Bel magic revolved around animism and ancestor worship. This invoked the strength of the *tibud* (nature spirits) and the *meziab* (ancestral spirits) in everyday routine. *Tibud* were spirits that inhabited the natural realm: every tree, each point of land, the sea and animals. Developing a familiarity with technological processes required one to learn the *tibud* for different objects and places, and to negotiate these supernatural agents in daily life. The *meziab* were spirits of the ancestors, compiled into a singular social unit with the authority to protect and punish.

---

2 These museums include (1) The Macleay Museum, University of Sydney; (2) Australian Museum; (3) Auckland War Memorial Museum.
One instance of this is in the anvil stones used by Bel potters in the mid-20th century, which were passed down from mother to daughter, teacher to student (Smith 1967). These anvils contained magical properties necessary for driving out *tibud* from the raw clay. The source of these stones on the Rai Coast was perhaps the home of positive ancestral *meziab* (Tuckson 1966). As such, magic was an integral tool in the pottery production chain.

**Pre-colonial pottery around Madang**

Bilbil and Yabob pottery-making extends back into the pre-colonial period around 650 years, when the first Bel-speaking migrants moved to the north-east coast (Gaffney et al. 2018), and perhaps before that when Bel-speaking groups lived somewhere around the Bismarck Sea (Lilley 1986; Mennis 2006). Because we know technological knowledge must be experienced to be acquired, and technical syntaxes require extended learning procedures, we can assume that the groups who produced archaeological ‘Madang-style’ potteries were related to those who make...
pots today. Especially if the *vou* was used to control which groups could pot, as it was in the 19th to 21st centuries. These archaeological ceramics closely resemble modern and colonial period Bilbil and Yabob pots, and previous researchers have correctly assumed they were made following an unbroken technological process (Allen 1971; Egloff 1975; Lilley 1986).

We can now stretch this technological process back deeper into the archaeological past using assemblages of Madang-style pottery excavated from Nunguri site (TP1) on Bilbil Island, dating from about 550 years before present through to ethnographic contact (Gaffney et al. 2018). I have elsewhere analysed these ceramics to identify the *chaînes opératoires*: the nature of raw material procurement, production techniques, decorating, finishing, use and discard (Gaffney 2016). Here, I highlight some important aspects of this research as they pertain to the diachronic nature of technological process and how this corresponds with broader society.

Geochemical analyses show that a variety of sand tempers from black, white and calcareous beach sands were mixed with locally available clays to produce *isol* (Gaffney 2016:288–302). These clays chemically overlap with the mainland sources used by Bilbil potters today, although some may be closer to those from the modern Yabob area (Gaffney 2016:396). The variation in tempers probably indicates that a number of production groups collected clays from a shared resource zone.

Analyses of the potsherds’ forms and manufacturing marks—residual traces from the movements of the potter with the *isol*—indicates that each production group made pots in similar ways, following five distinct forming sequences. However, there was substantial gestural variation within each sequence and a large degree of morphological freedom in how the individual pots took form (Gaffney 2016:415). In the past, people may have been able to identify the pots of specific craftspeople, as they can today. Despite this variation, these five extended technical syntaxes were repeated over time through shared learning frameworks. They are illustrated in Figure 13.4 and show how a variety of *isol* mixtures could facilitate the production of each form. These forms were globular and included: (1) an everted rimmed cooking pot; (2) an everted rimmed cooking pot with external bevelling; (3) an everted rimmed cooking pot with internal bevelling; (4) an incurving pot probably used for cooking; and (5) an inverted and collared rimmed pot for water storage. Many of these forms may have been modified during or after production and it is likely that broken pots were used as *su* to support in-use cooking vessels. Innovations were made to some technical elements and short syntaxes, such as the addition of a bevelling stage to the inner rim in the last 300 years, but the basic roughing out, rim-preforming, paddling and anvilling, have remained relatively invariant over the centuries.

Decorations were also interchangeable within each raw material and forming sequence, and between production groups, despite following set structural rules (Gaffney 2016:337–394). I posit that these pre-colonial production groups were operating within a closely related community of practice. Within this community of practice, there was considerable mobility, translocation of potters and transfer of ideas, horizontally and vertically, which maintained technical variability within the community but prevented divergent threads clearly emerging in different production groups. This would account for substantial variation in form, materials and decoration, but conformity of five common production sequences diagnostic of the Madang-style.

Despite this variation, the application of red slip was an integral and invariant procedure throughout the archaeological deposit. This suggests that connotations with the red paint of initiates may extend deeper back into the pre-colonial past. Both people and pots became active participants in maintaining trade friendships along the coast. This may have implications for archaeologically intangible technologies along the north-east coast and for how magic and ritual were used to bind ceramic production processes together in the deeper past.
Figure 13.4. Five archaeological *chaînes opératoires* represented on Bilbil Island in the archaeological past.

Source: Dylan Gaffney.
Lastly, decorations on archaeological ceramics are dissimilar to 20th century examples. I have elsewhere suggested that appliquéd and incised decorations on potsherds from the pre-colonial period would have been further allusions to scarification and tattooing rituals commonly associated with initiation around the north-east coast (Gaffney 2016:411). Just as the skin of the initiate is incised and heals over in rounded swellings, so too do the pots become incised and produce rounded nubbins around their shoulders. It is worth stating that this is not so far-fetched. Many scarification designs amongst Sepik groups are identical to those produced on historical pottery and wooden bowls (see designs in Schechter 2011; Terrell 2011), while the correlations between pottery decoration and tattooing have long been cited (Kirch 1997:131). We here see the mutual growth of initiate and material culture.

Discussion

Having outlined this technological process from the ethnographic present and back into the archaeological past, I now pick out several themes—growth, personification, magic and ritual—which appear to be integral to this technological process. These themes echo other studies from around Melanesia. The most obvious, classic analogy to this is in Malinowski's (1922) description of the Kula network in the Massim, whereby mwali and soulava shell valuables are seen as active, named participants as they build and reinforce social relations during production and exchange.

In north-east New Guinea itself, James Leach's (2002) ethnographic study of garamut drums among the Nekgini speakers of the Rai Coast also shows how technological processes personify active agents. Garamut are said to have the voice of a man and, when first created, appear in the village wearing the clothes of a young initiated male. Building on Gell's (1998) description of objects with agency, Leach (2002) calls into question the classificatory schema that separate objects from the processes that bring them to life, and records the chaîne opératoire of the drums as they are born, initiated and later even killed (Leach 2015). The very act of garamut production brings forth not only the object itself, but a social world of interrelations, producing reciprocal relationships between people and their kin, growing socially efficacious 'men': both in the form of drums and initiated males (Leach 2002). Both forms, brought forth by technological processes, take on the appearance of a man.

The garamut production process also involves a deeper understanding of the local spirit word. Firstly, the tree is felled, which involves inciting bush spirits and invoking myth while the axe is swung. Next, the trunk is hollowed. The trunk is marked and cut, which clears the way for spirits to come in the form of birds to ‘peck away the inside of the wood’ and ‘peel off the bark’. Thirdly, decoration is applied. The dangerous spirits are removed by shooting a bird and throwing it from the trunk into the bush. These spirits are then replaced with water spirits, who transform the musical voice of the drums. This signals that the drums are nearing completion, which is accompanied by ritual play activities that transfer the nurturing relationship between men and wives to men and their kinsfolk (Leach 2002).

In a similar example, Mary Mennis (1980a, 2011) has recorded the chaîne opératoire of lalong (trading canoe) production and use around Madang, based on oral traditions and knowledge from Bel elders who helped their fathers build canoes in the colonial period. To produce these canoes, bush material was collected with the help of the inland people, maintaining crucial, sometimes fragile, reciprocal friendships with these groups. Like on the Rai Coast, and amongst the Bilbil and Yabob potters, magic formed central technological components in these processes of production. All initiated Bel men would use some degree of magic in their everyday routine and the knowledge of how to produce magic was entangled with the technical knowledge of canoe building. Certain Bel groups speaking the Gedaged language were said to possess the
knowledge to make specific magic; the Bilbil speakers, however, could not hull canoes because they did not possess the magic with which to carry it out. This magic was the vou, and this form of intellectual copyright amongst the Bel has strong affinities to other groups around the north-east coast (see Leach 2002).

Associated with this magic and belief was a secret language used in every stage of canoe building: from sharpening axes, to the hulling of logs, attaching the storage compartment, and putting on the sail (Hannemann 1944:5; Mennis 1980b:24). For instance, the Bel would pray to the tibud inside a tree before cutting it down to use for canoe production. Aufinger (1942) described two types of secret language used by the Bel: one of metaphor and innuendo; and another of magic words—some borrowed from other languages, others invented—with which people would speak in order to exclude the uninitiated from conversation. The latter was originally created so that sailors could speak freely while on the canoe. Evil water tibud were familiar with Bel languages and would listen in on conversations. This could prove detrimental to the trading trip.

Ceremonial displays were also necessary for the trade voyage to commence. Upon departure, the ‘father’ of the canoe would swim out with the canoe and fight it with a branch. The young men would stand on the platform, decorated with feathers and mal (loincloths), while the leader would stand in the cabin, drumming the vongu drum, speaking magic, and blowing on the conch shell (Mennis 1980b:44). In this context, canoes must be seen as intertwined with the broader social processes of belief, ritual and magic. Without specific magic being enacted and specific ceremonies taking place, the canoe could not take form and be initiated into the social world where, by completing trading voyages, it would reinforce trade friendships, and maintain the movement of materials along the coast (Mennis 2011:11).

Through processes of regular routine action—learning the art of canoe building and sailing—often beginning from a young age (Mennis 1980b:17), men generated and reshaped their bodily knowledge. Pushing the lalong out to sea, tethering the sails and understanding the winds and the stars were all part of this technological process, making knowledge and know-how at the interface of bodies, techniques and materials (following Lemmonier 1992). This process also involved learning the magic to negotiate local tibud at different points of land and in the water around them. While on trade voyages in the recent pre-colonial period, along with reciting secret words to evade the water tibud, men would throw heated potsherds into the waves to quell them (Mennis 1980b:44). It was at this point that two technological processes—pottery and canoes—wove together integrally.

These comparisons hint at a particularly Melanesian way of making objects, which become affective, personified, material actors in an almost literal sense, through technological processes of production and exchange. Emergent from these studies are distinct technological commonalities, featuring processes of growth that involve correspondence with materials, gestures and intentionality, but also magic, spirits, ritual and language. Without these delicately balanced, highly contingent ingredients, many such chaînes opératoires could simply not be enacted.

In much the same way as tree crops and tubers are grown in mutually informed, generative processes (Barton and Denham 2018), so too it seems are human and non-human actors grown, many of which survive for us to analyse as artefacts, albeit often in a fragmentary form. This again touches on a particularly Melanesian way of making. It involves growth and initiation into the social world in a very real sense, and results in non-human things that can take on the affectiveness of human actors. It is through technological process—the production of the garamut drum, the sailing of the lalong, the firing and exchange of bodi pots—that a world of social relations is simultaneously grown. And not only do these things grow such relations, but they also take on the physical forms of their human counterparts such as the voice and ears of the drum, the mouth and skin of the pot.
These things are grown into complex worlds of extant but constantly mutating networks (Knappett 2005), where they become bound up between all the other growing and living things (Ingold 2015). These emergent affectiveness come forth into a world of interrelations involving the correspondence of materials with other materials, people with people, people with materials (Knappett 2007). For instance, in Madang, pots, canoes and magic were bound together during the process of voyaging: sailors would calm the waves and any malignant tibu with heated potsherds (Mennis 1980b:44).

Although bringing forth pots was a way of initiating affective things into the world, these regular activities served also to produce female potters, creating specialised knowledge and identities within the production group, and along the north-east coast. Just as the Nekgini create drums, the Gedaged hulled canoes and the Bilbil produce pots, they also create elements of difference. These groups create unique technical knowledge—interwoven with historically contingent and group-specific magic, ritual and spirits—which sets them apart as different from other nearby groups, who produce other specialist products or who focus on root agriculture or fishing. Thus, the regular engagement between people and materials in specific and specialised ways simultaneously produced social boundaries (Stark 1998). These boundaries can be thought of as asymmetries in the networks of technological processes linking people and materials. They can be useful for delimiting specific social groupings or broader communities of practice, where people share ways of doing and making things (Sassaman and Rudolphi 2001). It is therefore within these social boundaries that individual and community identities are continually (re)made and played out. In this way identity is not a static entity but rather part of the process that is always in flux—always being made and remade.

The north-east coast of New Guinea can be seen as a broad community of practice, which shared modes of doing and making. We can identify different social groups by their production processes, or perhaps variations within these processes, but all of these groups were part of the broader mutative network of understanding. All used similar tools of initiation and magic to grow their products, and all understood the value of this magic, especially as it pertained to cultural property rights, and the maintenance of prestige, power and production.

**Conclusion**

In proposing their process archaeology, Gosden and Malafouris (2015) stress that archaeologists tend to trivialise the very processes that energise and give meaning to the materials that we study. Certainly in Melanesian archaeology, we often remove objects from their human creators so they can be more easily analysed. However, in studying technology as process one can conceive the material and social as being irreducibly linked.

The approach presented in this essay advocates for following the chaîne opératoire in order to describe technical and social life in pre-colonial Melanesia—going beyond the artefact as an inert object, and untangling the specific technological processes that bring these materials to life on the human scale. Similar approaches are beginning to be taken up in many studies of Melanesian material culture (see Coupaye 2009, 2016; Ford 2012, 2017; Gaffney 2016, 2018; Gaffney and Summerhayes 2018; Gaffney, Ford et al. 2015; Lagarde and Sand 2013; Leclerc 2016; Pétrequin and Pétrequin 1999, 2006; Szabó 2004). In presenting the case of pottery-making around Madang, tracing this technological process back through time and drawing comparisons with other technological processes on the north-east coast, we see there are commonalities in how groups in this part of Melanesia bring forth material actors, materialise meaning and grow social relationships. Melanesian archaeology is well suited to investigate these processes and contribute to the wider theoretical discourse in anthropology.
So, where do we go from here? Can we track these processes back deeper through time based on commonalities in chaînes opératoires? Did Lapita ceramics come into being, acting as affective material actors in solidifying crucial production and exchange relationships between groups, involving magic, intellectual property rights and ritual performance? The red slip of Madang-style ceramics seems to be the last living descendant in New Guinea from Lapita slipping techniques. Does this imply that, along with dentate stamping representing tattooing, red-slipped Lapita vessels symbolised the paints of initiation? Certainly the Lapita face motifs are an obvious indicator that these pots may have been personified in some way, perhaps as ancestor figures (Kirch 2017:96). Further back in time, did technical syntaxes such as the production and exchange of ornate obsidian stemmed artefacts in the mid-Holocene (e.g. Torrence et al. 2009), or even the cutting and grubbing activities associated with waisted tools in the Pleistocene (e.g. Ford 2017), rely on magic words and ritual performance? These questions are purely speculative, and this essay has not tried to tackle them here. But by posing these questions we can begin to enliven many of the archaeological narratives we produce for understanding the human past in Melanesia, examining the fascinating in-between of the technological process.
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A Melanesian view of archaeology in Vanuatu

Edson Willie

Archaeology in Vanuatu is generally considered a ‘no go’ field of study, as it ventures into areas which a typical ni-Vanuatu is taught at a very early age are restricted and forbidden to members of the community. A lot of archaeological areas of study such as human remains, old or abandoned villages, and sacred and spiritual sites are areas that are associated with spirits of our ancestors; disturbing these areas, or even entering the compound, could lead to unforeseen disease or the death of a relative as a warning—or even your own death. A recent archaeological survey carried out on Nalolo Bay, east Maewo (Sand et al. 2016), saw a cancellation of a visit to a sacred site as the local guides were fearful that something might happen, especially to the locals, as they knew the area was tabu. Venturing into the area might be seen by the spirits as an act of war and they would retaliate and punish us, but more of the punishment would befall the locals as they knew the place was tabu and still went.

Consequently, it is quite difficult to begin working as an archaeologist when growing up in a traditional cultural environment. However, through education and training, one can progressively understand the scope and aims of archaeology and end up comprehending the reasoning behind having to venture into such forbidden areas. As a result, being an archaeologist and a ni-Vanuatu has allowed me to attune the custom beliefs and practices of local communities with archaeological practices. Seeing the two sides of the same coin brings a sense of security and peace to the community, which then becomes a fertile ground for harmonious working relationships with archaeologists. This in turn motivates the parties involved to adhere to sound work ethics, leading to a much safer and respectful working environment.

Kastom in Vanuatu

Vanuatu is a small island nation that is deeply rooted in cultural traditions and beliefs. Daily lives of communities revolve around sacred rituals and kastom ceremonies that guide the activities that occur within local communities. Each individual, whether male or female, has a traditional obligation to ensure the continuation of custom and culture within societies. Such obligations include activities that are associated with different gender and age groups: young boys’ initiation into manhood, ranking systems and girls’ initiation into womanhood, up to the time a person dies.

The traditional practices that have been going on for over hundreds of years and over a lot of generations were not completely suppressed by the missionaries. Whilst some customs were modified by them—for example, on Futuna Island the planting of kava was considered by Christianity as forbidden and was abandoned—in most areas, such as south Vanuatu, Christianity
was integrated into the local religious practices. For example, Christianity was widely accepted into communities after missionaries who were given sacred/taboo lands to settle did not get sick or die, proving their belief in a much stronger deity (Flexner 2016).

All in all, custom beliefs, practices and values are very important in Vanuatu. At first glance, this emphasis on tradition can pose an opposition to archaeological work. Being an archaeologist and a ni-Vanuatu has allowed me to identify the cultural aspects of local communities that can clash with archaeology when the objectives are not properly explained.

Respect is paramount, especially in Vanuatu where cultural beliefs, as mentioned before, are quite dominant. Respect is instilled into the young at a very early age by the elders. They are taught about the importance of traditions and customary laws, and a sense of responsibility is inculcated in them as they grow up and get involved in activities such as gardening, hunting or getting married. Because archaeologists often have to venture into, some would say disturb, culturally restricted areas in order to understand the past, they can appear in opposition to certain traditions and in consequence the field of archaeology can be frowned upon by the local population. In some cases, people can be afraid that their oral traditions related to migration or origins of clans or tribes could be discredited or contradicted by archaeological work.

Another classic example is the work done by archaeologists on human remains, which are usually associated with spirits and avoided altogether. ‘Bone diggers’ is the name given to the field of archaeology by the indigenous population as the field is relatively new and archaeologists are associated with human remains. The fear of disturbing human remains is something that is instilled at a very early age by customary stories that are told around the fire by elders and peers. Human remains are considered sacred, and it is said that disturbing them can lead to unforeseen illnesses that could also lead to death. This has caused limitations and restriction for archaeological research in certain areas where skeletal remains are quite taboo and are feared and/or revered. In 2013, archaeological excavations on a mission site (Watt mission) on Kwamera, south Tanna, revealed skeletal remains beneath the foundation of the mission house. Further excavation of the burial to expose the skeletal remains was done in 2014 (Flexner and Willie 2015). A lot of curious bystanders came to witness as the remains were slowly being uncovered, a majority of whom were wary but soon became interested as the dig slowly began to uncover the rest of the remains. Although they were interested, they still maintained their beliefs and ordered that the remains were not to remain uncovered overnight for fear of upsetting the spirits which would result in illness, even death.

Indigenous perspective

Overcoming one’s cultural beliefs and fears is a major achievement for a local archaeologist. Archaeologists who grow up with traditional customs and beliefs benefit from having a privileged perspective, as they grasp both archaeological and traditional aspects of a situation. Archaeology allows one who can relate to these restrictions to actually see and understand the benefits of carrying out research into sacred aspects of culture, and how research can be transmitted back to the communities concerned in layman’s terms for them to also understand and appreciate the research that is taking place. By identifying these beliefs and traditions, one is able to see that archaeology does not interfere with customs and oral histories but rather that its findings often allow for their stories to be confirmed or extended further back in time, often to a period earlier than oral traditions.
In 2016, an archaeological survey was carried out on Maewo Island. The project was a collaboration between the Vanuatu Cultural Centre (VCC) and the Institute of Archaeology of New Caledonia and the Pacific (Sand et al. 2016). Maewo Island, as with most island communities in Vanuatu, holds very strong beliefs in their customs, traditions and oral histories. The news that a group of people had come to research their history was met with curiosity, even though some were opposed to the idea. The local population was very sceptical of what research was going to be carried out. The team had to define and explain the field of archaeology and also give assurance that sacred areas would not be disturbed and the purpose of the survey was to help them better understand their history and would in no way rewrite their oral traditions.

**Fieldwork**

The VCC’s network of fieldworkers (commonly referred to as *filwokas*) has also helped greatly with archaeological research across Vanuatu. They contribute to awareness of the field of archaeology and its significance to the cultural heritage of societies, the island and the country as a whole. Archaeological training, funded by The Australian National University (Bedford et al. 2011; Bolton 1999) from 1997 to 1999 and the Sasakawa Pacific Island Nation Funds (Bedford and Regenvanu 2003) from 2001 to 2003, has also helped greatly in empowering the *filwokas* with knowledge, which they take back to their home islands, therefore allowing archaeological research to take place within the communities.

The VCC’s *filwokas* work closely with researchers, the vast majority of whom come from outside of Vanuatu. *Filwokas* play a key role in communicating what is being done and how it will benefit the community they belong to. The fact that *filwokas* are part of the communities where research is undertaken facilitates gaining the trust of the community when arguing that the work will not pose any risk or threat to the cultural beliefs and that the research will be greatly beneficial to their cultural heritage.

Archaeologists follow traditional ways of life while on fieldwork in communities, which greatly helps to establish quality working relationships. Employing locals to work on the project is also a practice that has many advantages. Not only do the people hired learn about the significance of archaeology and about the history of their community, they also gain a bit of money in the process. Observing customs and traditions is also part of the working relationship between archaeologists and the communities: these include *kastom* ceremonies, feasts, funerary rites and marriages, as well as attending church on Saturdays or Sundays. Overall, this creates a pleasant environment which reduces the risk of people opposing archaeological excavations.

The Forestry and Protected Areas Management Project saw a holistic approach taken to conservation. The project considered the biological, social/cultural, economic and environmental aspects of conservation within an area. In dealing with cultural aspects of the area, cultural surveys were the main area of interest and therefore cultural traditions/ceremonies were observed before commencement of work. One of the areas selected for the conservation project was Lake Letas, Gaua Island, which is a lake formed in the crater of an old volcano, forming a semicircle around a current existing one (Mount Garett). A *nangarie* plant had to be planted at what is believed to be the entrance of the lake to appease the spirit looking after the lake so that this was a friendly visit and was not a threat to the area (Willie 2016).
Conclusions

As a local archaeologist who grew up with traditional customs and beliefs, I think the field of archaeology provides an in-depth understanding of the teachings and oral history which has been passed down over generations, which makes archaeological research really fascinating. Archaeology gives reasoning to traditional practices such as the irrigation systems on Aneityum (Spriggs 1981), which were left and used as we see them, and could also be revitalised in the present.

Although archaeology is a relatively new concept to the indigenous population of Vanuatu, recognition of the importance of this field and its contribution to the country's cultural heritage is slowly gaining momentum. The discovery of the Lapita cemetery at Teouma in 2004 and other findings from subsequent research projects have helped to shed light on the origins of the first settlers of Vanuatu and on the Pacific’s history in general. Being a ni-Vanuatu archaeologist has helped me flesh out the stories that are told over the fire across the archipelago regarding our origins and our heritage.
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